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ABSTRACT 

ROOFTOPS TO RICE PADDIES: AERIAL UTOPIANISM, HELICOPTERS, AND 

THE CREATION OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY STATE 

Roger D. Connor, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2020 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Zachary M. Schrag 

 

This thesis describes the social construction of rotorcraft technology in the United States 

through the lens of the industry’s largest customer, the military, which provides a 

counternarrative to the deterministic inventor-entrepreneur accounts of rotary-wing 

development. The author argues that, as the federal state expanded rapidly between the 

New Deal and the Vietnam War, short-range aerial mobility (“vertical flight”) became 

central to new conceptions of American power, both at home and abroad. During the 

1930s and ‘40s, the helicopter and its rotary-wing antecedent, the Autogiro, featured in 

the popular imagination as technologically modernist responses to the challenges of 

movement in dynamic urban landscapes, but failed to gain enough commercial 

investment to sustain the emergent rotorcraft industry. Meanwhile, military officers, like 

H. Franklin Gregory, explored the use of vertical flight as a solution to the uncertainties 

of modern warfare waged over difficult geographies, and in the process, provided a solid 
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industrial base for helicopter manufacturing. By the Cold War, despite persistent hopes 

that vertical flight would transform the American landscape, military imperatives 

overshadowed commercial development as Army and Marine Corps leaders embraced 

helicopter mobility as an answer to the chaos of the atomic battlefield. General James 

Gavin’s reconfiguration of the Army around helicopters and battlefield atomic weapons, 

and an expansive application of force in Cold War geographies, rapidly brought vertical 

flight to the forefront of American power, including as a means of domestic authority and 

control. The prominent rise of military vertical flight contrasted starkly with the repeated 

failures of civil agencies to implement urban air mobility. 
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INTRODUCTION: GHETTO BIRDS 

Why oh why must you swoop through the hood 

like everybody from the hood is up to no good 

 

- Ice Cube, “Ghetto Bird” (1993)1 

 

Blue Thunder and ASTRO 

In May 1983, Blue Thunder (Columbia Pictures) premiered in theaters, providing 

an eye-opening experience for me at the age of twelve. This rather odd commercial 

Hollywood production was a police chase film of the type popular at the time, layered 

with a healthy dose of post-Watergate government distrust, centered on a super-helicopter 

designed to appeal to Reagan-era militaristic techno-enthusiasm, and set in the skies of 

Los Angeles rather than its streets, like most chase flicks. It activated my own adolescent 

techno-enthusiasm, launching my interest in rotorcraft, and a career in civil aviation that 

has meshed with my evolution as a historian.  

Over time, I came to realize that Blue Thunder represented more than a reflection 

of early eighties discomfiture with technology and the state. Situated on a midpoint 

somewhere between The China Syndrome and Top Gun, the plot featured a jaded 

Vietnam War veteran Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) pilot, played by Roy 

 
1 Ice Cube, “Ghetto Bird,” Lethal Injection, Lench Mob Records/Priority Records, 1993. 
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Scheider, who becomes even more disillusioned while evaluating a new military-style 

helicopter gunship equipped with the latest surveillance technologies. After discovering 

that the federal government is exploring the use of this aerial platform to surveil and 

suppress disaffected minority populations in urban environments, Scheider’s character 

steals the aircraft to draw public attention to the state run amok in trampling civil 

liberties, thus setting up the extended aerial chase sequence that is the film’s raison 

d'être.2 Unbeknownst to its viewers, and possibly the LAPD public affairs personnel who 

approved the department’s participation with the filmmakers, the movie was an effective 

commentary on the LAPD’s aviation unit’s origin story. 

 Though the LAPD never acquired helicopter gunships to suppress perceived 

lawlessness in ethnic communities, in 1968, LA city government established the LAPD’s 

ASTRO (Air Support To Regular Operations) program. Riding the wave of the Nixon 

campaign’s Law and Order movement, the LAPD sought an aerial response to the unrest 

of the Watts riots three years earlier. While the department had twelve years of 

experience in operating helicopters, they were used primarily in traffic observation. 

ASTRO marked a major escalation in capability, as it soon acquired seven Bell 206 

JetRangers (the civilian version of the Army’s Kiowa light observation helicopter then 

about to deploy to Vietnam), which constituted its first turbine-powered aircraft. Unlike 

the department’s earlier helicopters, they carried an observer who could direct an 

intensely bright (for the time) 2,500-lumen xenon NightSun searchlight while the jet 

 
2 Blue Thunder spawned a sub-genre of helicopter action-adventure, including a failed television 

series of the same name and another, Airwolf, which utilized the gunslinger model of serial television, 

accompanied by numerous violations of aerodynamics (though a beautiful helicopter in the form of the 

starring Bell 222).  
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turbine gave it the reliability to safely hover over urban neighborhoods (at least those 

with little political influence) for extended periods at night. NASA’s Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory (JPL) even conducted a favorable two-year study on the effectiveness of 

ASTRO on reducing crime, with an adjacent technical program to create an image-

intensifying infrared surveillance system like that in Blue Thunder. This came barely a 

year after an intensive effort to equip Army “firefly” helicopters in Vietnam with similar 

powerful spotlights and night vision systems.3 Meanwhile, representatives of the Los 

Angeles African American community complained about the import of the Army’s 

hunter-killer technology from South Vietnam to the skies over South-Central LA, with 

one community leader stating, “’We are of the opinion that exaggerated and unnecessary 

use of law enforcement helicopters is causing unnecessary tension in minority areas and 

stimulating resentment to such an extent that there will be provocation for acts or 

attitudes which could cause lasting harm to the community.”4 Eight years after Blue 

Thunder, the more culturally aware Lawrence and Meg Kasdan film Grand Canyon 

featured ASTRO helicopters that were so omnipresent over South-Central LA that they 

were nearly characters in their own right.5   

If Blue Thunder’s “whisper mode” and x-ray vision systems were surveillance 

technologies that have yet to emerge on police helicopters, the fears they stoked of a 

 
3 “Final Report: Iroquois Night Fighter and Night Tracker (INFANT), ACTIV Project No. ACA-

49/67IS, Department of the Army, Concept Team in Vietnam, 30 April 1970. 
4 Ralph H. Nutter letter to Murdock, June 13, 1969, Folder 15, Box 36, Urban Policy Research 

Institute Records, cited in Max Felker-Kantor, “Managing Marginalization from Watts to Rodney King: 

The Struggle Over Policing and Social Control in Los Angeles, 1965-1992,” PhD diss., University of 

Southern California, 2014), 164. 
5 David Denby, “Lost Angels,” New York Magazine, 13 January 1992, 46. 
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surveillance police state accurately predicted the aerial wide area surveillance systems 

that are now beginning to provide an unprecedented persistent form of aerial observation 

that might even shock the ghost of Michel Foucault, the best known scholar of state 

surveillance.6 In 1969, the premier American aerospace trade periodical, Aviation Week 

& Space Technology summed up ASTRO’s JetRanger acquisition with a subhead that 

might have been the plot summary for the movie, “Effectiveness of rotary-wing aircraft, 

particularly in civil disorders, spurs formation of patrols; federal aid utilized.”7 As of 

2019, the LAPD counted nineteen “ghetto birds” (including five JetRangers) on hand, 

making it a small air force in its own right, and larger than the helicopter force South 

Vietnamese Prime Minister Ngo Dinh Diem had in 1960 as American military 

involvement in his nation’s counterinsurgency operations began to gain momentum.8 

Though noise complaints against the LAPD and its ASTRO program escalated 

significantly in the years following its initiation, Angelenos were not strangers to 

helicopter noise.9 The Los Angeles basin had been home to the first significant 

government-subsidized urban air service in 1947 when the Civil Aeronautics board 

approved the establishment of the Los Angeles Airways (LAA) helicopter airline, making 

it the first of three federally-subsidized helicopter airlines that operated for over two 

 
6 See Arthur Holland Michel, Eyes in the Sky: The Secret Rise of Gorgon Stare and How It Will 

Watch Us All (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: 2019). 
7 Richard F. Coburn, “Police Units Expand Helicopter Operations,” Aviation Week & Space 

Technology, January 13, 1969, 103-5. 
8 “History of the Air Support Division,” Los Angeles Police Department; “Ghetto bird” as an 

appellation for ASTRO helicopters begins appearing formally around 1981. See Suzanne Muchnic, Big 

Willie: Lighting Up Watts,“ Los Angeles Times, 12 August 1981, 77; Memo, Diem to Kennedy, “Review 

Of Military Situation And Recommendations For Continued Improvement,” Pentagon Papers, Part V. B. 4. 

Justification of the War. Internal Documents. The Kennedy Administration. Book I, Jan 1961 - Nov 1963, 

233. 
9 Ginger Varney, “The Copter Cops,” LA Weekly, 7 January 1979, 5. 
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decades on a quasi-experimental status in Los Angeles, New York, and Chicago (along 

with a non-subsidized service in San Francisco). Such services had been futurist fantasy 

only a few decades earlier, but over a million Americans traveled by scheduled helicopter 

airline service annually from 1966 to 1968.10 However, by the time of ASTRO’s 

establishment, the dreams of LAA founder Clarence Belinn lay in actual ruins. Two fatal 

crashes in 1968 killed almost fifty people traveling to or from Disneyland, all leading to a 

rapid decline in profitability, quickly culminating in bankruptcy and a bizarre bailout 

attempt by eccentric aerospace mogul Howard Hughes that led to his ouster by his 

corporate board.11  

 

Vertical Flight 

LAA and ASTRO represent two aspects of a popular idea known most broadly as 

vertical flight, which encompass rotary-wing aircraft (rotorcraft), consisting of 

helicopters and gyroplanes, as well as Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) aircraft like 

tilt rotors (known by the Federal Aviation Administration as powered lift aircraft). 

Emerging in practical form during the two decades between the World Wars, vertical 

flight was initially a response by a small sector of the aviation industry to the failure of 

the airplane to improve mobility for the average citizen. Besides their expense, airplanes 

consumed a vast infrastructure. Runways, aprons, hangars, navigational aids, plus 

adjoining clearways to assure safe approach paths, had already made aviation a complex 

 
10 Aerospace Facts and Figures: 1971/1972, Aerospace Industries Association (New York: 

McGraw-Hill, 1971), 120. 
11 Donald L. Barlett and James B. Steels, Empire: The Life, Legend, and Madness of Howard 

Hughes (New York: W.W. Norton, 1979), 430-1.  
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and expensive enterprise by the time of the Great Depression. It also did not mesh well 

with the urban landscape. Airline service by airplanes appeared to be a promising 

alternative to the train if one wanted to travel across the country but did nothing for the 

person wanting to transit the LA basin. Eliminating airports required vertically rising and 

landing aircraft, which were still in early stages of development at the time due to a range 

of technical hurdles. However, few in the aviation industry, which was rapidly becoming 

profitable on the expansion of airplane transport, saw much potential payoff in vertical 

flight. 

Vertical flight is inherently inefficient. The ability to operate independently of 

runways requires structural, weight, and aerodynamic compromises that cause vertical 

flight aircraft to be slower, burn more fuel, and require bigger engines than an airplane to 

move a given weight over the same distance. Most members of the aeronautical 

community proved unwilling to sacrifice speed, particularly during the 1930s, when 

speed was central to the what Robert Wohl calls the “spectacle of flight” that drove the 

aviation industry.12 Throughout the interwar years, they pursued aeronautical speed as a 

key signifier of social modernism and state power. Fascists used it to intimidate their 

antagonists, the Soviets used it to awe their citizens, Americans used it to announce their 

equality to Europeans, and all nations used it to redefine military power.13 The ability of 

airplanes to transgress traditional boundaries and destroy what A. Bowdoin Van Ripper 

termed “the tyranny of time and distance” allowed nations to exercise, without 

 
12 Robert Wohl, The Spectacle of Flight: Aviation and the Western Imagination, 1920-1950 (New 

Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005). 
13 Scott W. Palmer, Dictatorship of the Air (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
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geographical constraint, the commercial and military power previously defined by 

American naval strategist Alfred Thayer Mahan in the late nineteenth century in 

reference to the nation’s imperialistic oceanic ambitions.14 Likewise, Peter Fritzsche has  

documented how Germany nationalized aviation as a cultural phenomenon in support of 

its hegemonic ambitions. Writing a half-century after Mahan, Ira Eaker, future architect 

of the European bombing campaign in World War II, opined “Man must go faster, in 

more comfort and safety, and much more cheaply, if aeronautics is to provide an essential 

mode of human and freight transit.”15 In this context, low and slow flying aircraft held 

little interest for most aviation promoters. 

Once vertical flight aircraft proved themselves in niche applications like medical 

evacuation, anti-submarine warfare, and disaster response, the broader aviation 

community grudgingly conceded their value. However, vertical flight has remained a 

distinctly separate subaltern to the airplane in a speed-centric culture, particularly when 

early Cold War jets might travel five times faster than the speediest helicopters. Though 

helicopters are more dangerous than airplanes primarily due to the greater time spent in 

proximity to the ground, and rank at the top of the “stick and rudder” skillset in aviation 

(a community where perceived skill counts for much), rotorcraft remain the oddballs of 

aeronautics. Fixed-wing aviators ridicule helicopter pilots for flying inelegant, 

aerodynamically inefficient slow machines in a culture that values the opposite (think 

 
14 A. Bowdoin Van Ripper, Imagining Flight: Aviation and Popular Culture (College Station, TX: 

Texas A&M University Press, 2004), 7; Alfred Thayer Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 

1660-1783 (Cambridge: University Press, 1890), George W. Baer, One Hundred Years of Sea Power: The 

U.S. Navy, 1890-1990 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1993).  
15 Ira C. Eaker, “The Week in the Air,” The Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles, California), 9 

August 1931, Part VI, 4. 
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Tom Cruise’s Maverick in Top Gun chanting, “I feel the need - the need for speed”).16 

One Cold War era joke in the military aviation community went, “A four-time loser: the 

fellow who went to Texas A&M, joined the Marines, flew helicopters, and was hired by 

Braniff.” In the white-collar world of the cockpit, rotary-wing culture has a decidedly 

blue-collar tint.17 

  

Clever Inventors or Clever Bureaucrats 

For most of the 1920s, demand for vertical flight remained largely limited to the 

visions of utopian-minded modernist architects, science fiction film directors, popular 

technology journal writers, and illustrators of pulp magazine covers. However, in four 

decades, vertical flight went from a vehicle promoted primarily by futurists and eccentric 

inventors to a central instrument of the United States’ exercise of power abroad as 

thousands of helicopters flitted about South Vietnam. In the United States, the vertical 

flight industry and aviation historians have, with great consistency, documented this 

 
16 Alford J. Williams, “Speed! Speed! The Final Goal of Flying” in Conquerors of the Sky, ed. 

Joseph Lewis French (Springfield, MA: McLoughlin Bros., 1932), 292-303. Tony Scott, Top Gun 

(Paramount Pictures, 1986). The helicopter’s slowness is due to an aerodynamic phenomenon called 

retreating blade stall caused when, to balance lift on both sides of the rotor disc, the flapping action of the 

blades causes the blade rotating towards the rear of the helicopter to encounter an aerodynamic stall. 

Retreating blade stall is typically encountered when the speed of the helicopter exceeds its designed “never 

exceed” speed. For most helicopters, this is in the 100 to 150 mph range. Newer technologies have nearly 

doubled this figure. 
17 Common jokes made by airplane pilots when referencing helicopters: “A helicopter is a 

collection of rotating parts going round and round and reciprocating parts going up and down - all of them 

trying to become random in motion;” “Helicopters can't really fly - they're just so ugly that the earth 

immediately repels them;” “Helicopters don't fly. They beat the air into submission;” “Flying helicopters is 

like masturbation, you enjoy it while it's happening but you're kind of embarrassed when you’re done;” 

“Helicopters are for people who want to fly but don't want to go anywhere;” “Real planes use only a single 

stick to fly. This is why bulldozers and helicopters – in that order – need two.” See: David William English, 

Slipping the Surly Bonds: Great Quotations on Flight (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1998), 126-127; and The 

Air Up There: More Great Quotations on Flight (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2003), 88, 93-94.  
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transformation as an engineering success story in which a handful of clever men created 

clever products that government and society had not realized they needed until then. As 

the helicopter gained prominence in the 1950s, popular history writers followed the trend 

to emphasize the Western capitalist imperative that drew a distinction with the 

Communist East. The inventor-entrepreneur narrative of the four or five key individuals 

behind the technical establishment of the primary American helicopter manufacturers fit 

this mold well. The establishment of a rotorcraft community in the form of the American 

Helicopter Society gave industry members a forum to elaborate their role in the technical 

creation. The inventor-entrepreneur narrative shaped some of the most influential early 

studies of the American helicopter, such as Devon Francis’ The Story of the Helicopter 

(1946) and Samuel C. Williams’ Report on the Helicopter: The Helicopter and Its Role 

as a Transport Vehicle (!955). More recent studies continue the model. Jay Spenser in 

Whirlybirds: A History of the U.S. Helicopter Pioneers (1998) provides an extremely 

well researched study development of the helicopter framed on the cleverness of four 

foundational pioneers – Igor Sikorsky, Arthur Young (of Bell Aircraft), Frank Piasecki, 

and Stanley Hiller.18  

There is some utility in this perspective. Igor Sikorsky, arguably an even better 

salesman than engineer and designer, almost single-handedly created a populist notion of 

a post-war “helicopter in every garage” during the apex of wartime fatigue in mid-1943.19 

However, the inventor-entrepreneur narratives sidestep the core truth of vertical flight – 

 
18 J.P. Spenser, Whirlybirds: A History of the U.S. Helicopter Pioneers (Hong Kong: University of 

Washington Press, 1998.  
19 Joseph Kastner, “Sikorsky’s Helicopter,” LIFE, 21 June 1943, 80-4, 86-92. 
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that for most of the history of this aeronautical subfield, for every dollar invested by 

commercial development, no less than twice as many, and as much as twenty-two times 

as many, have been invested by government.20 The U.S. federal state has not only been a 

consumer of vertical flight technology but also the primary agent of its creation and 

development. Narratives of government involvement in vertical flight do exist but focus 

primarily on Marine Corps and Army development in the Cold War. Comprehensive 

accounts of federal stewardship in vertical flight do not exist, and some areas, such as 

helicopter airline service, have had virtually no scholarship of significance. I seek to draw 

out the connections between the popular enthusiasm for new forms of three-dimensional 

mobility, the mid-century expansion of the American state, and the preference of many 

bureaucrats to choose technological means to address the inherent challenges of that 

expansion.  

I argue that as the federal state expanded rapidly between the New Deal and the 

Vietnam War in an emergent period of permanent military preparedness, popular visions 

of aerial mobility grew increasingly central to new conceptions of American power. I 

have sought in this work and in my interactions with other chroniclers of rotorcraft 

technology to expand a consumerist understanding of vertical flight’s establishment in 

twentieth century America and its role in the Cold War national security state.21 The 

 
20 Some sample data points: 1954 - $202.6M military, $104.8M commercial; 1967 - $905M 

military, $43M commercial; 1990 - $2,201M military, $254M commercial. See Aerospace Facts and 

Figures, Aerospace Industries Association, for years 1957 (p. 80, 82), 1976/1977 (p. 34-35), 1994/1995 (p. 

37), 2004/2005 (p. 41). 
21 There are three instances where my dialogues with the vertical flight community and those 

documenting it were able to shift the historical perspective to a broader understanding of warfare state and 

national security state negotiations of national power in shaping vertical flight. These are: James R. Chiles, 
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state’s role as end user established a continuum of requirements from federal vertical 

flight advocates, ranging from affordable and safe personal transport for middle class 

suburbanites to better tools for combatting Dutch elm disease to alternatives for 

inefficient forms of aerial movement and observation, like assault gliders and artillery 

spotting balloons. With the Cold War and the establishment of the national security state, 

helicopters and nuclear weapons became closely intertwined as military leaders, 

strategists, and technicians sought to overcome the disruption of atomic age warfare and 

pursued vertical flight as an act of doctrinal resistance against a worldview exclusively 

based on nuclear deterrence. In the pursuit of these requirements, government advocates 

and opponents of vertical flight found themselves engaging in a popular discourse. 

Vertical flight was not only newsworthy because of its connection to world affairs, 

particularly in a military context, but also because it reflected the modernist American 

faith in technological determinism. For citizens of the 1930s, ‘40s, and ‘50s, many of 

whom had experienced the introduction of electric utilities, telephones, radios, 

automobiles, atomic energy, and air travel within their lifetimes, aerial versions of the 

automobile seemed logical and inevitable. As government investment in vertical flight 

yielded sophisticated new forms of flying machines – ranging from a rotorcraft that 

converted to an automobile to flying cranes capable of moving heavy trucks dozens of 

miles by air to flying platforms flown by individual soldiers who simply leaned in the 

 
The God Machine: From Boomerangs to Black Hawks - The Story of the Helicopter (New York: Bantam, 

2007); Walter J. Boyne, How the Helicopter Changed Modern Warfare (Gretna, LA: Pelican Publishing 

Company, 2011); M.E. Rhett Flater and L. Kim Smith, Advancing Vertical Flight: A History of the Vertical 

Flight Society, From Rotary-wing Pioneers to the Future of Vertical Flight (Fairfax, VA: American 

Helicopter Society International, 2019).    
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direction in which they wanted to fly – the idea of a Jetsons-esque future seemed 

rationale. However, by the time the Jetsons first aired in 1962, the idea of personal aerial 

mobility had lost its luster as personal helicopters had defied two decades of 

prognostications that they might become as affordable as automobiles. Instead, 

helicopters became an expensive, but often invaluable, niche tool for a range of military, 

public service, and industrial applications. 

This narrative runs between 1928 and 1968, from the first practical rotorcraft 

development and the beginning of sustained government support to the crisis moment 

four decades later when techno-utopianist dreams of vertical flight for mobility 

increasingly gave way to the helicopter’s use as a tool of state power. During these four 

decades, a mix of bureaucrats, industry innovators, and modernist planners worked to 

change air transport by freeing it from surface infrastructure. During the 1930s, 

government actors wanted rotorcraft to move the mail to downtown post offices more 

quickly, spray pesticides where ground equipment could not reach, and give suburban 

commuters a better option for travel, while Army leaders wanted more mobile 

observation balloons. By the following decade, they hoped for some version of a flying 

car or horse: “flying flivvers” (Model Ts), flying taxis, flying buses, “flying squad cars,” 

or sky cavalry. In practice, rotorcraft proved far more expensive and fragile than 

comparable ground vehicles. Two decades into the twenty-first century we are still 

waiting for flying cars. 

 

Autogiros and Vertical Flight Utopia 
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The oddball nature of rotary-wing flight was particularly prevalent in the early 

years of its development, which has often led to a diminished and inadequate treatment in 

the historiography. Though the helicopter is the vertical flight technology at the heart of 

this story, the first two chapters chart its mostly unsuccessful predecessor, the Autogiro (a 

trademarked name, hence the uppercase “A”). Designed by Juan de la Cierva in Spain 

during the early 1920s, it was an example of what the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA) defines as a gyroplane, i.e. “a rotorcraft whose rotors are not engine-driven, 

except for initial starting, but are made to rotate by action of the air when the rotorcraft is 

moving; and whose means of propulsion, consisting usually of conventional propellers, is 

independent of the rotor system.”22 In more mundane terms, the Autogiro was an airplane 

with most of its lift derived from a free-wheeling rotor spun by the windmill effect of the 

air passing through, while a propeller moved the aircraft forward. If the Autogiro slowed, 

the rotor would slow, lose lift, and it would descend. However, unlike an airplane in 

which the wings aerodynamically stalled at lower speeds to abruptly lose lift, potentially 

resulting in a fatal crash, the Autogiro was stall-proof, making it an attractive option for a 

“safety plane.” It also generated sustaining lift at slower speeds than most airplanes, 

obviating the need for conventional runways. However, the unpowered rotor meant it 

could not hover. Even by the standards of the inefficient helicopters of the following 

decade, Pitcairn’s Autogiros were slow, expensive, inefficient, fragile, and, since 

introduced commercially during the Great Depression, were a flop (so to speak).  

 
22 Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge (Washington: Department of Transportation, 

Federal Aviation Administration, Flight Standards Service, 2016), 1-15. 
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Autogiros had another deficiency. Because of Pitcairn’s marketing to wealthy 

eccentrics, Hollywood framed the Autogiro as a peculiarly quaint artifact of the 

Depression era. Stuart Walker’s Claudette Colbert film, Misleading Lady (Paramount, 

1932), showed off the Autogiro’s ability to get in and out of tight spaces to great effect 

(more so than any other Hollywood production), but only as the stolen vehicle of a 

wealthy guest staying at a great manse. Edward Sutherland’s International House 

(Paramount, 1933) cast W.C. Fields, in his breakout role, as a drunken, lecherous 

Autogiro-flying eccentric that literally crashes a party, while Frank Capra’s Oscar-

winning It Happened One Night (Columbia Pictures, 1934) featured an aeronautical 

scoundrel arriving in an Autogiro for his ill-matched wedding with heiress Claudette 

Colbert, stealing her from Clark Gable. 23 

Why focus so much on a failure story? First, the Autogiro was a technical 

laboratory for the helicopter by providing a platform for rotors and control systems that 

might have been beyond the ability of the small firms that formed the basis of the 

helicopter industry in the early 1940s. For instance, Sikorsky’s first commercial 

 
23 Post Autogiro-era depictions have continued the trope of eccentricity in autorotating aircraft. 

Disney cartoonist Carl Barks created eccentric inventor ‘Gyro Gearloose’ in 1952 - a Scrooge McDuck 

comic’s spinoff in 1952 that played upon the popular contraction of ‘autogyro.’ See Tom Andrae, Carl 

Barks and the Disney Comic Book: Unmasking the Myth of Modernity (Jackson, MS: University Press of 

Mississippi, 2006), 99. The theme of aeronautic eccentricity has continued to the recent past as in George 

Miller’s Mad Max 2: The Road Warrior (Kennedy Miller Productions, 1981), which has a post-apocalyptic 

eccentric at the controls of a gyroplane, while Joe Johnston’s The Rocketeer (Walt Disney Pictures, 1991) 

places Howard Hughes, the greatest of aeronautical eccentrics, piloting one as an action hero. James 

Bond’s ‘Little Nellie’ gyroplane in Lewis Gilbert’s You Only Live Twice (Eon Productions, 1967) seems 

nearly one with the following year’s Ken Hughes title aircraft from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang (Dramatic 

Features, 1968), also an Ian Fleming’s novel! For evidence of the cultural resonance of these films see, 

Wood Soanes “Juggler Capitalizes Comedy Gift” Oakland Tribune January 19, 1936, 72 for International 

House; Charles Einstein, “Where have you gone, Joe Dimaggio, Frankie Albert, Hugh McElhenney, Lefty 

O’Doul, and all you other glories that used to be San Francisco” Los Angeles Times “West” magazine 

February 2, 1969, 28; and Jeannette Carmichael, “’It Happened One Night’ Swept 1934 Oscars” Hood 

County News September 12, 1987, 11A. 
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helicopter, the S-51, included a plate that acknowledged the licensing of thirty-nine 

Autogiro patents from the Autogiro Company of America (ACA).24 During World War 

II, outside of Sikorsky, the federal government granted helicopter manufacturers the right 

to abrogate Autogiro royalty payments or licensing, resulting in ACA’s founder, Harold 

Pitcairn, pursuing litigation over three decades, resulting finally in a favorable ruling by 

the Supreme Court, and in the process making the Autogiro an important part of patent 

case law. One patent law book argues, “The most elegant judicial exposition of the art of 

claim construction is Judge Durfree’s opinion for the United States Court of Claims in 

Autogiro Company of America v. United States.”25 

Second, from 1928, when aviation entrepreneur Harold Pitcairn brought Cierva-

built Autogiro to North America for the first time, the American rotorcraft industry 

sustained a slow, and initially fitful, growth into a viable subfield of aviation. Meanwhile, 

in the years between the World Wars, the architects, futurists, and entrepreneurs who 

envisioned aviation in the city undoing the automobile’s congestion-causing 

infrastructure awaited the arrival of Pitcairn’s variation on the Autogiro or other suitable 

vertical flight aircraft. Simultaneously, the federal state began defining its own conflicted 

visions of vertical flight. In 1938, as part of Congressional legislation to bail out the 

Autogiro industry, state interests coalesced into a formalized system of federal 

stewardship for rotorcraft under the Army authority. Though not directly part of the 

warfare state expansion in response to Axis aggression, this institutional model facilitated 

 
24 Devon E. Francis, Story of the Helicopter (New York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 1946), 118-9. 
25 Robert C. Kahrl, Patent Claim Construction (New York: Wolters, Kluwer Law & Business, 

2013), 1-9. 
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the American development of the helicopter into a commercially viable technology, while 

also providing a solid basis for military experimentation. 

Third, while most focused studies of vertical flight tend to acknowledge the 

centrality of the Autogiro to the origins of the practical helicopter many general 

aeronautical studies tend to diminish or overlook it.26 For instance, D. Bryan Taylor, a 

historian writing in a recent history of NASA aerodynamics research represents the 

Autogiro, “as a rival and retardant” rather than the “’forerunner of the helicopter’.” He 

argues that the systems for powering the helicopter were what defined its practicality and 

those subsystems emerged independently from the Autogiro.27 However, Taylor 

overlooks that many of the subsystems, which make the helicopter distinct from the 

Autogiro, were in some measure developed by Cierva and his licensees. The best 

refutation also comes from within NASA. Franklin Harris, NASA’s current chronicler of 

rotorcraft engineering history, states that the Autogiro years from 1922 to 1936 “were 

spent in creating hubs, blades, and control systems, and solving many structural dynamic 

and aerodynamic problems, were clearly one of the most fruitful periods in rotorcraft, if 

not helicopter development.”28 

 

Organization 

 
26 See Walter Boyne and Donald Lopez, Vertical Flight (Washington: Smithsonian Institution 

Press, 1984). 
27 D. Bryan Taylor, “Other Paths, Other Flyways” in The Wind and Beyond: A Documentary 

Journey into the History of Aerodynamics in America, Volume III:, ed. James R. Hansen (Washington, 

D.C.: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2020), [unknown-TBD].   
28 Franklin D. Harris, Introduction to Autogyros, Helicopters, and Other V/STOL Aircraft: 

Helicopters (Moffett Field, CA: Ames Research Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 

2012), 8. 
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Chapter One problematizes Autogiro development as a function of the dissonance 

between industry and non-military government interests in the early 1930s as the state’s 

requirements for vertical flight conflicted with the broader push within the aviation 

community for higher speeds and better airplane performance. Even within the 

community of Autogiro enthusiasts, a gulf existed between the commercial vision of 

Pitcairn who saw his product as the ideal vehicle for “sporting” elites and a middle-class 

America. Headlines from the commercial Autogiro’s debut like, “Airplanes popping up 

from backyards forecast by newly perfected Autogiro” provided a sense of 

technologically-driven optimism (or escapism) during the dark days of the Great 

Depression.29 However, President Hoover’s Depression-era America highlighted a 

government model of stewardship that did not work. The National Advisory Committee 

for Aeronautics (NACA – forerunner of NASA) ignored rotorcraft much to the 

consternation of the aeronautical industry and Pitcairn did not view government as a 

viable customer. With the arrival of the New Deal, the government became the primary 

customer for rotorcraft. I expand on historian Joseph Corn’s examination of Eugene 

Vidal, Franklin Roosevelt’s New Dealer in charge of the Bureau of Air Commerce, and 

his pursuit of small aircraft, designed for mass consumption and off-airport operations, 

and intended to fuel economic recovery while enhancing the nation’s technological 

modernity.30 I also bring to light the work of government bureaucrats at the lower end of 

the New Deal’s bureaucratic spectrum, such as Gordon Galloway, a Department of 

 
29 “Airplanes popping up from backyards forecast by newly perfected Autogiro,” Christian 

Science Monitor, 19 March 1931, 1. 
30 Joseph J. Corn, The Winged Gospel: America’s Romance with Aviation (Baltimore: The Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 2001).  
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Agriculture entomologist seeking new ways of finding and attacking pests as part of 

President Roosevelt’s broad war on the nation’s pestilential enemies. Through this lens, I 

seek to chart the struggles by bureaucratic advocates to establish effective communities 

of innovation. In the case of Vidal, he promoted his ideas broadly, but failed to gain 

confidence from the aviation industry, while Galloway quietly and effectively convinced 

his superiors to allow him to conduct larger experiments and represent his department in 

Congressional hearings. I argue government actors were integral to popular discourse 

promoting vertical flight as part of a technologically-oriented future – one in which the 

nation’s economic ills were curable through consumption of technologies that would 

render daily life more efficient. This reflection of technological consumerism supports 

the idea of the New Deal’s “citizen consumer” as documented by Lizabeth Cohen.31  

Chapter Two explores how the desires of U.S. Army leaders to adapt to the 

challenges of modern warfare framed the conceptual shift from the Autogiro to the 

helicopter over the objections of the Air Corps leaders designated as the Army’s stewards 

of aeronautical development. This period established a pattern of inter-service rivalry and 

contention that persists to the present day. During the 1930s, the Army ground forces, the 

Air Corps, and the Navy all pursued distinct approaches to the Autogiro. The Navy was 

the first service to pursue Autogiro development. David S. Ingalls, the assistant secretary 

of the Navy for Air, and the service’s first ace, took an enthusiast approach to the 

Autogiro. However, he was more interested in the commercial prospects for the 

 
31 Lizabeth Cohen, A Consumer’s Republic: The Politics of Mass Consumption in Postwar 

America (New York: Vintage Books, 2004), 110-112. 
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technology rather than addressing any specific operational naval requirement, resulting in 

significant organizational resistance, causing the Navy to ignore rotorcraft development 

for another decade. In the case of the Army, the institutional separation of aviation assets 

into the Army Air Corps created an emergent crisis for ground force officers needing to 

adapt to the changing nature of a more mobile form of modern warfare. When Air Corps 

leadership declined requests from ground force commanders to investigate the Autogiro 

as a replacement for tethered observation balloons, the resulting standoff required the 

intervention of the Roosevelt administration and an executive branch obligation to 

develop improved Autogiro designs. This in turn, forced the Air Corps into an active 

stewardship role for vertical flight technologies. The Army’s leading agent for this role 

was Hollingsworth Franklin Gregory who pivoted the federal government’s interest in 

rotorcraft development from Autogiros to helicopters by privileging true vertical takeoff 

and the ability to hover.  

Chapter Three unpacks the complex set of contingencies and government actors 

that realized the helicopter as a viable military tool during World War II. Gregory 

remained a central steward of the technology as his vague Congressional mandate for 

developing it became a useful blank slate for commanders in the field looking to cope 

with the new geographies of global warfare for which the nation was ill-prepared. While 

such vagueness worked against Ingalls in the early 1930s, in a wartime environment, 

free-flowing procurement funds and the freedom to experiment, primarily in the China-

Burma-India and Pacific theaters, helped establish the logistics support and medical 

evacuation roles that have been a consistent core of military helicopter operations since 
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then. In contrast, the Navy’s wartime experience with the helicopter highlighted the 

resistance to vertical flight within the airplane-centric aeronautical establishment. The 

Navy’s chief aerodynamicist, Walter S. Diehl attempted to keep his service out of 

rotorcraft development to reduce competition for resources. However, this stance ran 

afoul of Senator Harry S. Truman’s defense investigation committee which targeted the 

Navy’s failure to develop the helicopter as a potential anti-submarine weapon as a crucial 

oversight when Coast Guard officers like Frank Erickson advocated strongly for it. The 

key development in overcoming Diehl’s intransigence and permitting Gregory to proceed 

with full-scale production of helicopters came from a British officer, Reginald Brie, who 

was able to steer British interest toward the helicopter for anti-submarine warfare, 

thereby initiating a Lend-Lease request that forced a decision by the Army Air Forces, as 

the steward of such requests, to support full-scale helicopter development and production.  

Chapter Four highlights the Cold War militarization of the techno-utopianist 

sentiments for vertical flight that drove the industry pioneers and popular sentiment of the 

1930s and ‘40s. Instead of aerial taxis, buses, and “flivvers” to transit the growing 

expanses of suburbia, the Army and Marine Corps sought new, three-dimensional forms 

of mobility that enabled their survival on the nuclear battlefield. Marine commanders 

wanted new flying landing craft that could leapfrog beachheads, unlike the amphibious 

assaults of World War II that created concentrations of force vulnerable to atomic attack. 

While the Marines moved quickly to develop their vision of “vertical envelopment” in 

the first years of the Cold War, Army commanders faced a much more complex series of 

institutional negotiations over vertical flight. The rise of airborne paratroop commanders 
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into the upper echelons of the service’s leadership ushered in a search for alternatives to 

wartime assault gliders that continued to facilitate mobility once airborne troops were on 

the ground. Major General James Gavin led this effort centered on the rhetorical frame of 

“sky cavalry,” invoking centuries of military tradition for fast-moving, lightly-armed 

troops that scouted the enemy and could hit them in their weakest points, while avoiding 

their strongest – a tactical element that had largely disappeared from the Army’s 

operational experience during the first half of twentieth century warfare. Vertical flight, 

along with nuclear-tipped rockets, became the twin pillars of a radical re-envisioning of 

the Army’s structure. This effort was neither technological enthusiasm run amok, nor a 

response to the experience of the Korean War. Rather, it reflected the institutional crisis 

brought about by President Eisenhower’s embrace of containment by nuclear deterrence 

as defined by his administration’s New Look doctrine. As proposed in Gavin’s sky 

cavalry, helicopters, later to be supplanted by exotic forms of faster vertical takeoff 

aircraft, would enable Army forces to provide a more flexible nuclear deterrent than the 

strategic bombers and hydrogen bombs privileged under New Look. This institutional 

crisis was the contingency that positioned the U.S. Army to undertake large-scale 

counterinsurgency as an alternative Cold War doctrine of limited war on the fringes of 

superpower conflict. 

Chapter Five documents the maturing of vertical flight as it moved from a niche 

supporting technology in military doctrine to the centerpiece of America’s strategy in its 

proxy war in South Vietnam. Over an eight-year period, military helicopter production in 

the United States grew over 2000%. This period marked not only the maturation of the 
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technology as new turbine-powered helicopters came to dominate the industry in 

numbers that insured its continued economic viability, but also a fundamental shift in the 

perception of vertical flight among its government stewards and American society. Early 

in the Vietnam War, American helicopters projected power and confidence in the 

nation’s ability to succeed where France had failed in pacifying a restless zone of 

Communist expansionism. However, the situation began to change with the 1965 

deployment of the 1st Air Cavalry Division, the most faithful implementation of Gavin’s 

sky cavalry, as designed by his chief architect, Hamilton Howze. General William 

Westmoreland, commander of U.S. forces in South Vietnam, began to perceive of 

vertical flight as less a tool to keep the South Vietnamese population secure and more as 

a weapon to search and destroy, thus meeting the Johnson administration’s desire for 

quantifiable results. The experiences of Major General John “Jack” Norton illustrate the 

rapid rise of helicopter airmobile forces and the inherent tensions in their use. His 

frustrations over the inability to hold and secure the South Vietnamese and an increasing 

propensity to chase Communist forces often held out as bait for the sake of waging an 

unwinnable war of attrition came to represent the inherent flaw in the Army’s strategy in 

Vietnam.  

Chapter Six brings the focus back to the civilian sector as helicopter airline 

service emerged after World War II in three American cities – Los Angeles, New York, 

and Chicago. These services were heavily subsidized by the Post Office and Civil 

Aeronautics Board in anticipation of helicopters following in the same model of fixed-

wing airliners over two-decades earlier when such subsidies had helped commercial 
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aviation become a thriving enterprise. With the outbreak of the Korean War, the rationale 

for helicopter airline subsidies shifted primarily to national security interests, ranging 

from the training of Marine helicopter pilots while on night mail runs in the skies over 

Los Angeles to breaking in new helicopter models. Unfortunately for the helicopter 

airline operators like Los Angeles Airways, as the military helicopter segment of the 

industry reached a self-sustaining point, White House and Congressional interest in 

supporting subsidies fell away, particularly as the Vietnam War expanded in scope. The 

cancellation of the subsidies just as the helicopter airlines were marking significant 

growth led to their financial failure, highlighting the problematic economics of urban air 

mobility. Though a small moment in the history of U.S. air transportation, the three 

decades of scheduled helicopter airline service provides an important insight into the 

deep penetration of national security state interests into domestic civil and commercial 

transport operations.       

  

Historiography 

My methodology embodies several different historical approaches. One is the 

subfield of the social construction of technology (SCOT). In seeking to give agency to 

the often-neglected government actors that shaped vertical flight, I draw on the 

established scholarship of historians who have attempted to negotiate the complex 

interrelationships between a national security apparatus, an emergent technology, and the 

industry or research interests that have facilitated them. Thomas Hughes’ narrative in 

describing the technological momentum of the atomic bomb has been inspirational, as 
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has his documentation of technological enthusiasm, which is rife in vertical flight.32 The 

connection between nuclear weapons and nuclear power provides a useful analog to 

rotorcraft. In both instances, government was central to the shaping of the technology, but 

the military applications remained paramount in funding, as well as defining operational 

requirements, and even popular discourse. 

Gabrielle Hecht exemplifies this parallelism with her study of the creation of the 

French nuclear power industry as technopolitical regime. Her observation that “Linking 

technological prowess and national identity was a complex, multi-directional process,” 

provides a useful frame for answering a key question that has eluded previous vertical 

flight historians – why did the helicopter become central to America’s conduct of the 

Vietnam War? Her statement that “technologists … sought to define the nation through 

the example and action of their regime” informs the decisions of General James Gavin in 

the creation of the sky cavalry, and his post-retirement battles to see vertical flight as the 

centerpiece of American power abroad.33 It also echoes Ken Alder’s “technocratic pose” 

that he uses to describe the political efforts of artillerists in revolutionary France to shape 

their political environment through the design, construction, and application of their 

technology.34 The politically-minded Gavin and his superior, Army Chief of Staff 

Maxwell Taylor (with whom he had a contentious relationship on the style, if not 

substance, of Army reform) combined to shape the technological transformation of the 

 
32 Thomas P. Hughes, American Genesis: A Century of Invention and Technological Enthusiasm, 

1870-1970 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 353-442. 
33 Gabrielle Hecht, The Radiance of France: Nuclear Power and National Identity after World 

War II (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1998), 330-1. 
34 Ken Alder, Engineering the Revolution: Arms and Enlightenment in France, 1763-1815 

(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1997). 
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Army and its mobility as President John F. Kennedy’s responded to the perceived failings 

of the Eisenhower administration and containment under New Look. Kennedy’s Flexible 

Response, and its embrace of limited war, encouraged direct action, aimed at the 

peripheries of the Soviet Union and China – areas in which the limited road networks and 

transportation infrastructure privileged vertical flight for mobility. 

This perspective on vertical flight is also one of geography and power. While 

helicopters perform numerous missions, I have focused primarily on its application in 

mobility in topographies where the infrastructure is limited or problematic. Daniel 

Immerwahr contextualizes the twentieth century creation of American empire through a 

range of mechanisms that rejected traditional colonization in favor of a complex network 

of political and military engagements. Though primarily focused on territorial 

acquisitions, his exploration of “baselandia” informs the enormous web of the national 

security state’s overseas presence in military bases.35 The airplane has been essential to 

weaving this uniquely American form of geopolitical symbiosis (or parasitism, depending 

on one’s perspective). However, since the 1960s, rotorcraft have been essential to the 

local and regional applications of soft power (e.g. relief supplies) or hard power (e.g. 

counterinsurgency operations). Though the British and French pioneered the use of the 

helicopter as a means of colonial control, as Meredith Lair documents, the Vietnam War 

 
35 Daniel Immerwahr, How to Hide an Empire: A History of the Greater United States (New York: 

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2019), 355-390. 
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represented the ascendance of American basing on a previously unprecedented scale, 

with helicopters often serving as connective tissue.36  

In mapping the social construction of vertical flight from its popular construction 

in print and film to the creation of government policy requires a multivalent look at the 

motion picture directors, science fiction writers, architects, marketers, and industrial 

designers who had as much a hand in creating vertical flight as did the engineers and 

bureaucrats. To this end, I take inspiration from Paul N. Edwards’ The Closed World: 

Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War America in which he maps a mirror 

of the process I describe – i.e. the movement from engineering to cultural awareness.37 

Robert Wohl’s The Spectacle of Flight: Aviation and the Western Imagination, 1920-

1950 is also helpful in documenting the cultural component inherent in the social 

construction of flight through state action, though I find it unfortunate that he ignores 

rotary-wing flight entirely. Joseph Corn’s Winged Gospel: America’s Romance with 

Aviation provides crucial insight into the context of the Autogiro era that was both an 

aeronautical design revolution and the forging of a techno-centric American identity. 

Tami Davis Biddle's Rhetoric and Reality in Air Warfare is particularly inspiring. Biddle 

demonstrates a cognitive dissonance between interwar rhetoric in the construction of 

strategic airpower and the operational wartime contingencies experienced by the United 

States and Great Britain, much as I see a dissonance between the rhetoric of helicopter-

minded bureaucrats and the realities of operational economy on the battlefield.  

 
36 Meredith H. Lair, Armed with Abundance: Consumerism & Soldiering in the Vietnam War 

(Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 16, 57, 78-9, 140, 154-5, 192.  
37 Paul N. Edwards, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War 

America (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1997). 
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Autogiro development in the United States has been largely told through the lens 

of Harold Pitcairn as an entrepreneurial drama of rise and fall in which the successful 

airplane manufacturer and airline founder sold off his assets to pursue his dream only to 

be ground down by the Great Depression and unscrupulous competitors who built the 

helicopter on his patents without paying royalties.38 These hagiographical accounts often 

neglect the weaknesses of the Autogiro and Pitcairn’s lack of interest in developing the 

Autogiro for government applications. By adding the perspectives of bureaucrats Eugene 

Vidal and Gordon Galloway, I clarify the commercial collapse of the Autogiro as a result 

of Pitcairn’s failure to visualize a broader social utility for vertical flight beyond the 

“sporting” applications he primarily promoted to his fellow elites.39 

There is a large body of specialist literature in vertical flight and in the U.S. 

military’s use of rotorcraft. Coherent accounts on how the government interacted with 

industry are rarer. They tend to come from either inside the military or industry. An 

extreme example may be seen in Howard K. Butler’s approach. Butler, a historian for the 

Army's Center of Military History, penned a series of exceptionally detailed studies (one 

is 1,580 pages) that consist predominantly of extended passages from primary source 

documents.40 A more coherent example may be seen in Edgar Raines' Eyes of the 

Artillery: The Origins of Modern U.S. Army aviation in World War II details the tensions 

 
38 See Frank Kingston Smith, Legacy of Wings: The Harold F. Pitcairn Story (Lafayette Hill, PA: 

T-D Associates, 1987); Bruce H. Charnov, From Autogiro to Gyroplane: The Amazing Survival of An 

Aviation Technology (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2003). 
39 See Autogiro News published by the Autogiro Company of America from January 1931 to 

September 1933. 
40 Howard K. Butler: The Restoration of the Army Air Corps, 1947-1953 (Saint Louis: U.S. Army 

Aviation and Troop Command, 1995); Organic Aviation in the Ground Arms, 1941-1947 (Saint Louis: U.S. 

Army Aviation and Troop Command, 1992). 
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between Army air and ground arms in World War II, including the technocratic struggle 

for control of helicopter development.41 

One of the most useful studies is the oldest. Noted Duke military historian and 

historian of technology, I.B. Holley, began his career conducting wartime historical 

assessments of the Air Materiel Command at Wright Field. Holley chose helicopter 

development as his case study into the fundamental question of the effectiveness of 

procurement and development programs in the Army Air Forces.42 His study 

encompasses a twenty-five-year period and is remarkably thorough. Though intended as a 

“lessons learned” study, it is also forthright for an insider history. This study is almost 

wholly unknown, as no copies exist in libraries.43 Together, the Holley study and its 

supporting documents provide a remarkable insight into the negotiations between a 

technology of uncertain benefit and the technocrats charged with its implementation. 

Most notably, the study charts the impact of a rapidly growing bureaucracy in response to 

wartime contingencies and the resulting tensions between an experimental technology 

and operational requirements. Col. H.F. Gregory, arguably the most influential figure in 

my narrative, published an autobiographical account while he was still involved in his 

role, providing one of the most useful first-person accounts on the subject.44  

 
41 Edgar F. Raines, Jr., Eyes of the Artillery: The Origins of Modern U.S. Army aviation in World 

War II (Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii, 2002). 
42 I.B. Holley, Jr., Rotary-wing Aircraft in the Army Air Forces: A Study in Research and 

Development Policies (Dayton, OH: Air Materiel Command, 1947) [hereafter, RWAAAF].   
43 After I made inquiries into its existence, the Air Force Historical Research Agency asked Holley 

if he had a copy and he was able to find an original onionskin draft in the bottom-of his closet. 
44 Hollingsworth Franklin Gregory, Anything A Horse Can Do (Cornwall, NY: Cornwall Press, 

1944). 
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I have chosen not to tell the story of the Marine Corps’ helicopter development 

program as an extensive and effective historiography exists on the topic, while the 

Army’s arguably far more influential narrative is muddier but occurred on a much larger 

scale.45 There are exceptions. I have expanded on Frederic Bergerson’s useful exploration 

of the Army’s development of aviation as an act of “bureaucratic insurgency.”46 Andrew 

Krepinevich’s Army in Vietnam provides a touchstone with which to explore the 

dissonance of vertical flight technology with the geopolitical aims of American power in 

Southeast Asia. I argue that he errs in seeing American helicopter doctrine as more 

monolithic than it was and misses the technological and doctrinal shifts that were 

beginning to redefine the foundational visions of vertical flight.47  A vast historiography 

exists on Vietnam helicopter operations, but it is fractured and often anecdotal with little 

sense of the larger structural debates over the place of vertical flight. While the transition 

of sky cavalry to air cavalry is relatively well-documented, the progression of the 

helicopter’s growing centrality to the war in Vietnam is not. The Pentagon Papers and 

more recent scholarship on Maxwell Taylor and Westmoreland’s demands for the 

quantifiable “killed in action” metrics of search and destroy tactics has helped chart the 

 
45 For the Marine Corps perspective, see Lynn Montross, Cavalry of the Sky: The Story of Marine 

Combat Helicopters (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1954); Eugene W. Rawlins, Marines and Helicopters, 

1946-1962 (Washington: History and Museums Division, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, 1976); 

William R. Fails, Marines and Helicopters, 1962-1973 (Washington: History and Museums Division, 

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, 1978). These contrast favorably with, Richard P. Weinert: History of 

Army Aviation, 1950-1962, Phase I: 1950-1954 (Fort Monroe, VA: Historical Office, U.S. Continental 

Army Command, 1971);  History of Army Aviation, 1950-1962, Phase II: 1955-1962 (Fort Monroe, VA: 

Historical Office, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, 1976).  
46 Frederic A. Bergerson, The Army Gets an Air Force: Tactics of Insurgent Bureaucratic Politics 

(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980). 
47 Andrew F. Krepinevich, Jr., The Army and Vietnam (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 

Press, 1986). 
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push to make helicopter airmobile operations the spearhead of direct military action in 

South Vietnam.48  

 

Conclusion: 1968 

1968, the year that defined the collapse of LAA and the rise of ASTRO, also 

marked a milestone in the maturation of vertical flight. Compared with a decade earlier, 

helicopters were in widespread use around the world in a variety of niches. Those 

entrepreneurs and companies that had been most successful were those that had made 

military products with a potential for civilian utility. The Light Observation Helicopter 

models built in the mid-1960s for the Vietnam War are still in widespread use in the civil 

sector, in albeit upgraded forms, as are the Chinook, Huey, and Skycrane that facilitated 

air cavalry operations in Southeast Asia. For most of the five decades following 1968, the 

American vertical flight industry has focused on subsystems rather than fundamental 

changes in the form and function of vertical flight. With the Cold War epicenter returning 

to central Europe after Vietnam, and the Reagan-era spending boom, the industry 

provided the military services with new airframes that functioned similarly to the old 

ones – i.e. in the Army, the Huey gave way to the Black Hawk, the Cobra to the Apache, 

while in the Marine Corps, the “Phrog” transitioned to the Osprey. Meanwhile, the oil 

crisis of the 1970s that gave way to an offshore oil boom powered in part by repurposed 

Vietnam-era helicopter designs in civilian service. However, the idea of vertical flight as 

 
48 See Ingo Trauschweizer, Maxwell Taylor’s Cold War: From Berlin to Vietnam (Lexington, KY: 

The University Press of Kentucky, 2019); Gregory A. Daddis, No Sure Victory: Measuring U.S. Army 

Effectiveness and Progress in the Vietnam War (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011). 
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a potentially transformative force had stagnated, evolving instead into significant niches, 

but niches nonetheless.  

By the 1980s, the dominance of military requirements in shaping vertical flight 

bore negative consequences for American industry as European manufacturers, 

subsidized in part by non-military government grants, were creating designs better suited 

to commercial customers. As the offshore petroleum boom slowed, the American 

rotorcraft industry entered doldrums, though the nation’s seemingly endless wars in what 

Andrew Bacevich calls the “greater Middle East” fueled demand for a steady stream of 

replacements and iterative upgrades. However, by the beginning of 2020, a sense of 

excitement in the vertical flight industry was palpable in a way it hadn’t been for decades. 

Technological breakthroughs in distributed electrical propulsion were giving rise to hopes 

for practical multi-rotored air taxis in a sub-field of vertical flight known as urban air 

mobility, led largely by the efforts of ride-sharing service Uber. The helicopter had also 

begun to change. Bell and Sikorsky were engaged in a race to field new high-speed 

rotorcraft that shattered the speed limits of conventional helicopters. Nonetheless, 

entering into the third decade of the twenty-first century, the helicopter retains the basic 

form and function developed for its first loyal customer – the armed forces of the United 

States. 
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CHAPTER ONE: THE AUTOGIRO AND THE STATE 

 

 

I lack the brain to run a plane- 

I’m nothing but a tyro; 

Yet even I could learn to fly 

A tiny autogiro. 

 

And first of all, I’d come to call 

And take you for an airing. 

You mustn’t fear: remember, dear, 

“The loving are the daring.” 

 

We wouldn’t need to race or speed: 

We’d have all day to squander. 

To loaf is wise, in case our eyes 

From the controls should wander. 

 

The nation talks of Captain Hawks 

And all his record-breaking, 

But none, my sweet, could ever beat 

The time that we’d be making! 

 

- Norman R. Jaffray, “The Flying Windmill” (1932)49 

 

The Spanish Windmill Comes to America 

On April 22, 1931, as Harold Pitcairn accepted the Collier trophy, aviation’s most 

prestigious award, from President Hoover and Orville Wright on the South Lawn of the 

White House, he might have reflected on how far he had come. He was now standing in 

 
49 “The Flying Windmill” LIFE, 21 August 1932, 48. Jaffray, described as “a prolific author of 

light, topical verse” placed the discourse of the Autogiro in opposition to the speed narratives of record-

setter Frank Hawks, then capturing the public imagination. Hawks himself became an Autogiro advocate.  
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front of an aircraft of his own making that his test pilot had just landed in front of the 

president. Only three years earlier, he created a stir in the aviation community, appearing 

to commit corporate suicide by selling off one of the more profitable airmail airlines 

operating in the United States and converting his successful airplane manufacturing firm 

over to the production of a rotorcraft, then the aeronautical equivalent of snake oil.  

The “aviation freak” in question was the Autogiro, an improved version of Juan 

de la Cierva’s “Spanish windmill,” a monoplane with stunted wings and free-wheeling 

lifting rotor mounted above the cockpit. Cierva had first flown an Autogiro in 1923 but 

had only begun limited production in Europe. Pitcairn, son of a gilded-age tycoon, had 

persisted in his dream despite the onset of the worst economic crisis in living memory. 

The Collier trophy committee recognized Pitcairn because of the Autogiro’s “ability to 

arise and descend with safety almost vertically.”50 He had also recently begun 

commercial sales of his PCA-2, capable of carrying a pilot and two passengers, with 

newspapers, newsreels, and periodicals heralding Pitcairn’s rotary-wing debut with 

headlines like “Solving the Many Problems of Aviation with a Flying Windmill,“ and 

“Spaniard’s ‘Autogiro’ Is Offered World as Answer to Demand for Foolproof Plane.”51  

Unfortunately for Pitcairn, the moment on the White House lawn would be the 

high point of his aviation career. Over the next two years, he and his licensees sold fewer 

than one hundred aircraft before the market collapsed and the era of rotorcraft in America 

 
50 Juan de la Cierva and Don Rose, Wings of Tomorrow: The Story of the Autogiro (New York: 

Brewer, Warren & Putnam, 1931), 143. 
51 “Solving the Many Problems of Aviation with a Flying Windmill,“ The Salt Lake Tribune (Salt 

Lake City, Utah), 24 May 1931, 10; Brice Martin, “Spaniard’s ‘Autogiro’ Is Offered World as Answer to 

Demand for Foolproof Plane,” Decatur Herald (Decatur, Illinois), 25 January 1931, 20. 
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appeared to have ended just as it began. Technically, the verticality and safety that the 

Collier committee had recognized were more elusive than they realized. From a business 

perspective, Pitcairn did not “solve the many problems of aviation” and the “demand for 

a foolproof plane” was not as high as he thought. Beyond that, he was selling an aircraft 

that flew slower than most airplanes, with less payload, and was more fragile, while 

costing at least several times as much, all while the Great Depression was imposing a 

significant reduction in consumption of consumer goods. Pitcairn also pitched his product 

towards people like himself – wealthy adventurers that wanted to travel by air from their 

estates to their retreats and country clubs – while others in the aviation community 

responded to the technology with populist hopes for a “back yard plane” with which 

middle class Americans might take to the air.52 However, only a handful of wealthy 

eccentrics bought Autogiros for commuting from their estates. The largest number of 

buyers for Autogiros were corporations who realized one equipped with a siren and 

towing a banner would bring everyone outside in whatever town they flew over. A 

handful of barnstormers also bought into the novelty of the ungainly contraptions.53 

Nonetheless, the Autogiro did not disappear after Pitcairn and his licensees ceased 

commercial sales in 1933. Instead, a small, but steady, influx of government investment 

kept the nascent Autogiro industry afloat long enough for interest in vertical flight as an 

alternative to airplane flight to begin to grow within several sectors of the federal 

 
52 “The Autogiro as the Back Yard Plane of the Future,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch (St. Louis, 

Missouri), 21 December 1930, 73. 
53 Of the first Autogiros sold, about half (nine) went to corporations using them for advertising, 

only three went for personal use. See Peter W. Brooks, Cierva Autogiros: The Development of Rotary-Wing 

Flight (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1988), 343-4.  
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government. This diminutive negotiation between state and industry established the 

groundwork for the American helicopter industry, and, more importantly, formalized the 

idea of vertical flight as a state interest. Though this model of state engagement followed 

a well-trodden path established by the airplane and its many intersections with the federal 

government, vertical flight represented a new and significant interaction between 

technology and state as a utopian project and a New Deal article of faith that investments 

in futurist technologies would help the nation out of Depression and sustain an American 

progress narrative. 

 

Speed Limits 

In 1918, noted aeronautical engineer William Stout described effective airplane 

design as a compromise that results in “the largest percentage of assets with the smallest 

percentage of liabilities.”54 This common-sense line presupposed that consensus existed 

for definitions of assets and liabilities. Speed came at a cost, and a small but enthusiastic 

segment of the international aviation community explored alternatives to aviation’s speed 

culture. Airplanes that flew faster needed smoother, longer runways to accommodate 

higher takeoff and landing speeds. They also suffered the “bugbear of aviation,” i.e. 

aerodynamic stalls at higher speeds.55 A “foolproof” plane would be one that tolerated 

amateurs by avoiding inadvertent aerodynamic stalls, and the often-fatal spins that might 

result from them. In 1923, syndicated columnist Albert Apple wrote, that speed records 

 
54 William B. Stout, “Present Day Problems in Aeronautics,” The Journal of the Society of 

Automotive Engineers (July 1918), 22.  
55 “Device to Eliminate the Bugbear of Aviation,” The Evening News (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania) 

13 January 1928, 1. 
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for aircraft were “theatrical. But speed doesn’t advance flying toward popularization. We 

need safe fool-proof planes rather than speed.”56   

In 1918, Orville Wright suggested that while the airplane was “abundantly safe 

for flight … the problem before the engineer today is that of providing for safe landing.” 

In only fifteen years of airplane flight, Wright noted that the landing space required had 

already increased from a square field (to accommodate changes in the wind) from eight 

or nine hundred feet on a side to half a mile on a side. In his perspective, the lack of such 

fields kept aviation from expanding into broader popular usage. One of his three 

suggested solutions to this problem was “development of airplanes of such design as to 

permit landing in any ordinary field encountered in cross-country flying.”57 By 1931, this 

problem had grown significantly as the barely improved cow pastures of the early 

twenties had given way to carefully maintained landing surfaces of rapidly increasing 

length with complex systems of drainage, lighting, as well as radio navigation and 

communication equipment, all of which consumed dozens, and eventually, hundreds, of 

acres. Until then, the most adventurous urban planners and modernist architects like 

Antonio Sant’Elia and Le Corbusier had seen aviation as a thriving component of future 

urban cores, with railroad terminals transforming into rooftop landing strips. However, by 

1931, rooftop airstrips for conventional airplanes were becoming theoretically impractical 

even for the most ambitious of the futurists.58  

 
56 Albert Apple, “The Referee,” The Republic (Columbus, Indiana) 14 January 1923, 4. 
57 Orville Wright, “The Future of Civil Flying,” Aviation (1 January 1919), 676. 
58 David Pascoe, Airspaces (London: Reaktion Books, 2001), 117-121. 
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Despite the airplane’s increasing dependence on infrastructure, the idea of the 

aircraft as a personal vehicle entered popular discourse in the late 1920s, bridging two 

popular narratives, the freedom of the airplane and the populism of the flivver (affordable 

automobile). As Jenifer Van Vleck notes, the aeronautical feats of the 1920s, such as the 

Army’s around-the-world flight in 1924, inspired media commentators to suggest that 

ocean-hopping “family air flivvers” were on the horizon.59 In 1926, Henry Ford 

personally accepted the challenge, announcing a cheap-to-build and simple-to-operate 

“flying flivver” airplane, but a fatal crash of one of his prototypes in 1928 ended his 

enthusiasm.60 

Other entrepreneurs hoped to sell personal aircraft to a wealthy clientele of 

aspiring back yard Lindberghs whose enthusiasm was tempered by a regular drumbeat of 

headlines that included, “killed in air crash,” as well as high profile deaths, such as famed 

Notre Dame football coach Knute Rockne. However, as in much of the history of 

American car culture, safety took a back seat to the speed, range and comfort in airplane 

design. The lack of interest in aircraft recovery parachutes that could lower the entire 

airplane, successfully demonstrated by Harry Doucett and Carl Oelze at San Diego on 

 
59 Jenifer Van Vleck, Empire of the Air: Aviation and the American Ascendancy (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 2013), 37. “Flivver” appears to take-off as a descriptor of low-priced 

automobiles in 1914, reached its height in the 1920s, and was almost gone from usage by the end of World 

War II. 
60 Joseph J. Corn, The Winged Gospel: America’s Romance with Aviation, 1900-1950 (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1986), 94-95. 
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August 24, 1926, provided another indication that aviation still retained a daredevil 

following that was not willing to pay significantly for safety improvements.61  

The promise of personal air travel ballooned after Lindbergh’s Paris flight 

demonstrated that state-support was not necessary to bridge oceans. However, the 

perception of risk dampened the potential market and investment in personal aircraft. The 

heroic aviators of the 1920s were often heroic because aviation itself was so dangerous. 

Selling aviation as a viable form of personal travel necessitated a cultural change in 

aviation. Three years after Congress stepped in to regulate aviation at the national level 

with the passage of the Air Commerce Act in 1926, general aviation (non-military, non-

airline flight) in the United States had one fatality per approximately 70,000 miles flown 

in the United States, increasing to one per 43,000 miles in 1931 – meaning that for about 

every 500 hours an aircraft spent in the air, someone died.62 Before the stock market 

crashed on Black Tuesday, a boom in airplane sales was underway, with the number of 

licensed aircraft more than doubling in 1929 alone, and continuing to rise into the 

Depression as manufacturers sought to clear inventory. Enthusiasts could now find 

relatively cheap aircraft, even if they were unwilling or unable to invest in training and 

maintenance.63  

 
61 “Parachute Lets Plane Down Easy” The Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles, California) 25 August 

1926, 17. 
62 Aeronautics Branch, Department of Commerce, Air Commerce Bulletin (1 July 1932), 173. 

Interestingly, air transport figures worsened over the same period. My estimate of one fatality per 500 

hours of flight time assumes of an average speed of around 80 mph when covering the 43,000 miles. The 

term ‘general aviation’ did not come into regular use to define civil non-air transport flying. This 

‘miscellaneous flying category’ included light commercial operations like crop dusting and banner towing, 

as well as flight instruction and personal flying. 
63 Between 1930 and 1931, the price of new lower-end biplanes like the Alexander Eagle Rock 

retailed for $1,850 with payload, range, and speed slightly better than the PA-18 Autogiro, but good used 
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The best indicator of the challenge inherent in selling safety came in the Daniel 

Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics safe airplane competition of 1928-

30. The fund brought industry and government representatives together to solve pressing 

operational shortcomings in aviation, though the federal component consisted of in-kind 

support (personnel and facilities), not cash. As the 1942 chronicler of the Fund, Reginald 

Cleveland (former New York Times aviation editor) noted, that unlike in Europe, “direct 

subsidy to industry, in whatever form, was repugnant to the American outlook.” Daniel 

Guggenheim saw his role as stepping into the vacuum of innovation with his 

philanthropy, guided by the agents of the state who understood the systematic barriers to 

technical progress in aviation. The ‘fly off’ competition defined safety by privileging low 

landing speeds without significantly compromising the desirable characteristics (speed, 

payload, and range) of conventional airplanes.64   

The Curtiss Tanager airplane won the Guggenheim competition by employing 

(via patent infringement) the technology of leading edge slots and Fowler flaps.65 Aircraft 

accidents have always been most frequent during takeoffs and landings, and the slots and 

flaps allowed the Tanager to operate safely at speeds approaching as slow as 30 mph 

from fields that matched Orville Wright’s ideal from a decade earlier. However, potential 

aircraft owners were not ready to pay a premium for even the Tanager’s capability when 

 
examples could be found in newspaper classifieds for less than $700. See “Eagle-Rock Biplane,” The 

Courier-Journal (Louisville, Kentucky) 7 June 1931, Section 5, 7.  
64 Reginald Cleveland, America Fledges Wings: The History of the Daniel Guggenheim Fund for 

the Promotion of Aeronautics (New York: Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1942), 9. 
65 “Curtiss Plane Wins $100,000” Shamokin News-Dispatch (Shamokin, Pennsylvania), 2 January 

1930, 7; Patrick Hassell, “Advances in Aerodynamics” in Biplane to Monoplane, Aircraft Development, 

1919-1939, ed. Philip Jarrett (London: Putnam Aeronautical Books, 1997), 149. 
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faster and roomier aircraft were abundantly available at a fraction of the cost. The 

Tanager did not enter production, and Americans did not take notice of the plane’s design 

features until 1938, when Nazi Germany toured one of its similarly equipped Fieseler 

Storchs in the United States. 

The failure of industrial competition to realize lasting safety improvements 

highlighted a fundamental division in American aeronautics in which industry developed 

airplanes while the government provided infrastructure, but without coordination for a 

larger vision between these two complementary components of the aviation system. A 

patchwork of federal, state, and local agencies funded and managed most airports, 

runways, and airway beacons, which helped de-incentivize commercial innovation into 

the mechanisms for making aviation independent of such infrastructure. For 

manufacturers, safety came down to reliability and higher performance that had carryover 

benefits for the commercial and military markets but did not incentivize the ability to 

land on a neighboring meadow or the safety and simplicity to be operated by the average 

person.  

 

The Windmill Plane Arrives 

As the Guggenheim competition ran its course, the debut of Harold Pitcairn’s 

Autogiro brought the inability of government and industry to cooperate into focus. In the 

fall of 1928, Pitcairn had just purchased a C.8 Autogiro from Cierva’s factory in England. 

This was not a commercial product and Pitcairn acquired it as the first step in negotiating 
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an American production license, provided the C.8 proved its viability.66 He 

simultaneously set about improving the design for commercial development. 

Unfortunately, Pitcairn’s timing was poor and a variety of factors combined to keep the 

his own prototype from competing in the Guggenheim competition despite widespread 

interest in the aeronautical community for it to do so.67 Both the Guggenheim 

competition and Pitcairn’s inability to participate highlighted a problem in the 

government’s stewardship of aviation. In addition to providing much of the 

infrastructure, Congress subsidized the airmail that provided the commercial basis for the 

airlines at the time, while the Bureau of Standards evaluated instruments and other 

aeronautical equipment. Military investments were also providing considerable impetus 

for innovation. However, basic aeronautical research of the type necessary for safer 

aircraft that used less runway fell under a different federal entity. 

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) served as the federal 

government’s principal agent for core aeronautical research beyond the scope of market-

driven innovation. As a federally funded laboratory complex, the NACA advisory 

committee in 1930 consisted of fifteen members, with all but two also serving as the 

 
66 Cierva emigrated from Spain’s less-favorable manufacturing environment. 
67 There are several competing explanations for why the Autogiro did not appear in the 

Guggenheim competition fly-off. Pitcairn archivist, Carl Gunther states that contest had a glide angle 

requirement that the contest committee would not waive, while Guggenheim Fund historian Reginald 

Cleveland claims that the Pitcairn-built example was not ready in time. See Carl Gunther, Harold Pitcairn: 

Aviator, Inventor, and Developer of the Autogiro (Bryn Athyn, PA: Bryn Athyn College Press, 2009), 63; 

Cleveland, 62-67. The press had a third explanation – namely that the top speed requirement of at least 110 

mph disqualified Pitcairn. See R. F. Raymond, Jr., “The Autogiro and Safety Contest” Christian Science 

Monitor (25 January 1930), 15. Raymond noted that Pitcairn had demonstrated that he had overcome the 

deficiency in top speed shortly after the contest. The truth appears to be a combination of all three. 

Presumably Pitcairn was unwilling to rush his scarcely completed prototype into competition when two of 

the basic stipulations were impossible for the Autogiro. 
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executive committee. These consisted of four active military officers (two Army, two 

Navy), two University presidents (MIT and Johns Hopkins), three heads of federal 

bureaus (Bureau of Standards, Weather Bureau, and Smithsonian Institution), one trade 

industry journal editor (Flight magazine), and five private individuals of aeronautical 

distinction (including Orville Wright).  

Despite publicly supporting the Safe Airplane competition, the NACA did not 

bring its own resources to bear on the problem.68 A survey of NACA Technical Reports 

(TRs) of the late 1920s and early 1930s illustrates an emphasis on fundamental 

aerodynamic research, airplane and propulsion performance, structures and materials, and 

the flight environment. Safety, infrastructure, and landing distance did not appear as 

priorities, nor did the Autogiro.69 Despite considerable public acclaim when Pitcairn 

personally flew the C.8 from his home base near Philadelphia to the NACA annual 

meeting at Langley Field in Hampton Roads during May 1929, the NACA took no action 

other than translating a few foreign language papers on the Autogiro.70 As historian Alex 

Roland has detailed, the single-mindedness with which the NACA’s advisory committee 

pursued the scientific roadblocks to improved airplane speed created tension within an 

industry that saw its short-term growth stymied by technical matters which were more 

operational than theoretical in nature. In 1930, Frank Tichenor, the editor of Aero Digest, 

 
68 Thomas Carroll, “Safe Plane Competition Attracts Best Designers,” The Pittsburgh Press 

(Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) 15 July 1928, 62.  
69 The most easily accessible database of NACA technical reports resides at 

http://naca.central.cranfield.ac.uk/. 
70 E.D. Rice, “Three Newest Inventions Will Chart Future Course of Aeronautics of World,” The 

Charlotte Observer (Charlotte North Carolina) 28 April 1929, 31. 
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the foremost industry periodical of the time, called out the NACA’s absence of Autogiro 

research as the “most painful subject” in the lengthy list of neglected topics.71  

Tichenor’s industry pressure yielded some small results. On July 22, 1931, when 

James Ray landed Pitcairn’s imported Cierva C.8 at the doorstep of the Smithsonian 

Institution, the NACA director of research, George Lewis, was on hand, to recognize its 

technical achievement. The NACA’s damage control continued with the acquisition of a 

PCA-2 in July for testing at its Langley, Virginia laboratory, and assignment of a junior 

engineer to rotary-wing aircraft studies.72 However, NACA research continued to focus 

on aerodynamic and structural phenomenon with no emphasis on solving operational 

limitations, such as low speed handling or improving takeoff performance. Ironically, 

NACA chief test pilot Thomas Carroll left the organization to work for the Kellett 

Autogiro Company, one of the two licensees of Pitcairn’s exclusive North American 

administration of Cierva’s patent rights. Carroll gushed to the press, “the safety of 

ordinary planes is divided in the ratio of 90 percent piloting skill and 10 percent inherent 

aerodynamic stability. In the autogiro these figures are reversed.”73  

Initially, the lack of government support did not appear to be a problem for 

Pitcairn. Even with the Depression, sales and interest in the first half of 1931 were 

 
71 Roland did not see Tichenor’s full docket of charges against the NACA standing up to historical 

scrutiny but concluded that “the NACA had embraced what historian of science Thomas S. Kuhn calls the 

‘normal science’ of ‘problem solving’ at the expense of radical and imaginative conceptualization.” Frank 

Tichenor, “Hot Air and Otherwise,” Aero Digest (December 1930), 128; Alex Roland, Model Research: 

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1915-1958, Vol.1 (Washington, D.C.: Scientific and 

Technical Branch, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1985), 130-131, 134. 
72 Arthur Pearcy, Flying the Frontiers: NACA and NASA Experimental Aircraft (Annapolis, MD: 

Naval Institute Press, 1993), 21; Frederic B. Gustafson, “History of NACA/NASA Rotating-Wing Aircraft 

Research, 1915-1970,” Vertiflite (June 1970), 7. 
73 Royce B. Howes, “Air Dean Lauds Autogiro Flight,” Detroit Free Press, (Detroit, Michigan), 

12 November 1930, 13.  
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promising. More impressive were the high-profile endorsements in prominent forums. 

Thomas Edison said that Cierva “Has the egg of Columbus [brilliant idea],” while aviator 

and polar explorer Richard Byrd opined, “Development of the Autogiro will open up new 

fields of exploration,” an idea he made good by bringing a Kellett Autogiro to Antarctica 

in 1933. Even Frank Hawks, the celebrated airplane speed king enthused, “To land in a 

vertical descent! Think of it! And not roll a foot forward. That is something more than 

airplanes can do and is worthy of a lot of consideration.”74 The most significant 

endorsements came from aviators with significant political agency. Senator Hiram 

Bingham (R-CT), chairman of the National Aeronautic Association, and Congress’ most 

avid aeronautical advocate greeted the Autogiro at the White House Collier ceremony, 

stating “we believe the Autogiro is the greatest development in aviation since Orville 

Wright taught men to fly.”75 Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Air, David S. Ingalls (the 

service’s first ace) proclaimed in Fortune that the Autogiro was the “missing link” that 

made air travel as safe as automobile travel.76  

The media coverage began to expose a difference in thinking between Pitcairn’s 

early marketing and how the Autogiro’s newly found proponents envisioned its use. 

Pitcairn’s initial advertising relied on a slick Madison Avenue campaign of watercolors 

depicting Autogiros as luxury playthings, appearing either at a fox hunt, country estate, 

remote cabin in the Poconos, or the country club. Bingham, by contrast, saw a slightly 

more egalitarian market, remarking, “never before have we been able to see clearly in the 

 
74 Wings of Tomorrow, 282-3, 295-7. 
75 Arthur C. Wimer, “Autogyro is Given Praise By Bingham,” Hartford Courant (Hartford, 

Connecticut), 23 April 1931, 1. 
76 David S. Ingalls, “Autogiros – Missing Link,” Fortune (March 1931), 77-80, 106, 108, 110.  
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distance the business man coming from his home, taking to the air on a three or four acre 

lot.”77 The most vivid depiction of this class-conscious form of vertical flight came from 

disgraced (but still popular) air power advocate, “Billy” Mitchell, who told readers of the 

Woman’s Home Companion in an article entitled “Automobile of the Air” that Autogiros 

would take them from “your front yard” to “your office building downtown where you 

could land on the roof.”78 Others adopted an even more populist tone. Amelia Earhart 

wrote in Cosmopolitan that, “back yards (generous ones) and ample roofs may come to 

be used as landing fields.”79 Another editorial suggested, “While it is not expected that 

the Autogiro is in any way destined to take the place of motor cars for travelling in and 

out of cities, it does seem likely … to take the place of motor cars, buses, and railroad 

trains for certain medium and long-haul travel.” This optimistic scenario continued with 

the suggestion that, “If the owner of an Autogiro wishes to travel from the suburbs of 

Boston to the suburbs of New York or Philadelphia, he will in numberless cases take off 

from his own lawn and land on his friend’s field at the other end of the journey.”80 Ira 

Eaker used his syndicated newspaper column to push back on Autogiro “critics” who 

 
77 Hiram Bingham, “Autogiro Pronounced Greatest Development in Aviation in Years,” 
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thought it “too slow and too small for any practical use” by pointing out its utility as an 

air ambulance for medical evacuation where it could “land near the scene of crashes and 

by hospitals where landing fields do not exist,” as well as deliver mail and packages to 

downtown rooftops.81 

Pitcairn’s advertising never embraced this more populist vision for the Autogiro. 

Instead, he marketed his smaller PA-18 for “the sport of flying” as demonstrated by those 

“who have flown to football games, race tracks, hunt meets and other social gatherings in 

many locations.”82 However, most of the approximately fifty Autogiros sold in the United 

States between 1931 and 1933 were not for personal use. Most early sales went to 

corporations, like Veedol, Coca Cola, or Champion Spark Plugs, looking to trade on the 

Autogiro’s distinctiveness for advertising, much as blimps would be used in the latter half 

of the century. Others went to barnstormers, like John M. Miller, who profited from 

appearance fees with their “flying freak.” In some cases, like that of Amelia Earhart, a 

hired gun barnstormer who flew a corporate-owned Autogiro (Beech Nut in this case) on 

a nationwide circuit.  

Neither safety, nor the ability to take off and land vertically were motivating most 

Autogiro buyers. There were exceptions. One was newsgathering, as was the case with 

The Detroit News. The ability for a newspaper photographer to safely drift over the scene 

of a structure fire or derailment was an enticing hint of the popular use of the helicopter 

 
81 Eaker, 9. 
82 Pitcairn Aircraft advertisement, “Secure and Practical for Recreation and Utility” (1932). 
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in newsgathering, beginning a decade and a half later, but the newspaper Autogiro did not 

catch on.  

While the Autogiro struggled to find a sustainable niche, other problems emerged. 

The more exposure the aviation community had to the Autogiro, the more the technology 

did not appear fully baked. A little over a year after Autogiros went on sale, a skeptical 

Fortune article looked at several issues that appeared to cloud the Autogiro’s promise. 

The first was cost. “The large Pitcairn sells for $15,000 [nearly three times the average 

cost of a home in Pennsylvania where the Autogiros were built], whereas an airplane of 

similar size and power might cost $11,000.” To this end, Pitcairn embarked on a smaller 

Autogiro with about half the capacity, the PAA-1 (later designated PA-18), which was to 

cost slightly less than half as much, but at that scale, there were many more light 

airplanes available that did not themselves require long runways. Fortune noted, “The 

Kellett [K-3] sells for $7,885 and the Pitcairn sport model [PA-18] for $6,750 – and here 

is the real difficulty. An airplane to yield roughly the same service might cost only 

$1,500.”83 Autogiros were never going to be competitive with airplanes on cost. Each 

rotor blade was a high aspect ratio wing of steel spar, wooden ribs, and fabric covering. 

However, unlike airplane wings, the blades had to balance within close tolerance of one 

another, meaning that a degree of precision was required not present in airplane 

manufacturing, and that damage to one blade could require replacement of a blade set at 

more than 15% of the purchase price. Demand rapidly waned, even as cheaper models 
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became available.84 Fortune magazine stated the obvious, “The trouble from a 

commercial standpoint is not merely that a private autogiro costs twice as much as a 

private airplane, but that even if it were no more expensive it would still cost too much to 

accomplish its aim, to take us out of Fords and Buicks and Packards and into 

autogiros.”85  

Performance was another problem that bedeviled the early Autogiros. Their 

engines had to be at least twice as powerful as those for airplanes of the same capacity 

due to the much higher drag profile of the rotating wing. This not only meant slower 

speeds and more fuel consumption, but also that more payload had to be given over to 

lifting the larger and more expensive powerplant.86 While Autogiros had been slower 

than contemporary airplanes since their inception, the 1931 Cleveland Air Races showed 

that the speed gap was widening rapidly as a result of an aeronautical design revolution. 

The major headline of the races was Lowell Bayles winning the paragon of speed – the 

Thompson Trophy – for reaching 236 mph in the famed Gee Bee Model Z monoplane. In 

1929, the first year of the Thompson Trophy races (the year Pitcairn began his Autogiro 

 
84 The high costs of balanced blades are evidenced by later Army correspondence from its direct 

control Autogiro program later in the 1930s. See NARA, RG342, Sarah Clark files, RD3304 – 452.1 – 

Autogiro, Kellett YG-1 – 1935-36-37: Memo Col. Frank M. Kennedy (USAAC) for the Chief of the 

Material Division to the Chief of the Air Corps, “Maintenance Costs of Autogiros”, April 28, 1937. In that 

instance, blade replacement was $4,765 out of a $35,000 purchase price. The percentage cost for the early 

1930s hybrid type Autogiros was probably significantly higher as they consisted of four blades rather than 

three.   
85 “A Year Later…,” 48-52. he did not, as Tom Crouch suggests, “[do] his best to convince the 

public that his PA-18 tandem autogiro, with its $5,000 price tag, deserved a spot in the average garage.” 

See, Tom D. Crouch, Wings: A History of Aviation from Kites to the Space Age (New York: Smithsonian 

and W.W. Norton, 2003), 465. 
86 Franklin D Harris, Introduction to Autogyros, Helicopters, and Other V/STOL Aircraft: 

Overview and Autogyros (Moffett Field, CA: Ames Research Center, National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration, 2011), 247. 
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development), the leading racer flew 62% faster than the PCA-2, and in 1931, 97% 

faster.87  

The most problematic gulf between rhetoric and reality for Pitcairn was on the 

question of safety and the Autogiro’s status as a “foolproof plane.” On paper, it looked 

good. Statistically, Autogiros appear to have been four or five times less likely to kill 

their pilots and passengers.88  In the event of an engine failure, the power-off descent rate 

under an autorotating rotor bested a parachute.89 One Kellett advertisement detailed the 

amazing account of Leslie Cooper (later an important figure in the early application of 

military helicopters), who survived an engine failure in the dark and landed unscathed on 

a farm in near complete darkness, emphasizing the copyrighted tag line, “Make it less 

necessary for the pilot to do the right thing.”90 In the event of a landing accident, the 

 
87 Daily News (New York, New York), 9 September 1931, 29.  
88 The Department of Commerce released statistics that showed one fatality occurring per 43,000 

miles flown in non-air transport, non-military aircraft in 1931. See Aeronautics Branch, Department of 

Commerce, Air Commerce Bulletin, July 1, 1932, 173. Assuming an average speed of 80mph, that comes to 

186 per 100,000 flight hours per fatality. This is appalling by today’s standard of 1.05. See Stephen Pope, 

“General Aviation Crashes Drop to All-Time Low” Flying, 16 September 2004. Pitcairn recorded that 

Autogiros had flown over one million miles by the end of 1932 in the United States, without an onboard 

fatality. See Gunther, 190. The first fatal incident among American Autogiro pilots or passengers (due to 

running out of gas over Lake Michigan in September 1933 with three on board) gives an accident rate of 

one per 50,000 miles flown, which is itself misleading because of the slower speed of the Autogiro relative 

to the airplane. If the metric was flight hours per fatality, the Autogiro would have been even safer 

statistically. Autogiro pilot John M. Miller, who actively flew for more than eighty years and logged about 

40,000 hours of flight time in commercial operations stated near the end of his life that, “I consider the 

Pitcairn PCA-2 autogiro, the smaller PAA-1 and the Pitcairn cabin autogiro to be the only inherently [his 

emphasis] safe aircraft ever built” (Miller, 41). The first American fatality related to Autogiros occurred in 

1931 when an onlooker was killed when a pilot recklessly landed short of an airfield fence on parked car on 

July 26 in San Francisco. See “Death Giro Flier Loses His License” Oakland Tribune (Oakland, 

California), 1.   
89 “Pitcairn Autogiro,” Pitcairn Aircraft, March 1932, 5. 
90 “We landed in the backyard of a farmhouse,” Kellett advertisement, February 1932; Catalogue 

of Copyright Entries, Part 1: Books, Group 2, New Series, Volume 28, for the Year 1931 (Washington: 

Government Printing Office, 1932), 413.  
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robust rotor pylon could also act like a roll cage. However, operationally the Autogiro 

proved to be anything but foolproof.  

Coverage of the 1931 Air Races featured the jarring juxtaposition of the high-

speed Gee Bee Model Z monoplane rounding a pylon at over 200 mph with a photo of a 

Beech Nut Packing Company Autogiro bursting into flames due to a freak accident 

(engine backfire) that could have happened to any plane.91 Unfortunately, it was one of 

three Beech Nut Autogiros wrecked in a three-month period, including two by Amelia 

Earhart.92 Part of the problem was that the slow-speed landings that made the risk of fatal 

landing accidents less likely also increased the likelihood of minor accidents. Roll 

stability depended on ailerons that lost effectiveness at slow speeds. This meant that 

crosswinds could not be safely corrected at the last moment, and a sideways drift leading 

to a rollover might occur. Such accidents could easily total the Autogiro, even if the pilot 

and passengers walked away.93 In 1932, Fortune featured a table of the eleven “Worst 

Autogiro Accidents,” including photos of two of them (one of Earhart’s two crashes and 

another on fire), though it did include the footnote that “in all cases the occupants of the 

machines were able to walk away from the accidents.” Even worse was the suggestion 

that the Autogiro’s representation as a de-skilled airplane were false and the observation 

that “the autogiro’s habit of landing on all sorts of convenient little lawns has tempted 

pilots to land on lawns too small for their own skill.” The Autogiro’s status as a safety 

 
91 Daily News, ibid.  
92 “A Year Later …,” ibid. 
93 A vivid visualization may be seen in British Pathé film clip 802.35 “A Very Near Thing” (1929) 

in which Cierva test pilot A.H.C. Rowson rolls over in a crosswind during a demonstration at Haldon 

Airdrome in the United Kingdom (https://www.britishpathe.com/video/a-very-near-thing/). 
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plane was at an end. Earhart’s earlier praise would not last, as after a string of mishaps on 

her transcontinental barnstorming tour, Fortune made a second-hand attribution to her of 

the opinion “that it is as hard to make a perfect landing with an autogiro as it is to make a 

perfect drive on the golf course.”94 In Europe, Cierva avoided some of Pitcairn’s 

heartbreak by avoiding full commercial sales until he had a technical solution to some of 

these problems. His direct control Autogiro solved these issues by dispensing with the 

wings and airplane control surfaces (except for the rudder) and replacing it with a tilting 

rotorhead that inclined the thrust vector of the rotor in the desired direction of movement. 

The problem for Pitcairn and Kellett was that this innovation was not tested until 1933 

and its announcement largely rendered existing Autogiros obsolete.  

 

Rise of the Air Flivver 

By mid-1934, Pitcairn and Kellett were in a state of disarray. Not only had the 

Autogiro’s high price and acknowledged defects driven off customers, but Cierva’s own 

advances threw the American Autogiro manufacturers into confusion. “Direct control” 

(controlling flight with the rotor) did away with most of the Autogiro’s hybrid airplane 

features, including wings, ailerons, and elevators. It also did not suffer the same critical 

low-speed handling defects of the first-generation commercial Autogiros. When Cierva’s 

breakthrough hit the trade press in early 1933, nearly all remaining potential customers 

for Autogiros saw the value in waiting to purchase until the new configuration hit the 

 
94 “A Year Later,” Fortune (May 1932), 48, 50, 52.  
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market. Pitcairn and Kellett had no choice to put production on hold and develop their 

own direct control models.  

The Autogiro’s hiatus caused significant self-reflection within the industry as to 

why a technology that had been so widely heralded had not caught on as expected. The 

disappointment that emerged focused not on economic conditions, Pitcairn and Kellett’s 

failure to read the market, or the desirability of Autogiro capabilities, but rather on the 

government’s continuing failure to act as technological steward. Whereas industry 

outrage in 1930 targeted the NACA for failing to support fundamental research in the 

development of the technology, the criticism of 1934 targeted government consumers of 

technology for failing to innovate applications suited to vertical landing and slow flight 

capabilities. The editor of Aviation, Edward Warner, wrote an impassioned editorial in 

the May 1934 issue noting, “There are things the airplane … cannot do as well [as the 

Autogiro].” He argued that: 

The government departments interested in aviation should find out what 

those things are, and to probe all possibilities of any fundamentally new type. 

They have not yet done so on any adequate scale. … It is most particularly a 

matter for frank astonishment, and we find it a matter for real regret that the 

Department of Commerce [which oversaw civil aviation] does not possess a 

single autogiro for the use of its personnel.95 

 

   For Pitcairn, this failure reinforced his lack of faith in the Roosevelt 

administration. On November 8, 1933, President Roosevelt’s director of aeronautics in 

the Department of Commerce, Eugene Vidal, announced a survey to be sent to 34,000 

licensed pilots asking if they could acquire a new airplane for $700, would they? He 

 
95 Edward P. Warner “Editorial: New Types of Aircraft, New Uses” Aviation (May 1934), 152. 
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sought to expand private aviation into a legitimate form of transportation. He, and many 

other enthusiasts, including Henry Ford, felt that aviation had as much potential for 

consumer revolution as the Model T. Historian Joseph Corn argues that Vidal’s “air 

flivver” program illustrated the clash of air-minded populism with the realities of the 

aviation industry, resulting in one of the great disappointments of modernist utopianism 

when personal aviation did not become commonplace. Unfortunately for the evangelists 

of what Corn has termed the “winged gospel,” aircraft were too costly and dangerous to 

be a mass-market product.  

For Pitcairn and many aviation manufacturers, Vidal’s initiative demonstrated the 

worst type of government interference in the market. As Autogiros and more advanced 

airplanes entered the market while manufacturers negotiated economic recovery, the 

government push for a cheap, simple airplane that emphasized reduced performance, 

capability, and safety (by virtue of encouraging more inexperienced pilots), which 

provoked intense industry resistance.96 Combined with the air mail crisis (in which the 

administration canceled air mail contracts to break manufacturer-held monopolies that 

Pitcairn himself had engaged in only several years earlier) it made him a fierce public 

critic of Roosevelt. “Of much greater importance than maintaining a superior system of 

air transportation,” he charged, “is the question as to whether the constitutional rights of 

 
96 Cy Caldwell, “Vidal Statistics,” Aero Digest (June 1936), 24-25, 82-83; Cy Caldwell, “Boners 

of a Bureau Bungleer,” Aero Digest (September 1935), 16-17, 71. 
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individual citizens are to be destroyed when this is to the advantage of the political party 

in power.”97  

 Pitcairn was no small government purist. He built his business on administration 

of patent rights which he wanted the U.S. government to uphold. He also sought local and 

national promotion of urban landing spaces to justify the suburban-urban commuting by 

Autogiro for the wealthy. Carefully threading the needle between caving to what he 

perceived as the socialist impulses of the Roosevelt state and his desperate need for new 

customers, Pitcairn built on Edward Warner’s arguments. In testimony he gave on 

October 24, 1934 to the Federal Aviation Commission, Pitcairn argued, “We are not in 

favor of the Government purchasing Autogiros for the sole purpose of the Autogiro 

manufacturers, both on the ground that this would not stimulate a sound development of 

the Autogiro and would probably involve an unsound expenditure of Government 

money.” Instead, he suggested, “The Government has many needs for aircraft that are not 

at the present time being filled because of the inherent faults of the airplane.”98 

 Pitcairn found these faults most apparent in crop-dusting, where, “in the case of 

the Autogiro, the material sprayed is diffused over a very much wider path than can be 

accomplished by the airplane.” He also suggested “many military functions that will be 

invaluable … can be only accomplished with the Autogiro,” though made no specific 

claims as to what these might be. His final advice was that the NACA continue to support 

 
97 “Pitcairn Defends Lindberg Action,” Evening Bulletin (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), 14 

February 1934. 
98 Harold F. Pitcairn, “A Discussion Concerning the Present Status and Future Development of 

Private Flying,” testimony presented to the Federal Aviation Commission, Department of Commerce, 

October 24, 1934. 
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“cooperative” research.”99 However, his overall emphasis for the commission hearing 

was to continue the argument that the Autogiro’s most logical place was in the hands of 

the private flyer. At this point, Vidal and Pitcairn’s interests began to coincide. 

   Vidal met Pitcairn in person at the demonstration of his first wingless direct-

control Autogiro prototype, the PA-22, at the Army War College in Washington, D.C. 

exactly a year after the air flivver questionnaire went out. Vidal effusively praised 

Pitcairn’s embrace of Cierva’s improvements, which addressed many of the earlier 

concerns over Autogiro performance. Pitcairn immediately ceased his criticism of Vidal 

and began making remarkable improvements to the diminutive PA-22. The Cierva-

developed “direct takeoff” mechanism allowed the engine to drive the rotor on the 

ground at significant speed (where surface friction kept torque from spinning the 

fuselage), then simultaneously increased the pitch of the blades and declutched the engine 

(to eliminate torque spin once the surface friction was left behind), resulting, “like a 

flea,” in a short vertical “jump takeoff.”100 As the blades slowed due to aerodynamic 

drag, the pitch decreased automatically and the rotor resumed conventional Autogiro 

operation. For Vidal and Pitcairn’s vision of a practical personal air transportation 

system, this counted as significant progress. Folding rotor blades eliminated the need for 

hangars, allowing Autogiro storage in automobile garages. Lastly, “roadable” design 

 
99 Ibid.     
100 Earlier Pitcairn and Kellett Autogiros also used engine-driven clutches to spin the rotor, but 

only to pre-spin the rotor, to eliminate the problem of early Cierva designs where a rope had to be wrapped 

around the rotor and pulled by a horse or gang of men, after which the Autogiro would have to be taxied up 

and down the field to build up to flight rpm.  
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featured a clutch to power the tailwheel instead of the propeller, allowing the pilot to 

maneuver safely on the ground at speeds up to 25 mph.101  

For aviation populists, airplane infrastructure, alongside cost, discouraged the use 

of aviation for personal transport, but on April 3, 1934, Vidal announced a contract with 

the Autogiro Company of America to produce a roadable Autogiro for evaluation 

alongside several safe, low-cost, easy-to-fly fixed-wing models, with “comfort” as an 

essential design feature. This was part of a $100,000 expenditure from the newly re-

named Bureau of Air Commerce’s aircraft “development section.” By June, Vidal’s 

campaign generated considerable media buzz, with the Baltimore Sun’s George Engeman 

headlining the Sunday magazine section with the lede, “While economists wrestle with 

such problems as the full dinner pail, the two-car garage and the chicken in every pot, one 

branch of the United States Government is busily engaged in advancing a startling 

economic concept of its own. Briefly stated, the goal of this new project may be said to 

be ‘an airplane in every garage.’” A photo the PA-22 driving down the street in traffic 

with its rotor blades folded accompanied the article.102  

The roadable Autogiro could move from landing area to home or office without 

posing a hazard to pedestrians and could now use automotive gas stations. However, like 

true “flying car” designs, such capabilities added to cost, while the added weight reduced 

 
101 Gunther, 294-295.  
102 “U.S. Buys Autogiro Planes To Stimulate Private Flying,” Rapid City Journal (Rapid City, 

South Dakota), 3 April 1935, 10; George H. Engeman, “An Airplane In Every Garage,” Baltimore Sun, The 

Sunday Sun Magazine Section (Baltimore, Maryland), 9 June 1935, 1-2. 
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performance. “Roadability” disregarded a core truth in aviation – if one could afford an 

aircraft, one could afford the ground transportation on either end of an air journey.103  

 Without experience of this fallacy and little objective market data, Vidal 

continued to embrace the flivver model of industry stimulus. Of the three primary 

avenues of development fostered by the Bureau of Air Commerce – the roadable aircraft, 

application of automobile engines, and the tricycle landing gear – only the last caught on. 

By March 1936, Pitcairn’s AC-35 Autogiro was nearing completion. Fortune magazine 

featured it as the centerpiece of an article on the second life of the Autogiro and included 

a two-page graphic spread on how one would commute from the suburbs and back in a 

daily routine transformed by the AC-35. Pitcairn’s engineer spent $25,000 in direct costs 

on construction, but Pitcairn billed the Bureau of Air Commerce only $12,500 as he felt 

the figure was a viable representation of costs plus margin at large volume production.104 

At an order of magnitude greater cost than what Vidal had sought for his flivvers, this 

was not new car money for the average consumer, but twice the cost of the average home 

in Washington, D.C.105 The October 2, 1936 fly-in delivery of the AC-35 to Washington 

on the grass in front of the Department of Commerce, followed by James Ray driving it 

down the street to the Bureau of Commerce hangar at Bolling Field, seemed like a 

successful resolution to the program, but was its death knell as no future funding 

emerged.  

 
103 This problem consistently ruined “flying car” enterprises as these designs perform considerably 

worse than conventional cars and airplanes due to their technical compromises and costing more than the 

purchase of an airplane and two cars at either end of the commuter route. 
104 Gunther, 295. 
105 Historical Statistics of the United States: Colonial Times to 1957 (Washington: Government 

Printing Office, 1961), 395. 
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Instead, Pitcairn began work on an improved design that traded roadability for 

jump takeoff, as the latter seemed more useful and the roadable Autogiro could not lift 

both the jump takeoff equipment and two people at the same time. Even the NACA was 

interested enough to pursue investigations during 1936. Meanwhile, another government 

bureau was eying Autogiros. 

    

Rotorcraft Spray Their Way Into A Niche 

From 1934 to 1944, the U.S. Department of Agriculture conducted a series of 

field trials of obsolete Autogiros for the scouting of agricultural and botanical devastation 

due to pestilence, and the application of insecticides to treat them. The technology’s 

champion was A. Gordon Galloway, who served as a researcher with the Department of 

Agriculture’s Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine. With the first generation of 

commercial rotary-wing aircraft, he fought a valiant aerial battle against some of the 

worst enemies of America’s agricultural economy, which at the time made up nearly 9% 

of the Gross Domestic Product.106 The enemies included the Gypsy Moth (Porthetria 

dispar), Dutch elm disease caused by ascomycete microfungi spread by beetles, and 

cankerworms (Paleacrita vernata and Alsophila pometria). By the 1930s, these pests were 

destroying vast volumes of potentially valuable hardwoods in New England and were 

threatening to devastate other forests of the United States along a front known as the 

 
106 Ibid, 140.    
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quarantine zone, with the most intense battle occurring in Connecticut, which had enough 

difficult terrain to make assessment and treatment highly difficult from the ground.107  

While the Department of Agriculture lacked the resources to exploit the Autogiro, 

Congress began to take a more active role. The extent of Pitcairn’s and Kellett’s local 

political influence in Philadelphia reached a tipping point in 1937 as both companies 

teetered on the edge of financial insolvency, with Kellett having to take up production of 

surgical lamps to make his operating budget.108 Congressman Frank J.G. Dorsey (D-PA), 

led a charge for an appropriation (HR 10605) “in the interest of adequate national defense 

and the further interest of the needs of other governmental activities and of American 

commercial and civil aeronautics for autogiro aircraft development” as a means of 

preserving Pennsylvania’s rotary-wing industry, which had been a source of immense 

pride, with Governor George Howard Earle being an enthusiastic (if not particularly 

competent) Autogiro owner, who had even campaigned by Autogiro.109  

Galloway represented the Department of Agriculture at the appropriation hearings 

April 26 and 27, 1938. House Resolution 8143 proposed $2 million for meeting the 

requirements of federal departments for Autogiros as well as research and development. 

Assuming availability of types meeting performance requirements, federal agencies went 

into the hearing having stated on a survey that, provided Congress funded the 

appropriation, they collectively sought fifty-four Autogiros for development purposes as 

 
107 The Gypsy Moth quarantine zone still exists and is continuing to move slowly southward and 

westward on an arc running from Virginia to Wisconsin. 
108 RWAAAF, 133. 
109 “Gov. Earle Injured in Autogiro Crash” Pittsburgh-Post Gazette (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), 17 

June 1936, 1; “Earle Gets Penalty For Plane Crash” Pittsburgh-Post Gazette (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), 21 

July 1938, 2. 
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soon as they were available, with the Department of Agriculture asking for twenty-two of 

these.110 While Galloway echoed the complaints of other witnesses in the inadequacy of 

payload, he pushed back on one critical complaint made by some witnesses, stating, “I 

have heard it discussed here that one of the shortcomings of the giro was its lack of 

speed. That is a thing that does not concern our work. As a matter of fact, the slower they 

go the better we are pleased.”111 

While the appropriation passed, it did not include funding for aircraft acquisition. 

However, the Department’s interest in rotorcraft not only kept the utility of Autogiros in 

the public eye at a time when commercial sales were nearly non-existent, but also 

established that niche applications of national interest could sustain a broader federal 

push toward an integrated federal approach to technological stewardship. Congressman 

Dorsey’s appropriation hearings provided the first venue for interdepartmental 

coordination. Its limited contribution benefitted only the military in the short term (as 

discussed in the next chapter), but Galloway’s testimony demonstrated that national 

emergency was a powerful counter-narrative to the speed discourse that had traditionally 

framed aeronautical development. However, if Galloway’s problem had been getting 

Congress to invest in the technology, he at least had convinced his superiors in his 

agency, and did not have the problems faced by many in the military of selling the value 

of flying low and slow.   

 

 
110 Holley, 164. 
111 “Statement of A.G. Galloway, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Department of 
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Conclusion: Vertical Flight and the State 

Societies have valued flight for two principal reasons, the aerial perspective and 

freedom from the tyranny of the ground’s many impediments to movement, with the 

benefits for military, political, and economic power that result from it. While military 

commanders utilized unprecedented access to the enemy for intelligence or 

bombardment, airplane promotors proclaimed efficiency over many of the indirect 

routings and literal frictions of rail, bus, and automobile travel, commoditizing speed in a 

way that even the railroads had been unable to realize when they displaced wagons and 

canals. The technology of the airplane and its thirst for infrastructure made these benefits 

most efficient over longer distances. The desire to create and apply the advantages of 

three-dimensional access over short distances drove the enthusiasm for vertical flight but 

placed it in competition with the advancing national road networks. 

While some popular culture mocked the elitist eccentricity of Autogiros, others 

built on the utopian appeal of three-dimensional movement to showcase future 

cityscapes. Outside of the kitsch of the world’s fairs, modernist architects, such as 

William Lescaze, embraced the promise of personal rotorcraft. His “House of 2089” 

utilized the flat roof of the ideal modernist home as an Autogiro landing pad. Frank Lloyd 

Wright embellished his 1935 “Broadacre City” concept with personal rotorcraft pods that 

were usually described as autogyros, but which were more accurately described as 

helicopters. Fritz Lang’s dystopian film Metropolis (UFA, 1927) featured skyscraper 

runways for airplanes to signify an elitism taken to extremes, but the futurist appeal of 

vertical flight began to grow. Maurice Elvey’s High Treason (Gaumont British Picture 
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Corporation, 1929) and William Cameron Menzies’ Things to Come (London Film 

Productions, 1936) showcased the Autogiro as the future of transport.112 As the AC-35 

neared completion, Lewis Mumford, cultural commentator and historian/critic of 

urbanism and technology, admired Frank Lloyd Wright’s Broadacre City visualizations 

for a “new type of decongested city that the autogiro and motorcar have made possible,” 

which constituted a “generous dream and rationale plan.” Mumford especially liked that 

“Wright carries the tradition of romantic isolation and reunion with the soil to its 

conclusion by having as the basis five acres of land for every family. … Arterial motor 

traffic is united with the railroad system [and] the autogiro is used to solve the problems 

of landing fields.”113 When Norman Bel Geddes constructed the famed Futurama 

exhibition in 1939 for the New York World’s Fair General Motors pavilion, his 

meticulous three-dimensional scale representation of the 1960’s future American 

landscape not only featured GM’s dearest dream of fourteen-lane superhighways, but also 

regional vertiports (a later term) with rotary-wing aircraft that connected to a regional rail 

line.114 Who would use these and why was never clear in his diorama, but something of 

Vidal and Pitcairn’s DNA of personal air mobility persisted.  

For such advocates, vertical flight would not solve the inherent problems of urban 

space, but it rendered them easier to ignore as one no longer needed to transit problematic 

 
112 “De La Cierva Presented Guggenheim Medal at World’s Fair” Autogiro News (June-July 1933, 
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areas on the surface. Robert Kargon and Arthur Molella argue that Broadacre City and 

other aerialist “techno-cities” of the 1930s were “exemplars for the environmental, 

economic, and moral regeneration of the nation” in the aftermath of World War I and 

counter-narrative to the squalor of the Depression.115 However, visions of technological 

utopianism do not fund innovation and in the absence of a viable commercial market, the 

federal state became responsible for shepherding the physical manifestation of the 

vertical flight ideal. 

 If Dorsey’s HR 10605 represented the first frank and open interchange amongst 

the federal stewards of rotorcraft development and industry, 1938 also witnessed the 

rotorcraft industry’s first conference with the Franklin Institute Rotating Wing Aircraft 

Meeting in October. A range of speakers mapped out the state of technological 

stewardship. Galloway spoke for the Department of Agriculture’s position as “a pioneer 

in the use of rotary-wing aircraft.” He framed his Bureau’s conceptual interest in the 

problematization of the airplane “working further away … at higher and higher speed … 

further divorcing their use from agricultural purposes.”116 The NACA’s first and only 

rotary-wing specialist, F. J. Bailey, Jr., who noted that the NACA’s work over the 

previous eight years on rotorcraft consisted almost entirely of providing performance 
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data, suggesting modifications, and furthering rotor theory.117 Dorsey made an 

impassioned pitch for “direct subsidy” of rotorcraft development, emphasizing three 

points: 

• Not an important purchaser of airplanes has ever existed in this country who 

did not have basic financial backing from the federal treasury. 

• No manufacturer who has contributed essentially to aviation progress in recent 

years remained in business without orders dependent on federal interest. 

• The private market cannot support aviation experimentation and 

development.118 

 

His plea for federal stewardship played out much as he wished, but as with his 

appropriation, it was not the diverse interests of federal departments that breathed life 

into the form and function of vertical flight, it was the military. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LOW AND SLOW 

 

 

It lands on a nickel and leaves four cents change 

and then it rolls back to pick up what remains 

 

- “A student mechanic” in the USAAC Autogiro school (1938)119 

 

Waltzing in the Deutschlandhalle 

In February 1938, the blond-haired, blue-eyed personal favorite of Adolf Hitler, 

Hanna Reitsch, clambered into an odd-looking flying machine with side-by-side rotors 

mounted on a spindly steel-tube frame. Starting up before an audience of thousands in 

Berlin’s Deutschlandhalle, festooned with representations of past German colonies in 

East Africa (including African tribesmen shipped in for the event), she lifted off into a 

slow, controlled waltz around the arena. With typical Nazi subtlety, the exhibition’s 

planners intended the juxtaposition of African primitive caricatures with Aryan technical 

cleverness to awe the crowd. Instead, as Reitsch noisily hovered about in Henrich 

Focke’s Fw 61, widely regarded as the first “practical helicopter,” she realized something 

odd had happened: 

My demonstration provoked less interest than we expected. Very moderate 

applause welcomed my landing. These nice inhabitants thought the show was not 

 
119 “Autogiros Make First Mass Flight,” voiced by Greg Abbott, Paramount Newsreels in “The 

Army Air Corps in the Newsreels of 1938,” National Archives and Records Administration, RG342-USAF-

23959. I have posted a copy of the newsreel here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLCYz6NhL18. 
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enough for their money. “Three hundred kilometers per hour …” the poster 

advertised. Despite this exciting promise, all they saw were very [slow] 

motions.120 

 

While Reitsch, facing the challenge of many vertical flight promoters in selling 

“low and slow” in an age of speed and stratospheric flight, struggled to motivate her 

audience, she did gain the attention of some Americans struggling with a similar issue. 

Two months later, her performance featured in a Congressional hearing on bailing out the 

flagging Autogiro industry with a $2,000,000 Army-led research and development 

program. The U.S. Army Air Corps (USAAC), seeking its own fleet of “three hundred 

kilometer per hour” bombers, had spent most of the previous eight years trying to avoid 

slow-flying aircraft as an ill-informed waste of resources. Unlike the Third Reich, which, 

despite an enormous technical lead in rotorcraft development, failed to realize any 

significant return on their investment for over a decade of work, the Congressional 

hearing paved the way for the reluctant USAAC to make the U.S. the leading power in 

technical and operational development of the helicopter by the end of World War II. This 

odd turn of events provided a transformational moment in vertical flight where the nation 

transitioned from viewing rotorcraft as an experimental curiosity to making their 

development an act of national interest.   

How did the nation go from having a debate about whether any money should be 

expended on vertical flight to having government orders for over 1,500 helicopters a 

mere five and a half years later? The chaotic push and pull of the emergent American 

 
120 Jean Boulet, trans. Claude Dawson, The History of the Helicopter: As Told By Its Pioneers, 

1907-1956 (Paris: Éditions France-Empire, 1984), 74; Hanna Reitsch, Trans. Lawrence Wilson,The Sky My 

Kingdom (London: The Bodley Head, 1955), 119-28; Steve Coates, Helicopters of the Third Reich (Surrey: 

Classic Publications, 2002), 54-5. 
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warfare state somehow achieved what the European powers, which largely embraced the 

Autogiro for military use, did not. American governance, with its messiness, competing 

voices, inefficiencies, antagonisms, and democratic strife, resulted in many missed 

opportunities to develop vertical flight earlier, but it still established an enduring vertical 

flight industry.  

The military’s begrudging acceptance of the helicopter originated with neither the 

inventor/entrepreneurs who saw the military as interim customers for the short term, nor 

the aeronautical technocrats who in turn read the Autogiro’s promotion as safe and easy 

for the public as a clear sign that it had no value for the military. Instead, aviation 

outsiders in the Army, building on modernist ideas of warfare drove the acceptance of 

vertical flight. Unintentionally, they paralleled utopianist visions of urban aerial mobility. 

If the chaos of urban canyons drove leading architects and designers, like Le Corbusier 

and Norman Bel Geddes, to think about leapfrogging them with three-dimensional 

movement, the mire of the Western Front drove artillerymen, cavalrymen, infantrymen, 

and field surgeons to reconceive their own operational spaces in an aerial frame.  

    

The New Way of War 

 After the 1931 Autogiro craze, vertical flight generated more interest among 

soldiers than civilians. The implicit costs of infrastructure dependence affected the 

military far more than it did potential private aviators. World War I had been a war of 

infrastructure, as the massive artillery barrages of the Western Front required rail yards, 

bridges, warehouses, macadamized roads, and a nearly endless chain of built landscapes 
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to keep the guns fed. Immobility at the front completed the vicious circle, facilitating 

stalemate, and discouraging maneuver warfare. The widespread postwar dissatisfaction 

with industrialized slaughter, resulting in no exchange of territory, encouraged aviation 

advocates to dismiss the movements of armies as a horrific waste, which judicious use of 

airpower would avoid. Ground commanders, no less frustrated, came to a different 

conclusion. They saw the final months of the war, with its relatively rapid advances, as a 

sign that improvements to tactics and new technologies, like the tank or aircraft assigned 

to strafe the frontlines, could avoid the unending slaughter of the Somme and Verdun, 

setting the stage for an institutional clash over the place of aviation on the battlefield. 

Debate grew over the question of whether aviation would facilitate the victory of ground 

armies, or would supplant them with the threat of decisive devastation of enemy capitals 

by airplane. 

While most of the war’s major combatants experienced similar organizational 

tensions, the United States seemed especially prone to them. The nation’s late entry into 

combat in World War I left it without the enormous sense of attrition experienced by the 

other major warring powers, resulting in a more abstract and theoretical approach to 

airpower. Interwar isolation only increased the effect. As Tami Davis Biddle argues, 

“Americans, isolated from potential enemies …, felt they could afford to be more 

complacent about developments in aviation.”121 However, the USAAC internalized the 

offensive doctrines relying on long-range bombers advocated by the British and Italians, 

 
121 Tami Davis Biddle, Rhetoric and Reality in Air Warfare: The Evolution of British and 

American Ideas About Strategic Bombing, 1914-1945 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002), 
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as well as ardent American advocates like the incorrigible William Mitchell. Such 

offensive doctrines did not sit well with a budget-minded Congress and president that 

viewed them as antagonistic and unaffordable. This made USAAC leaders and 

procurement officers more desirous of fast heavy bombers, encouraging them to avoid 

potential competition for their scarce resources, like that for Army battlefield support 

aircraft. Traditional Army support missions, such as reconnaissance, artillery observation, 

and ground attack generated little enthusiasm amongst USAAC personnel, while 

emergent capabilities like liaison (front-line communication), medical evacuation, and 

transport languished even more.  

The ground forces found the interwar years to be a similar period of technical 

wonder and doctrinal frustration. Trucks and tanks sped up the traditional horse drawn 

Army in significant ways, especially by placing an emphasis on mobility. Unlike in 1914, 

when railways defined mobilization, the truck was now the key to outflanking the enemy 

and the American automotive industry was dominant. However, certain equipment 

travelled better than others.122  

The tethered kite balloon featured prominently on the Western Front, the Italian 

Front, the Dardanelles, and even in defense against the U-boats, by providing the best 

means for directing large caliber fire. Hydrogen-filled, they were enormously labor 

 
122 See David E. Johnson, Fast Tanks and Heavy Bombers: Innovation in the U.S. Army, 1917-

1945 (Cornell: Cornell University Press, 2003). The Autogiro experience both supports and contradicts 

Johnson’s arguments about intellectual entrenchment in the interwar Army. It buttresses the idea of the Air 

Corps fixation on heavy bombers, but also shows that the ground branches were more open to ideas of 

mobility than his evidence for the tank’s tortured development suggests. Also, Williamson Murray and 

Allan Millett, eds., Military Innovation in the Interwar Period (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1996) showcases the modernist tropes of interwar militarism and the emphasis on a rapid, mobile form of 

warfare that was the antithesis of the Western Front.  
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intensive and vulnerable, requiring significant infrastructure to inflate them, shield them 

from the weather, and protect them from enemy fighters. While suitable for the static 

environment of the trenches, they were an anchor for motorized operations. In the eyes of 

the U.S. Army Air Service (USAAS, which preceded the USAAC before 1926), retiring 

them postwar was a minor problem. Aviators with good vision could show up anywhere 

required and advances in radio communication obviated the need to use cloth panels, 

pigeons, or other arcane forms of communications.  

In 1922, the USAAS deactivated the balloon companies for peacetime, with the 

understanding that they would step up again in wartime. This left the ground branches 

with a hypothetical, rather than practical, observation capability. For most of the 1920s, 

the ground forces accepted the USAAS/USAAC expertise on aviation matters. However, 

as the aeronautical design revolution went on, aircraft became faster and less suited to 

close observation as the ground sped by more rapidly. As the ground forces became more 

confident in their own technologies, the concerns over the ability of the USAAC to 

support them grew.  

In the Senate Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriation hearings for the 

War Department’s fiscal year 1931 budget, the USAAC proposed eliminating the 

observation balloon support program at Scott Field, Illinois. Colonel McDonald of the 

Field Artillery testified before the Senate in 1931, “the USAAC … found it necessary to 

retrench in order … to give the necessary money to [airplanes] … [so] they have cut out 
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the observation balloons.”123 Balloon replacements increasingly became the Army’s 

primary interest in developing vertical flight through the 1930s. Rotorcraft became a 

prime option, in part, because their use was not a new idea. 

    

The Mechanical Balloon 

 During WWI, the first significant attempt military rotorcraft project emerged as 

an attempt to improve on the kite balloon’s many weaknesses. The team of Istvan 

Petróczy, Theodore von Kármán, and Vilém Žurovec, designed a tethered helicopter to 

lift an observer. Anchored at each of its three legs with hundreds of feet of rope, it had no 

mechanisms for control other than the speed of the rotor to climb and descend. However, 

it moved up and down more rapidly than a balloon, was much more easily transportable 

by road, required fewer support personnel, and, because it was tethered, did not require 

the complex mechanisms for propulsion, control, and stability that delayed helicopter 

development. Testing of the prototypes proceeded well, though no human went aloft in it 

before the final version, the PKZ-2, crashed during testing.  

In June 1920, the USAAS’s chief engineer, Colonel Thurman Bane, based at the 

McCook Field Engineering Division in Ohio began corresponding with an eccentric 

NACA engineer, George de Bothezat.124 The Russian émigré, sold Bane on a helicopter 
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idea similar to the PKZ-2, except that is did not require tethering or winching, and could 

self-deploy under its own power. Much to the surprise and consternation of his staff, who 

characterized de Bothezat as having “extreme eccentricity and impossible disposition,” 

Bane became entranced with the idea.  

While the PKZ-2 was elegant in its simplicity, the “peculiar” de Bothezat’s four-

rotor “flying octopus” was an ungainly over-engineered mess incapable of rising more 

than a few meters. Unfortunately, Bane felt he could manage the Russian’s eccentricities 

by close personal interactions, committing to an informal and questionable contracting 

arrangement for the then-extraordinary figure of $250,000 to develop a prototype, which 

allowed de Bothezat to escape penalties for non-performance.125 By 1923, Bane had 

nothing but a marginally performing mechanical monstrosity to show for his lavish 

endowment, except for decades of appearances in newsreels and television shows as an 

exemplar of aeronautical flops in the early history of powered flight. In an assessment of 

rotary-wing development undertaken in the aftermath of World War II, Army Air Forces 

analyst (and a future founding father of the history of technology field), I.B. Holley noted 

that, “The Air Service was indebted to de Bothezat for establishing the principle of the 

absolute need for impersonal contractual responsibility in developmental contracts. These 

lessons alone might have been worth the cost of the episode in funds and frayed nerves.”  

 
No. 47 (NACA Paris Office, April 1921), WFTF A10.22/12; RWAAAF, 107-108, Air Force Historical 
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125 By comparison, the Air Service contracted with the Gallaudet Aircraft Corporation for three 

all-metal (a major innovation) PW-4 biplane fighter prototypes for $110,000 at around the same time. See 

“Investigation of the Air Service,” Hearings Before the Committee on Rules, House of Representatives, 

Sixty-Eighth Congress, First Session, February 16 and 20, 1924, 22.  
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 Holley also identified the de Bothezat helicopter as indicative of the Engineering 

Division’s lack of clear purpose as it straddled the divide between the contradictory 

potential missions of either facilitating production of improved service models, or 

undertaking fundamental research that spurred avenues of development that the NACA 

and industry were not in a position to explore. The de Bothezat helicopter did neither and 

only after Congress chastised the Division in 1924-5 for “an alleged ‘orgy of spending’ 

with nothing to show for it” did the Engineering Division attempt to arrange the results of 

de Bothezat’s work into a meaningful study.126 Holley, in his later academic career, 

assessed that de Bothezat’s debacle resulted in the Engineering Division’s “inference … 

that since the … experiment was a failure, the helicopter principle had no military 

future.”127  

 

From Helicopter to Autogiro 

In the mid-1920s, the situation inverted. With de Bothezat, Bane had a clear 

mission in attempting the project, even though the technology was immature. As the 

memory of combat receded within the USAAS, the urgency for fixing the balloon 

problem dissipated, even as rotorcraft technology began to mature rapidly with better 

helicopter designs appearing in Europe like that of Raoul Pescara. However, the early 

 
126 RWAAAF, 54-72; “The AAF Helicopter Program” (Wright Field, OH: Historical Division, 
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helicopters clearly struggled with control and were highly inefficient and incapable of 

flight at any significant speed or altitude. Cierva’s successful demonstrations from 1923 

onwards provided vivid evidence that the potential for rotorcraft development was 

expanding. However, the USAAS did not take notice until press reports from Europe 

increased in intensity. USAAS chief, Major General Mason Patrick, finally ordered the 

Madrid-based air attaché to approach Cierva about acquiring an example in April 1925. 

Cierva’s $22,000 cost for an operable rotorcraft at less than 10% of de Bothezat’s failure 

was still too much for the McCook Field staff seeking to recover from Bane’s 

extravagance. Instead, the Engineering Division noted “the French are pushing the 

[Autogiro]” and that basic technical details would be available through them.128  

Simultaneously, President Coolidge’s USAAS advisory board run by New York 

banker Dwight Morrow encouraged Congress to grant the aviation branch Corps status 

within the Army hierarchy. However, Morrow also reigned in William Mitchell’s 

advocacy of an offensive air arm by refusing to endorse strategic bombing as a deterrent, 

instead arguing for aeronautical combat power as a defensive buttressing of the nation’s 

oceanic buffers, as well as advising that the branch maintain a close supporting role for 

ground troops. The report astutely noted, “’The next war may well start in the air but will 

in all probability will wind up as the last one did, in the mud.”129 Despite the admonition, 

the War Department’s elevation of the Air Service to Corps status formalized the tensions 

between strategic airpower and close support of field forces. These tensions would 
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problematize vertical flight development for decades to come while also ensuring its 

survival. 

In 1926, as the USAAS became the USAAC, Cierva increased his legitimacy in 

American eyes by initiating Autogiro manufacturing in Great Britain. This resulted in an 

Engineering Division request for the Army’s Chief of Military Intelligence to order a 

visit to Cierva’s facilities at the A.V. Roe company by the military Attaché in London 

and evaluate progress in structures, torque management, and autorotation, because these 

considerations were “of cardinal interest to the USAAC.” The attaché, Major H.R. 

Harmon, an apparent rotorcraft skeptic, took nearly eighteen months to deliver his 

verdict, and when he did, he stated the Autogiro had “no promise at all in its present state 

of development.”130  

Just as Harold Pitcairn’s newly acquired Cierva Autogiro arrived in the U.S. in 

late 1928, Bane’s successor, Colonel W.E. Gilmore witnessed an impressive Autogiro 

display at Le Bourget field. He recommended acquiring an example and the French 

military attaché made arrangements for contracting and a test flight in Paris.131 Pitcairn 

inadvertently disrupted the process by announcing his exclusive authority over North 

American Autogiro patents, which halted USAAC negotiations with Cierva.132   

When Pitcairn’s Autogiro went on sale in 1931, the budgetary uncertainty of the 

nascent Depression and a desire to embrace the high-speed monoplane eclipsed the 

USAAC’s interest in the Autogiro’s novelty. The USAAC also had a new tasking, 
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courtesy of the new Army Chief of Staff General Douglas MacArthur, who secured the 

role of coast defense solely for the Army with a broad interpretation of “coast.”133 The 

Army now had an authorization to project power hundreds of miles from shore, thus 

justifying development of expensive long-range bombers. For further disincentives to 

pursue vertical flight, USAAC staff only needed to look at the Navy’s experience with 

Autogiro.  

 

The Navy and the Autogiro 

 David Ingalls, the U.S. Navy’s first and only combat ace before World War II, 

became the first military administrator of national significance to embrace vertical flight. 

He entered state politics in 1926, and in 1929, ascended to the post of Assistant Secretary 

of the Navy for Air in President Hoover’s administration. Ingalls witnessed the first 

federal showing of Pitcairn’s imported Cierva C.8W Autogiro on May 13, 1929 at 

Langley Field in Newport News, Virginia for the benefit of the NACA annual board 

meeting. If Pitcairn’s personal demonstration did not awe the USAAC observers, it 

appealed to Ingalls on some level. By mid-1930, Pitcairn had completed the first sample 

of his production model and Ingalls invited War and Navy department personnel to 

observe, as well as taking the opportunity to fly the aircraft himself, resulting in an order 

for an example.134  
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Ingalls embraced the previous vertical flight rationale, suggesting, “The 

[Autogiro] might replace kite balloons or planes which do not require high speed and 

ability to engage in combat” – though the Navy and Marine Corps were minor users of 

such balloons. His enthusiasm seemed to transcend military requirements as he argued 

Autogiros would “solve problems which now restrict the use of airplanes” for “private 

owners.”135 Pitcairn did not reciprocate Ingalls enthusiasm by promoting naval usage. 

Instead, he simply sold ‘off the shelf’ to the Navy at $29,500, double the cost of the 

commercial price, as the bureaucratic process and engineering scrutiny of contracting to 

military specifications caused him to view government contracts as unprofitable.136   

Ingalls publicly announced the purchase on January 22, 1931, proclaiming, “I 

consider the development of the Autogiro of great importance to aviation and therefore 

have been very desirous of obtaining one for the Navy.” He rationalized the acquisition 

because, “the small spaces available for the landing and taking off of Marine Corps 

planes in Nicaragua have often endangered the lives of aviators as well as handicapping 

plane operations.” This far-sighted rationale for vertical flight – operations in remote 

combat zones lacking in infrastructure – was simple window dressing. The Navy’s 

Bureau of Aeronautics (BuAer) records on the acquisition and development of the 

Autogiro do not show any effort by Ingalls to tie the program to the experience of the 

Marines combating the Sandino insurgency in Nicaragua. Instead, Ingalls simply dumped 
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the project on BuAer assuming that the technology would show its merits just as Pitcairn 

had pitched them. In the absence of such guidance, BuAer tested it aboard an aircraft 

carrier, as integration of the carriers was consuming nearly of BuAer’s efforts at the 

time.137  

Meanwhile, on March 18, 1931, Ingalls extolled the virtues of the Autogiro on 

radio, not for its military utility, but as a “missing link” that bridged the reliability and 

safety of the automobile with the ability of the airplane to destroy time and distance.138 

Providing an even greater reach, he published his remarks as part of a Fortune feature on 

the promise of the Autogiro, again with no clarity on military worth.139 Almost 

immediately after its tardy delivery on June 1, 1931, a clearly enthusiastic Ingalls 

personally made the first official test flight of the aircraft. He then flew the Secretary of 

the Navy to President Hoover’s Virginia camp on the Rapidan River for a naval 

conference.140 Though he admitted to the press that his flight was “pretty slow,” he 

ordered BuAer to contract with Pitcairn for two more Autogiros.141 The newspapers did 

not record any enthusiasm on Ingalls’ part on being able to land adjacent to the 

president’s camp, and his ardor seemed to dim after he spent a week with his coveted 

aircraft.  
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Between September 15th and 23rd, 1931, Lt. Alfred Pride (future commander of 

the Seventh Fleet) tested the Autogiro, designated XOP-1, on the carrier USS Langley “to 

determine the general suitability of this airplane for operation from a carrier deck.”142 The 

tests were successful, but did not result in any further definition of mission and the 

Bureau felt that Autogiros would simply result in “decreased speed of operation and 

reduced complement [of aircraft].”143 BuAer’s supreme lack of interest became apparent 

as the bureau failed to frame the test as a step towards exploring the value of aircraft on 

vessels without carrier decks. Beginning in June 1932, the Marine Corps also received an 

XOP-1 to test in Nicaraguan campaign against the Sandino rebels in what would be the 

first military deployment of a rotorcraft. Testing through the remainder of the year 

revealed the XOP-1 could evacuate injured, but only if they could be accommodated in a 

sitting position and a cleared takeoff area was available.144  

 

The Army and the Autogiro 

The Army’s experiences with Pitcairn initially followed a pattern similar to the 

Navy’s, except, where Ingalls’ poorly defined enthusiasm sustained the Navy program, 

internal Army requirements framed the USAAC experience. In late August 1930, several 

Army artillery commanders enthusiastically witnessed Pitcairn demonstrations at the 

National Air Races in Chicago resulting in a request to the USAAC for an Autogiro 
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evaluation. In October, an American field artillery commander in Britain made a similar 

entreaty after observing a Cierva demonstration. Pitcairn simultaneously pitched off-the-

shelf sales to the Chief of the USAAC, but the Materiel Division at Wright Field, which 

had subsumed the McCook Field Engineering Division of the Bane era, remained 

skeptical and responded by requesting engineering specifications from Pitcairn. He did 

not intend to abrogate his patent rights by letting the government have access to them 

without a production contract, so the Materiel Division assessed theoretically, “’the 

efficiency of [Autogiros] is so low that they have no place in military work.”145 The 

award of the Collier Trophy, Ingalls’ activism, and the general enthusiasm for Pitcairn’s 

windmill several months later in 1931 forced a brief acknowledgement that Pitcairn had 

opened “’a new field in which aircraft may render useful service.’”146  

Pitcairn’s disdain for government applications did open the door to a competitive 

avenue for his first licensee, Wallace Kellett. Also in August, Laurence LePage, Kellett’s 

lead engineer (and future helicopter competitor), pitched their Autogiro under 

development to the USAAC Engineering Section, which responded that it did not 

contract for aircraft on speculation and required flight demonstration before 

consideration.147 Nonetheless, during mid-1931, Chief, Field Artillery, Major General 

Harry Bishop, as well as the commanders of the 1st Cavalry Brigade and the 2nd Cavalry 
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Division, irritated at having lost ready peacetime access to observation balloons and 

hearing their subordinates’ interest in the Autogiro, requested the USAAC to provide 

Autogiros and crews for their respective evaluation.148 In August, the Assistant Secretary 

of War facilitated a demonstration at Wright Field of the Kellett K-2. Outside of zero-roll 

landings and ability to clear a 90-foot obstacle in 1,000 feet of travel, the Materiel 

Division did not find advantages over conventional airplanes while also concluding the 

K-2 was “very fragile.”149 The nearly simultaneous arrival of the Navy’s XOP-1 

evaluation concluding that Autogiros “have very limited utility purposes” only reinforced 

the negative appraisal.150 The Materiel Division once again considered the issue settled, 

even going so far as to invert the helicopter advocacy used to justify the de Bothezat 

helicopter in 1922 by singling out the kite balloon as being a far more efficient system 

than the Autogiro. The following summer, a French Army report concluded Autogiros 

only performed well for liaison duties (running messages back and forth to outposts). 

Together with the collapse of the Autogiro craze, the Materiel Division staff felt they 

could now focus on the higher, faster, farther imperatives of airpower. 

 

The Intra-service Battlefield 

For nearly two years, the issue remained largely dormant, but by September 1933, 

the Royal Air Force’s interest in testing the Cierva C.19 for liaison and artillery spotting 

duties resonated across the Atlantic. Kellett relayed the favorable RAF impressions to the 
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Materiel Division, which reacted harshly to assessments such as, “the dictum inoculated 

into the minds of those connected with the Flying Service that unless an aircraft could 

carry machine guns and bombs and fly fast and high, it was otherwise useless for War 

purposes, has been exploded.” The Materiel Division remarked, “Why so?”151  

By November 1933, General Bishop, made another request to the USAAC, for 

comprehensive Autogiro testing and evaluation. Simultaneously, the Army received the 

Marine Corps’ final assessment of the XOP-1’s Nicaraguan service, stating: 

The autogyro in its present form is not satisfactory due to its restricted 

field of vision and relatively slow speed, which makes it more susceptible to anti-

aircraft fire than the conventional airplane. It is believed however that if this type 

of aircraft were redesigned for use as an artillery observation plane it would 

present a number of advantages over the Kite observation balloon.152 

 

The USAAC Chief, Major General Benjamin Foulois (possibly infuriated by his 

ex-wife’s marriage to Bishop) brushed the demand off, pleading “insufficient funds.”153 

This resulted in an immediate escalation to the Army Chief of Staff, who, also having lost 

patience with the USAAC’ independent streak, not only surveyed all of the ground 

branches to determine their desires relative to the Autogiro, but also contacted Wallace 

Kellett to gain his perspective on useful applications. He then ordered General Foulois to 

determine “whether there is a use for the autogiro in our military service.”  

 
151 RD3331, 452.1 – Kellett K-2…:  Use of Autogiro in British Army Maneuvers (From Report of 

British Pilot who flew machine), September 1933. 
152 NARA, RG342, SFC, RD3364, 452.1 – Autogiro, 1931 thru 1939: Memo, Captain Francis E. 

Pierce, USMC to The Major General Commandant, “Report on the use of autogyro airplane for artillery 

observation and the use of radio telephony for communication between the spotting aircraft and the 
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Brigadier General Henry Pratt, Chief of the Materiel Division headed the review 

board. Despite the lengthy line of inquiries, the Board took only two weeks to study the 

topic and reached three conclusions: 

a. In its present state of development there is no use for the autogyro in our 

military service. 

b. The cost of an autogyro is approximately the same as that of an observation 

airplane, whch can perform a number of missions satisfactorily while the 

scope of the autogyro is extremely limited. 

c. The development of the motored balloon brings about the belief that the 

development of this type aircraft is far more logical than further 

experimentation with the autogyro.154 

 

 Without any field-testing or participation from the ground branches, the board 

created an extensive matrix of variables justifying their conclusion. They reinterpreted 

the ground branch chiefs of staff’s statements to meet their own needs, such as the 

statement, “it is not understood that the Surgeon General in his remarks intended to 

suggest that the autogiro should be used as an ambulance at the front.” While true, the 

Surgeon General actually said “many airplane crashes cannot be readily reached … by 

motor ambulances and airplanes but in practically every case the autogiro would be able 

to land and take off from a point very close to the accident and would be the means of 

saving life.” He also suggested it could evacuate “members of the Civilian Conservation 

Corps (CCC) from inaccessible points.” While the Surgeon General overestimated the 

Autogiro, he provided a powerful requirement for vertical flight. The USAAC did not 
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perceive rescue as a particular problem, nor could it conceive of expending its resources 

on the CCC.155   

The report did not endear the intransigent USAAC to the Army Chief of Staff and 

intra-service tensions moved into the Congressional sphere during the spring of 1934. 

The Rogers Subcommittee of the Military Affairs Committee was then castigating the 

USAAC over the botched handling of the Air Mail crisis and other procurement issues. 

Simultaneously, the Appropriations subcommittee of the Military Affairs Committee, 

chaired by Congressman Ross Collins (D-MS), expressed concern over tradeoffs made 

between deep cuts to ground forces and better USAAC bombers. Collins was then 

engaged in a public debate with General MacArthur, with the general preferring 

manpower over equipment and Collins emphasizing technological modernization, 

particularly in armored vehicles.156 

Some form of back room collaboration occurred between Collins and the Chief of 

Staff, because on May 24, President Roosevelt suddenly handed the Assistant Secretary 

of War, Harry Woodring, a fait accompli on the Autogiro issue: 

I understand that Congressman Collins and his Committee want the Army 

to buy a few experimental autogiros for Artillery, Cavalry and Infantry 

observation purposes, and that these three Corps [infantry, cavalry, and field 

artillery] would like to have a few to experiment with.  Also, that the British 
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Army is using a new type and experimenting with it.  Could you let me know 

what you suggest should be done.157 

 

Secretary of War George Dern responded to Roosevelt the next day that $150,000 

(35% of the cost of the B-17 prototype) would follow for development of “more efficient 

autogyros.” By August 8, Dern could say that the USAAC had reconsidered, and that, 

“Careful consideration has been given to the suitability of the Autogiro for observation 

purpose in Artillery, Cavalry, and Infantry units.  The conclusions reached at this time 

indicate that there is sufficient promise in the adaptability of the autogiro to military 

purposes to warrant the purchase of a limited number for experimental purposes.”158   

           

Procurement Struggles 

 While Pitcairn and Kellett were now desperate for new business, the USAAC 

order posed problems. Cierva’s direct-control wingless Autogiros were selling in Europe, 

while the Americans struggled to retool from the less safe and efficient winged hybrid 

configuration with which they had launched their industry. Though poor communication 

between Cierva and Pitcairn proved disruptive for the American manufacturers, it 

ostensibly offered an important opportunity for innovation in the USAAC. Nearly two 

years earlier, another American engineer, E. Burke Wilford, developed and flew a 

wingless gyroplane controlled by changing the pitch of the blades as they rotated 
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(“feathering”). Though mechanically complex, this concept later became central to the 

“cyclic” control of production helicopters. Pitcairn and Cierva did not pursue it because 

they still viewed their primary market as individual users that wanted a safe and simple 

aircraft. Complex control systems increased cost and weight while reducing reliability 

and safety. Unfortunately, Cierva direct-control had little room for functional 

improvements.159 

 The Materiel Division understood the technology so poorly that it thought it 

would receive a mature product from established manufacturers, rather than a new 

technology. This held up the one-on-one fly-off competition between the direct-control 

prototypes from Pitcairn (the YG-2) and Kellett (the YG-1).160 Contracting did not occur 

until late June 1935 and the prototypes did not arrive at the NACA for initial testing until 

six months later. 161 Pitcairn’s YG-2 was large enough that the company test pilot 

suggested to the newsreels it could operate nearly anywhere as an aerial ambulance. 

However, rather than demonstrating this capability for the newsreels or the government, 

Pitcairn promoted the Autogiro’s suitability for the private operator in the urban 

environment by flying it along the New York skyline for a photography shoot. However, 

Kellett’s smaller and lighter design proved better engineered, particularly after the two 

NACA personnel evaluating the YG-2 had to bail out of it in March 1936. 162 The 

USAAC decided it had enough of Pitcairn, ordered a Kellett replacement, and sent two 
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young lieutenants to begin training with the NACA to fly the Kelletts. One was 

Hollingsworth Franklin (H. F.) Gregory, who managed the test program and, over the 

following eight years, almost single handedly oversaw the American militarization of 

vertical flight. 

 Gregory was a thirty-year-old veteran aviator who been passionate about flying 

since the age of eleven and had begun his career as an Air Corps pursuit (fighter) pilot in 

1929. His assignment to Autogiro testing came about because his last four years of flying 

duty had been in observation planes, like the Thomas Morse O-19, spotting for artillery 

fire.163 However, there was little in his background to suggest that he would become the 

most important figure in guiding the early development of the practical helicopter. His 

role as a bureaucrat has long been overshadowed by the aeronautical celebrity of the 

inventor-entrepreneurs, like Igor Sikorsky. 

 The Autogiro test program revealed a relatively easy-to-fly aircraft with good 

performance in getting in and out of tight spaces provided there were few obstacles in the 

way. Unfortunately, it also highlighted a technical quirk in the rotor system, a condition 

later known as ground resonance, in which contact with the ground caused movement of 

the rotor hinges in such a way to create a destructive unbalancing of the rotor resulting in 

the aircraft’s disintegration. This problem, which bedeviled rotorcraft technology to 

various degrees for decades, cast significant further doubt on the Autogiro’s military 

suitability. Relatively minor technical fixes and improved operational procedures 
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eventually minimized the problem, but not before it significantly complicated opinions 

about the utility of vertical flight.164  

 Beyond the ground resonance problem, Lt. Gregory’s biggest complaint was the 

lack of sufficient payload. He also realized that to operate on the front lines, the aircraft 

would need to land on “rocky or stumpy” terrain with “no roll.”165 The former 

observation confounded rotorcraft developers for years to come, but the latter was the 

first dawning awareness within the USAAC that what made aviation useful for troops in 

the field was not so much the performance of the aircraft in the air, but its ability to 

operate independently of infrastructure. This desire to operate without landing fields led 

to the Materiel Division’s engineering report, ER-130.4 (dated June 28, 1936), which 

specified a requirement for a zero-roll takeoff Autogiro with sufficient military payload 

and the ability to clear obstacles (like trees) with a near-vertical climb gradient. This 

surpassed Wallace Kellett’s visions for vertical flight capability to this point, but his 

engineers spent sixteen months on the problem and completed a proposal for the KD-2X, 

with a 100-200’ jump takeoff capability with a gross-weight in excess of 2,000 pounds. 

Jump takeoff meant deliberately over-speeding the rotor with a power-takeoff drive (only 

possible on the ground as torque would spin the aircraft uncontrollably in flight) and then 

setting a higher pitch briefly on the blades, simultaneously disconnecting the engine from 

the rotor (thus avoiding torque spinning the aircraft) and giving full power to the 

propeller. As aerodynamic drag slowed the rotor and lift decreased, the pitch came off the 
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rotor blades, by which time, the propeller began pulling the aircraft through the air as a 

conventional Autogiro. Cierva first demonstrated the technology in 1933, but his jump 

takeoffs were achieving less than 50 feet in altitude.  

Kellett’s KD-2X proposal included a radical departure from his association with 

the Cierva and Pitcairn patent consortium by licensing Raoul Hafner’s cyclically-

controlled rotor.166 The direct control rotor introduced by Cierva in 1933 did away with 

the most of the airplane elements of the earlier Autogiros (wings, ailerons, horizontal 

stabilizers, and elevators). However, direct control was not scalable into larger aircraft, 

and was not suited to the application of engine power in flight.167 A cyclically controlled 

rotor did not tilt mechanically like the direct control rotor. Instead, a mechanism 

connected to the pilot’s control stick changed individual blade pitch relative to the 

airflow depending on its position in its rotation around the rotor hub. For instance, an 

increased pitch on the blade moving on the left side of the aircraft would cause an 

increase in lift on that side of the rotor and a roll to the right. This technology would 

become fundamental to the development of the practical helicopter.    

Raoul Hafner, an Austrian transplant to Britain, had initially sought to develop a 

helicopter, but switched to gyroplane development as an iterative testbed for the 

technologies necessary in a practical helicopter. He was successful in this effort, though 

his outsider status in the aircraft industry kept his innovations from making a significant 
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impact for over a decade, much to the detriment of the industry that failed to realize their 

significance. His “spider” rotorhead was an engineering masterpiece with an elegant 

simplicity of design masking the complex mechanical movements, while also being light, 

robust and responsive. It utilized an early form of “swashplate,” consisting of two discs 

(one static and one rotating) separated by bearings and allowed to tilt together, thereby 

translating control inputs into blade angle movements, transmitted by the three-legged 

“spider” that sat above the blades. The Hafner rotorhead also integrated both cyclic and 

collective pitch control (simultaneous movement of all three blades for increasing or 

decreasing overall lift). Hafner performed dramatic demonstrations of a “towering” 

takeoff in his gyroplane that exceeded Cierva’s “jump” takeoff. While Hafner’s 

demonstration aircraft drew crowds in Great Britain, other than Kellett, no American saw 

any utility in it. Cierva and Pitcairn viewed it as a dangerous complication to the 

Autogiro’s status as a safety plane because the pilot had to monitor rotor speed closely 

when adjusting pitch. These concerns were not validated in subsequent decades. While 

not foolproof, manually setting rotor rpm in conjunction with pitch changes was a 

hallmark of most helicopter designs through the 1950s.168  

 Unfortunately, Kellett’s attempt to promote the Hafner system failed, largely 

because of the company’s good fortune. Gregory’s conditional acceptance of the Kellett 

prototype and the increasing demand for tests resulted in the acquisition of another seven 

upgraded Kelletts (YG-1B) and plans for an Autogiro school to provide sufficient pilots 
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and mechanics to support the service trials.169 By the time of the KD-2X proposal, the 

USAAC had no further interest in Autogiros, particularly one with an unfamiliar 

technology and a potentially chaotic patent situation.  

This was a costly decision. Three years later, when Gregory had decided to move 

the USAAC to helicopter development instead of the Autogiro, the lack of a suitable 

rotor control system posed the biggest technical hurdle. Instead, Hafner’s rotorhead sat on 

the shelf in Great Britain through World War II. His vindication came post-war, a decade 

after its invention, when it became a central element of the first British production 

helicopter, the Bristol 171.170 This episode demonstrates that a primary barrier to an 

earlier implementation of helicopters was not industry’s inability to supply the 

technology, but a lack of sufficient demand to justify broader systemic pursuits of readily 

solvable technical hurdles. 

Eight years after he began testing the Kellett YG-1, Gregory told the public in his 

account of developing the helicopter, Anything A Horse Can Do, that his early response 

to the Autogiro was to desire the capabilities of the helicopter, only that it did not exist – 

at least not in the United States. Henrich Focke’s Fw 61 was beginning to create a buzz in 

the rotorcraft community, though the USAAC was slow to catch on. However, even the 

Fw 61, the first helicopter to exceed Autogiro performance, with the added ability to 

hover, had a less effective and capable rotor control system than Hafner’s “spider.”171  

 
169 NARA, RG342, Sarah Clark files, RD3304 – 452.1 – Autogiro, Kellett YG-1 – 1935-36-37: 
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The missed intersection of Gregory and Hafner highlights the conflicted and 

ambiguous definitions of vertical flight that continued to afflict the Army’s construction 

of rotorcraft. Gregory understood that the ground forces were seeking to retain the close 

connection with aerial observation that they had with the kite balloons by having an 

aircraft that did not need runways. The aeronautical design revolution allowed 

observation aircraft to achieve higher altitudes and faster speeds, but while they could 

bring back pictures of enemy facilities from hundreds of miles behind the front lines in a 

few hours, they were poor vehicles for communication with ground forces. The ground 

commanders complained, “The physical separation of observation aircraft from the 

artillery is increasing.” Gregory’s own lack of intellectual infrastructure in the form of 

USAAC or NACA engineers who understood rotorcraft and the emergent developments 

in the field kept him from realizing the technical paths to bridging the ground branch and 

USAAC visions for battlefield observation.172  

 

1938 

 Significant events broadened American vertical flight discourse in 1938 to a level 

it had not been since the Autogiro craze of 1931. First, the USAAC accepted its seven 

new Kelletts, started the Autogiro school (with Gregory in charge), and began a publicity 

blitz. Second, Congress placed itself in a defining role in managing the development of 

vertical flight. Third, the Germans unveiled the Focke helicopter to international 

audiences for the first time. Fourth, the USAAC found itself in a new uproar over 
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observation aircraft. Fifth, the Germans displayed another vertical flight technology in 

the form of new short takeoff and landing plane that nearly sunk rotorcraft development 

entirely. Sixth, and finally, the vertical flight community began to coalesce and forge a 

common identity, while also locating the U.S. as a center of development. 

 Gregory’s receipt of seven YG-1B Autogiros signaled the realization of 

Roosevelt’s order from nearly four years earlier to support ground branch investigations 

into military applications of the Autogiro. Tests occurred primarily between July 1938 

and August 1939, supporting Infantry, Field Artillery, Coast Artillery, and Cavalry board 

investigations. These tests framed the Autogiro as distinct from airplanes, with almost 

equal numbers of advantages and disadvantages. While evaluators admired the ability to 

land nearly vertically, the Autogiro lost most of that advantage in needing more than half 

of an airplane’s runway space to clear trees during takeoff. Combined with limited 

payload and fragility, the prevailing sense was that the technology still had significant 

promise but was too immature for operational deployment.173 The inertia then began to 

shift from technical developments to institutional prerogatives.  

 

The Dorsey Bill  

In 1937, with the YG-1B contract under negotiation, Kellett had to manufacture 

surgical lamps to stave off bankruptcy, while Pitcairn subsisted on past income.174  

However, both Pitcairn and Kellett excelled in making influential friends, particularly in 
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their own Philadelphia region. Pennsylvania governor George Earle, owned (and 

wrecked) a fixed-wing Pitcairn model, but Congressman Frank J.G. Dorsey (D-PA) 

became their most ardent advocate as he saw the Autogiro as the hometown’s premier air 

age technology. On August 4, 1937, Dorsey, who served on the Military Affairs 

Committee, introduced House Resolution 8143 recommending: 

That in the interest of adequate national defense and the further interest of 

the needs of other governmental activities and of American commercial and civil 

aeronautics for autogiro aircraft development there is …to be appropriated … 

$2,000,000 … for the purpose of autogiro, research, development, and 

procurement for experimental purposes.175 

 

Pitcairn, an ardent anti-New Dealer, despised subsidies but was more than willing 

to have government as a customer. He and the USAAC staff shared the outlook that the 

Army had no business in the research field. However, where the USAAC saw it as an 

NACA function, Pitcairn perceived it as an industry obligation.176  

HR8143 To Authorize the Appropriation of Funds for the Development of the 

Autogiro nonetheless posed a problem for the USAAC staff. They could not afford to 

antagonize a Congress and president that had made a public show of chastisement over 

the previous three years. USAAC Chief, General Westover, reacted strongly against the 

bill, arguing that special appropriations for R&D constituted Congressional 

micromanagement of USAAC development policy and that such legislation tended to 

evolve into USAAC budget line items that would force a reduction elsewhere in their 

budget. However, the deeper question for the Materiel Division hinged on a fundamental 
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question of aeronautical development policy that would plague American military aircraft 

acquisition through the twentieth century. Who has responsibility for development of 

unproven aeronautical technologies with promise, the military, the NACA, or the 

manufacturers?  The USAAC argued for the NACA, as “The development of the autogiro 

is almost entirely dependent upon the results of fundamental research … a function of the 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and funds for this purpose should be 

incorporated in the appropriations made for that agency.”177 Nonetheless, the USAAC 

muted their response to Congressman Dorsey and the House, asking for more time for 

results from NACA wind tunnel studies into the ground resonance problem and for 

further operational study. The Materiel Division also noted, “airplane development has 

been in the direction of lower operating speeds,” suggesting research be expanded to a 

comparison of the two technologies.178  

 Dorsey agreed to shelve the Bill and brought it forward again in April 1938. The 

eight-month delay had significant implications. While tests with the ground branches had 

shown enough promise to justify continued trials, rumblings from Germany were 

beginning to confuse the issue. The Third Reich, now eager to intimidate its European 

rivals lifted its veil of secrecy slightly on many of its aeronautical investments. Henrich 

Focke received permission to promote the Fw 61 helicopter and even suggest that the 

company might be open to foreign sales or partnerships. Charles Lindbergh, as quasi-

official technical investigator, saw Hanna Reitsch demonstrate it in October 1937, and 
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met with Focke a year later about it. His personal reports to Air Corps leadership 

enthusiastically endorsed the helicopter. Three weeks before the hearings, the NACA 

translated Focke’s article on the Fw 61 in Deutsche Luftwacht Luftwissen, a premier 

vehicle for showcasing German aeronautical achievement. Focke detailed the many 

features present in his helicopter and lacking in the Autogiro. He remained vague on its 

military uses and exactly why he pursued vertical flight, other than to say, “With a well-

developed helicopter … roof and garden landings are no longer a Utopia.”179  

 The helicopter did not dominate the House Committee on Military Affairs 

hearings on April 26 and 27, 1938 that pushed the bill forward, but it informed them in a 

way that it likely would not have the previous year. The esteemed NYU aerodynamicist 

Alexander Klemin highlighted Hanna Reitsch’s Deutschlandhalle flight. The eccentric de 

Bothezat reappeared for the hearings, though not in person. After a successful career in 

developing ventilation fans for high rises (like his original helicopter rotors), he had 

returned to the helicopter, founding the Helicopter Corporation to develop the 

technology. His engineer and vice president testified on his behalf to promote the 

helicopter over the Autogiro.  

The final bill, HR10605, became law on June 30, 1938, though funds were still 

contingent on appropriation, with $600,000 targeted for immediate contracts.  

Unfortunately, Dorsey could not carry this budget fight as he lost his seat in the fall 

elections. However, even more significant than the amount of appropriation in the 
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legislation was the change in the beneficiaries. The initial bill targeted “Autogiros” 

(though presumably applicable to any aircraft in the gyroplane class), but the final 

legislation invoked “rotary-wing and other aircraft” with no definition of operational 

capability, though the hearings clearly excluded airplanes. It gave the Secretary of War 

discretionary authority over the funds Congress appropriated. The administrative 

responsibility ran down through the Air Corps to the Materiel Division to its new rotating 

wing section, headed by Captain H.F. Gregory.   

 Another important factor was that now, Gregory not only represented the Air 

Corps interest in rotorcraft, but also the Army ground forces, and the other seventeen 

government entities that expressed some interest in following the outcome of the 

technology. He began by surveying the agencies for their level of interest should the 

bill’s development funding yield a viable aircraft. The responses asked for fifty-four such 

aircraft, including twenty-two for the Department of Agriculture’s Bureau of Entomology 

and Plant Quarantine. These divergent requirements, a Civil Aeronautics Authority bid to 

take control of civil development – which the USAAC considered “plain and fancy 

empire building – and Congressional dithering on the appropriation until May 1939 kept 

Gregory from moving the program forward for a year. The actual appropriation only 

amounted to only $300,000.180 

 

The Storch 
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In addition to the Focke helicopter, Germany began unveiling a new airplane in 

1937. The Fieseler Fi 156 Storch was a Germanic take on Curtiss Tanager, equipped with 

a slotted wing and effective flaps. Rumors of its performance in maneuvers made it sound 

nearly as effective as the Autogiros, but with significantly more payload. Army 

procurement staff assessed, “In view of the disappointing results of the British 

experiments with the autogiro and the success of the Germans with a low-speed airplane, 

G-4 is of the opinion that a low-speed airplane should be included in the Research and 

Development Program of the [USAAC] at an early date.”181 

In August 1938, German demonstration pilot Emil Kropf brought a Fieseler 

Storch to the Cleveland Air Races as part of a Nazi propaganda effort. The 

demonstrations surpassed the rumors. Materiel Division staff quickly arranged for a 

demonstration at Wright Field on September 9, 1938. The demonstration included a fly-

off with a Kellett YG-1B with an emphasis on comparing the takeoff performance of 

each. In both takeoff and landing performance, the victory clearly went to the Autogiro 

for ground roll, but clearance over a 50’ obstacle was nearly equal. Level flight speeds 

and rate-of-climb were also similar for both aircraft, but the Storch had nearly 60% better 

useful load than the YG-1B with a fully enclosed cabin that could accommodate up to 

four passengers.182 Word also surfaced that the German military had flown the Storch 

against the Focke Fw 186 Autogiro (and two other fixed-wing types) in a test with 

favorable results for the short takeoff and landing plane (later known as “STOL”), 
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resulting in the German Air Ministry initiating its production. The USAAC followed the 

same path and began development of its own Storch-type airplane.183 Newspapers and 

newsreels soon highlighted a three-way contest with the Air Corps proposing the C-6 

airship (essentially a steerable kite balloon with an engine) as the kite balloon 

replacement, with the ground forces continuing their support for Autogiros, and a Storch-

type airplane as the mysterious new entrant to the competition.184   

 

Franklin Institute Rotating Wing Aircraft Meeting 

In April 1938, Laurence LePage, a former Kellett engineer that had struck out to 

make his own way in rotorcraft development, had returned from Germany with detailed 

film of the Focke helicopter. He brought it to the Materiel Division in the hopes of 

securing a contract that would allow him to license Focke’s patents and leapfrog the 

industry lock held by Cierva. The film, more than LePage, made an impression on 

Gregory. On October 28 and 29, the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia sponsored a 

“Rotating Wing Aircraft Meeting” attended by Gregory as well as LePage and other 

notable rotary-wing engineers, including Raoul Hafner, who gave a well received 

presentation in which he charted his course from gyroplane development to the helicopter 

(while notably impugning the Fw 61).185 Grover Loening, who was one of the most 
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respected aeronautical engineers in the nation, also brought film of the Fw 61, along with 

a favorable impression.  

The bulk of the meeting, including Gregory’s comments, focused on the Autogiro, 

but the helicopter created a buzz. More importantly, the conference formalized, for the 

first time, the community of vertical flight engineers, entrepreneurs, and administrators. 

The effort tied together a technical authority with visions for how vertical flight might 

reshape traditional perspectives of an airplane-centric system of aviation. Their vision 

focused primarily on operation from constrained spaces, including rooftops for airmail 

delivery or operating with the field artillery. Additionally, the Autogiro’s low-speed 

handling qualities received admiration, but the potential for hovering flight, as 

demonstrated by Focke’s helicopter remained conspicuously absent. With emerging 

competitors like the Storch, and the continuing teething troubles of the Autogiro, 

prospects for the helicopter began to brighten.  

 

40-260 

As Gregory finalized his rotorcraft development strategy in late 1939, he 

inculcated the discourse from both the 1938 Franklin Institute meeting and the second 

meeting the following year, which featured even more helicopter focus, including the 

false rumor that the Germans were developing a helicopter in the 10,000-lb class.186 The 

Materiel Division moved forward with the Dorsey bill-funded development program in 

the form of a design competition. Gregory covened and sat on the four-member board of 
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officers that created the point system used to evaluate the submission. They had a choice. 

The resulting aircraft could be all things to all agencies, or it could meet the USAAC 

vision for an effective close cooperation aircraft. Gregory went with the latter and 

privileged the ability to clear “a 50-foot obstacle placed zero feet ahead” on takeoff. By 

establishing such a requirement, Gregory achieved an important breakthrough in defining 

the technology, arguably as important as any single technical achievement developed in 

the competition.   

In April 1940, Gregory released circular 40-260 soliciting bids for the Dorsey 

appropriation funded aircraft, which was to have the new USAAC type designation “R” 

for rotating wing in place of the “G” used over the previous five years for ‘Giro. The 

USAAC received 12 responses to 40-260, but Gregory approved only five as finalists. 

Kellett supplied two proposals, and Pitcairn, one. All three featured jump takeoff and 

were straightforward evolutions of what they had built before. The other two were 

helicopter proposals. Platt-LePage proposed a variation on the Fw 61. Igor Sikorsky, a 

helicopter industry newcomer proposed the fifth submission. He had been testing a single 

main rotor design that flew but was still a long way from fully controllable helicopter 

flight.187   

Gregory’s circular specified “minimum” performance and design parameters as 

well as “desired.” The minimums were within reach for Autogiros as well as helicopters, 

but the desired takeoff over obstacles “zero feet ahead” favored helicopters. For the first 

time, Gregory placed a value on the ability to hover. Nearly a fifth of the ranking score 
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rated the ability to approach zero airspeed in flight. This was not a realization for the 

value of hovering, but Gregory’s desire to move away from the Autogiro manufacturers 

and their incremental pace.188  

With over 40% of the score going to true vertical takeoff, the helicopters scored 

best, with the Platt-LePage Company proposal coming in first, primarily for a polished 

design. Though the board had consensus, the decision was Gregory’s to make. He was 

the only 40-260 Board member among the committee of three officers that presented the 

findings to the other interested agencies for comment. The USAAC was now in the 

helicopter business. The Autogiro, however, would not go away quietly.  

 Pitcairn, still a successful showman, did not accept Gregory’s judgement, 

especially with completion of his shiny new jump takeoff demonstraor. He invited Army 

officials to his Willow Grove, Pennsylvania plant to see it jump off the ground like a 

grasshopper, and then brought it to Bolling Field in Washington, DC to show it off for 

Congressional staff and War Department personnel. With Sikorsky and Platt-LePage still 

a long way from such polished demonstrations, Pitcairn succeeded in creating instant 

enthusiasm at the very moment that France had fallen, and the Battle of Britain begun. 

Fiscal restraint was not a central concern anymore, and the USAAC was nearly as tardy 

in supplying the ground branches with their take on the Fieseler Storch as it had been 

with the Autogiros. USAAC staff, flush with war preparedness appropriations, shrugged 

their shoulders and ordered thirteen jump takeoff Autogiros from Pitcairn and Kellett. 

Britain too, took notice and purchased seven obsolete Pitcairn models reconfigured with 
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the new jump-takeoff mechanism and tested them aboard ship, even though the Cierva 

Autogiro company had been selling a smaller jump takeoff model to the Royal Air Force 

since 1938 (Cierva himself died in a plane crash in 1936).189 Wartime testing of these 

aircraft only served to validate the opinions of helicopter advocates. The Autogiros 

lacked payload, were too vulnerable to ground resonance, too fragile, and, as military 

practitioners were beginning to find out, being able to hover had value. 

 

Conclusion: Vertical Flight in the New Deal’s Air Age 

For all the Depression’s depredations on American industry, the 1930s witnessed 

a remarkable transformation of the airplane and its role in society. The rapid evolution 

from inefficient high-drag biplanes to sleek and speedy monoplane bombers, fighters, and 

transport aircraft made airlines profitable and enabled military aviation to move from a 

niche (though integral) supporting role to a primary instrument of national power. For 

vertical flight advocates, as rotorcraft technology matured the aeronautical design 

revolution posed significant challenges and opportunities.  

While the troubled development of the Autogiro highlighted an array of technical 

hurdles, the most significant obstacle was the aeronautical speed discourse that 

dominated aviation. For operations that required expansion of the low and slow portion of 

the performance envelope, synergies needed to exist between those who held the 

technical and institutional authority to innovate and those who operated the aircraft. The 
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increasing separation of Air Corps priorities from the Army ground force missions 

established a doctrinal chasm that would persist through World War II and the Cold War, 

while also providing a conceptual space for vertical flight advocates to shape the 

application of rotorcraft technology to the changing nature of warfare. 

The success of the Dorsey Bill in providing an administrative solution to the 

Army-Air Corps tensions provided the momentum that vertical flight advocates had long-

sought, even to the point of allowing development to proceed on better rotorcraft while 

the Air Corps continued to develop its own version of the Storch, the Stinson O-49. Even 

then, the Air Corps sought improve on the performance of the Storch, creating a faster 

plane with heavier load, but with worse short-field landing capabilities. Eventually, the 

Army ground forces once again revolted and selected the civilian Piper Cub as a simpler 

Storch stand in. While it also did not have the Storch’s Autogiro-like landing 

performance, it was far cheaper, simpler, and easier to fly than the O-49. Fortunately for 

Platt-LePage and Sikorsky, the rotorcraft program remained Congressionally shielded 

during this confrontation, thereby by providing a foundation for helicopter advocates to 

build on the enormous flood of wartime spending that was about to wash across the 

aeronautical industry.      
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CHAPTER THREE: EGGBEATERS AT WAR 

 

 

Beneath the spreading “rota head,” a helicopter stands, 

With under-powered engine, and blades like rubber bands. 

There’s an anti-torque propeller that is sticking out the tail, 

Which makes it look, for all the world, like a highly pregnant quail. 

Oh, how I hate DaVinci, and Sikorsky’s on my list, 

For hadn’t been for both of them, this mess I would have missed. 

We are the brave, we are the strong, and greatly in demand, 

We are the helicopter pilots of the Purple Heart command! 

 

- Anonymous, “The Stump Jumper’s Lament” (ca. 1944)190  

 

Stump Jumpers 

 As the 112th Regimental Combat Team ascended the Antipolo Hills east of 

Manila in June 1945 to root out Japanese resistance on Luzon, its commanders faced a 

horrific logistical challenge. The trackless, steep, jungle-shrouded terrain meant combat 

occurred with small patrols without any medical support. Even minor wounds were likely 

to turn gangrenous but the only way to an aid station would be if the patrol abandoned its 

mission and spent as much as a week dragging out their comrades on improvised 

stretchers, often with fatal results. Lieutenant Colonels D.M. McMains and Clyde Grant 

perceived a potential solution in an aeronautical oddity visibly flitting about Manila Bay. 

The U.S. Army Air Forces (USAAF) supported its forward airfields in the central Pacific 
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by using a half dozen converted Liberty Ships as mobile depots. These Aircraft Repair 

Unit (Floating), ARU(F), vessels came equipped with landing craft, DUKWs 

(amphibious trucks), and small ship-based helicopters – “eggbeaters” as they were 

popularly known – to ferry replacement aircraft parts from ship to shore without relying 

on docks damaged by the Japanese or overwhelmed by the volume of Allied shipping.191  

 McMains and Grant cornered the commander for one of the ARU(F)s and asked if 

the pilots of the two-seat helicopters might be willing to attempt landing in jungle 

clearings to remove the wounded, despite having no training for this task and lacking any 

accommodation for medical evacuation on the helicopters. On June 26, William Garbo, a 

machine gunner from the 112th was wounded in a mortar attack at night. The next 

morning, he was asked whether he would be willing to be taken out by helicopter. Sixty-

four years later he recalled, “Without hesitation, my answer was ‘Yes!’,” despite having 

never seen a helicopter. With hot, humid air and the helicopter’s underpowered engine, it 

took several tries to get airborne and they received fire from a nearby stream, but he was 

at field hospital in only eighteen minutes.192 

Over the following weeks, six USAAF helicopter pilots from two ARU(F) ships 

evacuated seventy-five wounded soldiers, mostly one at a time, with the benefit 

extending beyond the dozens of lives saved to the hundreds of soldiers that could remain 
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38th Infantry Division, 1945, 114, 171, 173; The graduation certificates from the USAAF helicopter school 

featured a Disney gremlin flying an eggbeater. 
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on the battlefield instead of evacuating and escorting the wounded.193 Although a 

helicopter demonstrated this role in Burma fourteen months earlier, this first episode of 

concerted battlefield medical evacuation demonstrated the utility of helicopters on a scale 

unmatched during the war.194  

 Fielding Army helicopters from Army ships also highlighted a new source of 

contention in the federal government’s attempts to steward rotorcraft development. No 

Navy vessels deployed during the war with helicopters because the service actively 

resisted rotorcraft development for most of the conflict. Such contention exemplified the 

challenges of the warfare state economy as the military services, Congress, and industry 

each struggled to set their own agendas. The accommodation of these tensions through 

new legislative and administrative bodies like the Truman Committee and the War 

Production Board had significant implications for the growth of the emergent national 

security state as the nation transitioned from World War to Cold War.  

The experience of wartime helicopter operation linked vertical flight with new 

notions of American power as the nation exercised force further abroad than it ever had 

before. This meant operating in geographies and terrain ill-suited to the American 

advantages in mechanized logistics because of a lack of roads and other infrastructure, 

which in turn required an increased reliance on air transport. Soon, aircraft wrecks 
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littered the landscape in trackless expanses of Burma, China, New Guinea, and even 

northern Canada. Though not one of the originating requirements for helicopter 

development, the need to operate in these remote areas soon became a driving factor. For 

instance, in April 1945, a Coast Guard helicopter rescued nine Canadians from a crashed 

transport in a trackless, frozen wilderness in Labrador. Although these episodes were 

minor blips in a war full of technological responses to the challenges of industrialized 

war, they represented American military commanders’ demands for a new type of 

capability for a new type of warfare. For them, front lines and holding terrain counted for 

far less than being able to maintain forces far from home, a model central to the exercise 

of American power over the following two decades. 

Vertical flight advocates did not begin the war with the idea of bridging difficult 

geographies. Initially, they sought to address ad-hoc contingencies, such as anti-

submarine warfare (ASW). The Army Air Forces helicopter program run by H.F. 

Gregory was largely a technological blank slate. Applications came from field 

commanders much more so than the designers and engineers in industry and stateside 

research facilities like Wright Field. The wartime use of the helicopter in Burma, China, 

the Philippines, Marianas Islands, Iwo Jima, and Labrador, but not Europe, was not 

coincidence.195 This occurred because aviation, and vertical flight in particular, mitigated 

the lack of roads, bridges, airfields, and bulldozers in these zones. At the war’s end, 

military airplanes flooded back from Asia and Pacific combat zones, but helicopters 

 
195 American Sikorsky helicopters built for the Royal Air Force did begin arriving in Great Britain 

at the beginning of 1944 but remained confined to the island for the remainder of the war, serving entirely 
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began deploying in greater numbers as the American presence overseas became 

permanent and the aerial supply routes required reliable search and rescue support.196 

Though still only a small portion of the inventory, vertical flight had moved from 

curiosity to essential in scarcely more than a year.  

 

Patterns of Development 

The pattern of vertical flight development during World War II established a 

model that endured through much of the Cold War and beyond with several key 

attributes. First, if the direct-control Autogiro represented a close association between the 

desires of vertical flight advocates seeking to demonstrate infrastructure-free flight and 

military leaders seeking a more mobile form of warfare, the helicopter reflected a new 

level of symbiosis. This occurred even as the populist techno-utopianist rhetoric around 

the helicopter reached its greatest peak with inventor and entrepreneur Igor Sikorsky at 

its center. Sikorsky, in partnership with the USAAF’s H.F. Gregory, the Coast Guard’s 

Frank Erickson, and the Royal Air Force’s (RAF) Reginald Brie, established an enduring 

helicopter industry centered on military contracts. Their close relationships defined a 

broader vertical flight community that would employ the same techno-utopianist 

sentiments of Pitcairn and Vidal from a decade earlier, but with an embrace of warfare 

state investment in hopes of transforming military designs into commercially viable 
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products. Airliner manufacturers of the 1940s and 1950s followed a similar model, but 

with the difference that the commercial product was always foremost in the 

manufacturer’s mind, whereas most of the helicopters built through the Vietnam War era 

had military specifications driving their form.197 

Second, the contested nature of vertical flight that evolved through the Autogiro 

era expanded and became more complex in the helicopter era, highlighting tensions 

within the administrative state. Aviation had provided a source of significant friction 

between the military services as their aerial zones of operation overlapped in the early 

1930s. For the first two years of American combat operations in World War II, ASW was 

one of the most contentious sources of friction. The helicopter fell into a multi-faceted 

conflict over roles and responsibilities between the Army, Navy, Coast Guard, and the 

British allies. Although hardly the only such case of inter-service friction during the war, 

helicopter development highlighted the difficulties posed by the expansion of the New 

Deal era military, some of which continue to persist today. These intramural conflicts set 

the stage for Cold War stress cracks in the national security state in which vertical flight 

became reflections of competing visions for national power, driven by divergent service 

perspectives, depending on who applied it, where it was to be exercised, and how.  

Third, the helicopter provided a technological counter-narrative in an era of 

massive technological investments in warfighting, driven by expansive centralized state-

administered institutions centered under Vannevar Bush’s Office of Scientific Research 

 
197 Boeing had an exceptional reputation in this regard as its airliners benefitted from easy 

modification into warplanes of vice-versa, including Monomail/Y1B-9 bomber, 307 Stratocruiser/B-17 

bomber, 377 Stratoliner/C-97 transport, 707/KC-135 tanker. 
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and Development, a pattern that continued into the Cold War era. These ranged from the 

Manhattan Project’s atomic bomb to jet propulsion at the Aircraft Engine Research 

Laboratory, and the development of numerous critical electromagnetic technologies from 

radar to LORAN navigation at the MIT Radiation Laboratory. Although the helicopter 

appears frequently on lists of transformative wartime technologies, no such institutional 

focus existed for helicopters.198 Likewise, in the exhaustive list of critical technologies 

provided by Britain to the US in 1940 under the (mostly one-way) exchange known as 

the Tizard Mission, rotorcraft were absent. Instead, a from-the-ground-up form of 

individual agency characterized helicopter development. Though the warfare state’s 

institutional mechanisms of coordination and control, including joint boards and 

committees frequently intersected with rotorcraft, responsibility for helicopter 

development remained fragmentary. Development transpired mostly through niche 

applications rather than coherent visions. Later commentators would describe this phase 

of helicopter development with the unfortunate appellation “aviation’s stepchild.”199 

Nonetheless, this alternative model slowly accrued some successes that laid the 

groundwork for the rapid growth of military rotorcraft in the Cold War. However, even 

when formal institutional approaches to innovative applications occurred, such as the Air 
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Surgeon General’s enthusiastic embrace of the helicopter for medical evacuation and the 

development of air-sea rescue techniques by the Coast Guard, they marked the exception 

to the helicopter’s pattern of development. Instead, the field improvisation of helicopters 

facilitating operational reach in the most remote geographical areas as with Philip 

Cochran in Burma during 1944, and Knute Flint’s deployment of helicopters to China in 

the spring of 1945 began the close association of the helicopter with America’s new 

imperialism. The nation’s ability to reach beyond the limits of colonial-era infrastructure 

in poorer nations represented a new way of war that mushroomed over the following two 

decades.    

 

Bringing Vertical Flight Techno-utopianism to the Military 

Before the helicopter began emerging as a hallmark of the warfare state’s new 

militarism, a small number of government and industry advocates had to not only bring it 

to a technologically viable form, but sell their superiors on its worth. While some of this 

occurred through technical demonstrations of prototypes, much of it occurred in public 

discourse. This contrasts with the German experience of the helicopter. Most of the major 

warring powers of World War II entered the conflict with nascent, but ill defined, state-

sponsored helicopter development programs, largely inspired by the apparent progress of 

German efforts in the late 1930s. However, only the United States and Germany initiated 

helicopter production and attempted to place helicopters into operational service. By 

1936, Germany established a significant lead in helicopter development, but with 

setbacks in the Battle of Britain and the invasion of the Soviet Union, the Third Reich’s 
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investment in rotorcraft programs remained small through the war, while the American 

program experienced exponential growth. The strained resources of Germany seemingly 

suggest that economics defined the divergent national approaches to helicopter 

development. However, the United States had something Germany lacked – a unifying 

personality who inspired technocratic disciples and fueled a popular enthusiasm for 

helicopter development. 

Not without reason, the American helicopter industry has consistently looked 

upon Igor Sikorsky as its patron saint. Inspired to enter aviation by Jules Verne, who 

portrayed an idealized techno-utopianist rising to power using a giant helicopter called 

the Albatross, Sikorsky dabbled unsuccessfully in helicopters before World War I, when 

he built the Czar the world’s first strategic bombing planes.200 He submitted a patent 

application for a single rotor helicopter with tail rotor in 1931 (not a novel configuration, 

but the form of his eventual success), while maintaining a moderately successful flying-

boat manufacturing division for United Aircraft during the 1930s. Yet, even as his 

airplane business grew, he continued to promote the idea of “direct lift aircraft.”201 By 

1937, the loss of military and civilians contracts to larger competitors caused him to 

reconsider his earlier hobbyhorse as an opportunity for reinvention. He embraced the 

more populist ideas of the earlier Autogiro enthusiasts by publicly announcing a desire 

 
200 Jules Verne, Robur le Conquerant (Paris: Hetzel, 1886); Bill Ryan, “What Verne Imagined, 
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for “a direct lift aircraft along helicopter lines that would eliminate the necessity of 

airports” resulting in the “great expansion of the use of aircraft by private individuals.”202  

Late in 1938, his corporate parent, United Aircraft, prepared to close his division 

as his flying-boat sales collapsed, but Sikorsky convinced his superiors that his company 

could be competitive for any helicopter development program to emerge from the Dorsey 

funds and he escaped closure with an internal corporate merger to Vought Aircraft. On 

February 16, 1939, President Roosevelt requested Congress allocate $1.125M of the $2M 

authorized by the Dorsey-sponsored appropriation for what would become Gregory’s 

Wright Field Rotary-wing Section, though Congress only appropriated $300,000 in the 

final bill.203 Nonetheless, Sikorsky had his opening to build a prototype to validate his 

technology and to pitch to the military.  

Sikorsky’s loss to Platt-LePage in the 1940 Wright Field rotorcraft competition 

for what became known as the XR-1 stung bitterly, especially as he had constructed his 

prototype VS-300 helicopter in only six months, and a further six months later, 

demonstrated control in sustained (if limited) flight, something the XR-1 would not do 

for two years. Had this occurred the previous year, the loss might easily have ended 

Sikorsky as a corporate entity. However, the fall of France, rampant speculation that 

helicopters had played a role in the ongoing German blitzkrieg in Western Europe (which 

it had not), and progress with the VS-300, gave Sikorsky an opening after his loss to 
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approach Gregory at Wright Field in May 1940 to pitch an alternative to the full 

development contract model of the XR-1. Sikorsky offered an unusual procurement 

proposal where Gregory’s section would pick up $50,000 of the $200,000 development 

cost of an evolved variation of his second-place entry into the Wright Field competition, 

the VS-311, with Sikorsky gambling the fate of his company on securing the rest from 

United Aircraft. Gregory potentially benefitted with a hedge against Platt-LePage’s 

potential failure, while also establishing a competitive environment amongst industry 

partners, all at a significantly lower cost than funding two programs.204 In October, after 

becoming the only person other than Sikorsky himself to fly the VS-300, Gregory 

committed to the plan. Wright Field’s Experimental Engineering Division formally 

approved contracting with Sikorsky for his VS-316, (XR-4 in Army nomenclature), on 

December 18, 1940.205  

Historian I.B. Holley, a former USAAF insider, concluded Gregory and the 

Materiel Command were “remarkably slow to appreciate the importance of investing 

appropriate resources in the effort necessary to perfect the procedures by which they 

procured weaponry” in regards to appreciating Sikorsky’s advantages and overlooking 

Platt-LePage’s defects.206 Holley’s documentation neither includes the 1940 Engineering 

Selection Committee notes, nor Sikorsky’s original proposal, which highlights his loss to 

Platt-LePage on both cost and apparent mechanical complexity of the design, making the 

assessment appear arbitrary in hindsight, especially given the rapidity of Sikorsky’s 
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follow-on contract scarcely six months after the contractual loss.207 Rather, Gregory 

appears to have been agile in responding to new developments given the scarce resources 

at hand, as potential users for helicopters had little idea as to exactly how they might use 

them. For that, Gregory was lucky to have found a partner in Sikorsky. 

Shortly after the VS-300 flew for the first time in the fall of 1939, Sikorsky spoke 

at the Franklin Institute’s Second Annual Rotating Wing Aircraft Meeting. He made an 

enthusiastic pitch for military applications, starting with the usual kite balloon 

replacement argument, but quickly moved to the idea of a helicopter-borne “cavalry or 

infantry of the air” to operate “behind the fighting lines,” something that went far beyond 

the suggestions of the Autogiro adherents, Gregory, and other government advocates. For 

naval uses, he argued for “life-saving purposes” in air-sea rescue operations. He also 

reinvigorated Vidal’s air flivver form of democratized personal air transport, suggesting 

that the key to acceptance would be the widespread adoption of rooftop landing sites. 

Sikorsky’s ambitious comments were the most prominently reported of the conference.208 

His more visionary statements received further press attention the following May when, 

in the aftermath of the mysterious German seizure of the Belgian fortress Eben-Emael, 

rumors of German helicopter involvement made Sikorsky seem prescient, and he 

expanded his vision for the helicopter as “the vehicle for tomorrow’s parachute armies” – 
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something far beyond what Gregory had conceived.209 

On May 6, 1941, six days before the first flight of the XR-1, the VS-300 flew well 

enough that Sikorsky, acting as his own company test pilot at age 52, shattered the last 

official hovering record set by Focke’s helicopter, achieving a duration of one hour, 

thirty-two minutes, making the front page of papers throughout the nation.210 However, 

the VS-300’s performance in forward flight still fell well short of Autogiros until the end 

of the year, when Sikorsky’s team finally cracked the problem of cyclic rotor control. 

Unlike Raoul Hafner and his elegant cyclic “spider” control of six years earlier, Sikorsky 

had elected to follow his own course in rotor design, oscillating between a full cyclically 

controlled rotor and a configuration that used small lifting rotors on outriggers to 

maintain control, costing the project two years of painstaking of iterative design work 

with numerous dead ends. The Sikorsky rotor head was bulkier, heavier, and far less 

elegant than the spider, but it was adequate.211 The problems of the rotor head 

development highlighted Sikorsky’s penchant for stubborn independent mindedness, but 

also his persistence in empirical problem solving. Gregory and the Air Corps had mostly 

played a minor role in the technical development, but Gregory forced a commitment to a 
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full cyclically controlled rotor for the XR-4 program, and Sikorsky finally began making 

strides on integrating it in Fall 1941.212 

The follow-on XR-4 now had a path to completion that met Gregory’s 

satisfaction. It made its first flight five weeks after the attack on Pearl Harbor. Two 

weeks after that, the February 1, 1942 edition of the This Week Sunday national 

newspaper insert carried a feature entitled “Here Come the ‘Hell-Cops’!,” authored by 

Sikorsky’s publicist, Frank Delear. He extolled the military applications of the helicopter 

for landing troops, evacuating wounded and hunting submarines, while also suggesting 

that the helicopter “would be the average man’s air flivver of tomorrow.” The 

accompanying graphic featured stylized evolutions of the original 1940 VS-311 proposal 

that lost to the Platt-LePage XR-1 hovering over a ruined cityscape, while lowering 

Tommy-gun bearing troops to the rooftops.213 Wartime security caused Gregory to curtail 

Sikorsky’s promotions, as no further publicity broadsides appeared until September 1942 

when Gregory sought appropriations for full-scale production for Sikorsky helicopters.  

When Sikorsky had authorization to promote again, he soon outdid himself. 

Better Homes and Gardens ran a September 1942 feature on “Your Family Plane of 

Tomorrow” that put the helicopter front and center with the promise that post-war 

vertical flight for the family would happen “safely, cheaply, comfortably, and in a 
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hurry.”214 Simultaneously, Sikorsky published “The Coming Air Age” in the Atlantic 

Monthly, which highlighted how “your wife” would flit about town in a helicopter in 

1955.215 If by 1943, the grim reality of the war as experienced at Guadalcanal, Kasserine 

Pass, and Tarawa had pushed an appetite for futurist escapism, Sikorsky delivered a truly 

compelling model of wartime innovation coming home for the populace, just as the 

airplane had after World War I.216  

This apex of Sikorsky’s techno-utopianism occurred with the June 21, 1943 issue 

of LIFE, in which Sikorsky appeared on the cover with the VS-300. In the feature 

highlighting how the helicopter “succeeds where the autogiro failed,” Sikorsky promised, 

“it will be easy to produce a four-seat helicopter for about $1,500.”217 Combined with 

newsreels highlighting Sikorsky test pilot Les Morris grocery shopping with the VS-300 

and then landing in his backyard, the helicopter bubble expanded dramatically.218 

Whereas before 1943, a half-dozen firms were engaged in building helicopters, over 

thirty-five firms were actively constructing helicopters within the following eighteen 

months, fueled by a venture capital boom of investors seeking a sure thing postwar.219 
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The craze could not last, even as Sikorsky’s military orders piled in. Grover Loening, one 

of the senior statesman of the aeronautical engineering profession, an early chairman of 

the board at Platt-LePage, aircraft advisor to the War Production Board, and by 1944, 

chair of the NACA’s Helicopter Committee, had enough of Sikorsky’s hyper-optimism. 

He began a concerted effort to rein in consumer expectations on the ease of flying and 

potential cost of helicopters, as well as the state of their technological maturity.220 

Nonetheless, by then, “a helicopter in every garage” take on the Hoover campaign slogan 

had become a mocking line for outrageous postwar expectations. While Sikorsky and 

Loening battled without directly referencing one another in the pages of Popular Science, 

the military was fighting its own rhetorical struggles over the place of the helicopter.221   

 

The Shipboard Helicopter 

With the outbreak of war in Europe, American headlines compared the losses of 

neutral shipping from a new generation of U-boats to the sinking of the Lusitania, then 

approaching its twenty-fifth anniversary. Articles hawking vertical flight as an antidote to 

the undersea menace appeared in the press, and both Sikorsky and Wallace Kellett 

promoted rotorcraft as suitable anti-submarine platforms.222 Even though the USAAF 
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maintained responsibility for an overlapping anti-submarine mission with the Navy, the 

requirement did not inform Gregory’s rotary-wing program before Pearl Harbor. As 

Gregory switched his hopes for a viable aircraft from the languishing XR-1 to Sikorsky’s 

XR-4 in the spring of 1942, operational necessity became a driver over research as U-

boat commanders entered what they called their "Glückliche Zeit" (Happy Time) as 

thousands of tons of undefended shipping went to the bottom off the eastern seaboard.  

By mid-April 1942, only three months after the XR-4’s first flight, Sikorsky was 

ready to meet the contractually mandated demonstration flight specified in the USAAF 

contract, even though the aircraft had only been flight tested for nine and a half hours.223 

Gregory also had an obligation to validate his work to the inter-agency advisory board 

that Congress had mandated as part of the Dorsey rotary-wing aircraft appropriation from 

four years earlier.224 The event on April 20 was successful well beyond what Gregory 

might have expected. Sikorsky’s test pilot, Les Morris, put on a remarkable show, 

highlighting the aspects of low-speed performance that an Autogiro could never hope to 

imitate, such as hovering and flying backwards. He capped it off by flying to 5,000 feet, 

simulating an engine failure by idling the engine, and then autorotating to the ground, 

demonstrating that helicopters were as potentially safe as Autogiros.  

Of all the attendees, Wing Commander Reginald Brie, a Royal Air Force officer 

hired as Avro’s (Cierva’s licensed builder) Autogiro test pilot during the 1930s, was most 

impressed. He had helped bring Autogiros into RAF service, including as calibration 
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tools for the radar systems that proved so critical the previous fall during the “Battle of 

Britain,” and was in the U.S. to evaluate the new Pitcairn PA-39 jump-takeoff Autogiros 

Britain had ordered for potential use in anti-submarine patrols for Atlantic convoys.225 

For Brie, Morris’ demonstration was transformative. The most seasoned Autogiro pilot 

had just converted to helicopterism. Gregory recorded him as stating, “What [Morris] has 

done … beats anything I’ve ever observed. We’ve really seen something this day. I shall 

send a signal to my country stating the full import of this great event.”226  

Sikorsky, in a feat of brilliant salesmanship, revealed at the demonstration that the 

R-4 was only an appetizer. His art department provided illustrations of two new military 

helicopters, including a refined R-4 (later to become the R-6), depicted as “the eyes of an 

Army engineer.” However, the most significant was for a larger design, the VS-327. With 

twice the payload of the R-4, an important advance since the R-4 struggled to lift the pilot 

and a passenger with even a modicum of fuel, the literature depicted it rescuing survivors 

from a torpedoed tanker. Sikorsky had begun work on it the previous September, 

knowing that if the VS-316/R-4 enticed the military, the company would need the carrot 

of something bigger in the works to hold its interest.227 Sikorsky’s instincts were good, as 

the VS-327 would operate in military services around the world for the next two decades, 

while the R-4 and R-6 would not serve past the 1940s. 
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For Gregory, the demonstration meant that the helicopter program could move 

into the next phase. He personally soloed the XR-4 two days later.228 With the XR-1 

persisting as a source of frustration as Platt-LePage fell consistently short of their 

program objectives, he now had the ability to move to a test program for the federal 

entities that might need helicopters. His project engineer, Mandel Lenkowsky, 

recommended acquiring additional R-4s to farm out for tests, and that development 

proceed on the VS-327. Project oversight now moved from Sikorsky as the contractor to 

Gregory and Lenkowsky as the evaluators. To that end, Gregory initially pushed for 

thirteen additional R-4s a week after the demonstration, and then upped it to 100 a week 

after that. He also arranged to have the XR-4 flown to Wright Field in Dayton, Ohio from 

the Vought-Sikorsky plant in Bridgeport, Connecticut for its official military acceptance. 

The individual unit cost was $45,958, about $5,000 less than the top of the line P-51 

Mustang, which also had the advantage in economy of scale with about two orders of 

magnitude greater production.229  

Gregory kept the 761-mile, sixteen-stop delivery trip quiet, but the Air 

Development Center staff had a grand reception with Orville Wright, a former helicopter 

skeptic, who had moderated somewhat, but still admonished (accurately), “[the 

helicopter] will never compete with the airplane, though it will have specialized uses, and 
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in these, it will surpass the airplane. The fact that you can land at your front door is the 

reason you can’t carry heavy loads efficiently.”230 Before the XR-4 set off on the voyage 

and only a day after Gregory’s initial push for more R-4s, a surprising request from the 

British Air Commission arrived at the War Department. After the demonstration, Brie 

approached Air Marshal Roderic Hill, the commission’s head in Washington, and 

responsible for arranging Lend-Lease requests, noting that he had just seen the solution to 

the U-boat menace, resulting in Hill formally requested two VS-327s under Lend-

Lease.231 Brie’s test flights of the Pitcairn PA-39s off a converted merchant vessel in 

Long Island Sound less than a month later highlighted the value of the helicopter to 

operate under a much broader range of conditions, such as not having to steam the vessel 

directly into the wind in order to launch and recover aircraft. Combined with the 

proposed VS-327’s potential, Brie and Hill saw little risk in pushing for the US to 

provide helicopters under the Lend-Lease scheme.232 The situation in Europe had 

stabilized after the Luftwaffe’s rebuff in the Battle of Britain, and Hitler bogging down in 

the Soviet Union. The proposal gave Gregory an opening to request two prototypes.233 By 

May 30, two weeks after its arrival at Wright Field, Gregory formally received the XR-4 

from Les Morris. The subsequent test program highlighted anti-submarine applications, 
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including dropping practice depth bombs on a submarine target marked out on the ground 

and deploying hydrophones on Lake Erie.234 

Even as submarines formed the greatest threat to America’s material support of 

Britain as the sole western European bulwark against Germany, American anti-submarine 

doctrine remained scattered. While the USAAF Air Materiel Command saw promise in 

the helicopter for the effort, the Navy’s comparable institution, the Bureau of Aeronautics 

(BuAer), did not. General Electric approached BuAer during the summer about using 

helicopters to deploy magnetic anomaly detection equipment for finding submarines, but 

BuAer rejected it on the basis that the helicopter could not carry any useful load.235 

Though certainly true for the XR-4, the R-5/VS-327 would have been a viable candidate. 

BuAer’s position was due to its chief aerodynamicist, Captain Walter S. Diehl. Long 

unimpressed with both Autogiros and rotary-wing aircraft, Diehl’s stance had clearly 

informed the Assistant Secretary of the Navy’s testimony at the 1938 Dorsey Hearings 

that the Navy could see no value in rotary-wing development. As interest and requests for 

helicopter development arrived at BuAer during the summer, he drafted an aerodynamic 

“proof,” entitled “Some Notes on Limitations in Helicopter Design,” stating that as 

helicopters became larger they became less efficient, making a militarily useful helicopter 
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a near impossibility.236 This became a doorstop for attempts to bring BuAer into 

helicopter development for most of the next year, even though both the British Air 

Commission and Gregory’s team at Wright Field repudiated the Navy’s most 

distinguished aerodynamicist almost immediately.237 

As the aeronautical technocrat behind the aircraft that transformed naval combat 

during World War II, Diehl arguably had a better understanding of what made an 

effective military airplane than any other aeronautical engineer at the time. His BuAer 

staff had helped insured that the ambitions of naval aviation’s leaders like Admiral John 

S. McCain were fulfilled by providing ever-greater numbers of aircraft. Diehl had figured 

out a roadmap, shifting from marginal planes like the Northrop BT-1 dive-bomber to the 

Douglas SBD-1, which proved so pivotal in the Battle of Midway (occurring just as the 

XR-4 was beginning its Wright Field test program). The close call at Midway 

undoubtedly drove Diehl to focus relentlessly on improving the carrier’s air arm. 

Anything else would be a distraction.238      

Diehl’s antagonism toward the helicopter, though without technical merit, 

reflected less of an outright disdain for vertical flight and more of a confidence in the 

Navy’s system of seagoing aeronautical infrastructure. Beyond his primary concern over 
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the core technology of the carrier air arm, the service had invested heavily in flying boats 

and floatplanes that could operate in open seas, provided the sea state remained light. The 

development of catapults for scout floatplanes and the landing mats, and cranes to 

recover them, along with seaplane tender support vessels gave the fleet the ability to 

operate aircraft independently of carriers for patrol, ASW operations, and rescue. The 

equipment required for those missions exceeded the weight capacity of the R-4. Diehl 

could thus correctly argue that helicopters were a short-term distraction and drain on 

resources necessary for the rapid expansion of naval aviation in the combat theaters. 

However, it reflected a lack of imagination that infuriated vertical flight advocates with 

an interest in how the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics approached the helicopter and set the 

stage for a series of bitter and highly public disputes about the future of rotorcraft.239 

Another observer at the April 20 demonstration, Commander William Kossler, 

Chief of the Coast Guard’s Aviation Engineering Section, had rotated onto Gregory’s 

inter-agency advisory board in the spring of 1940 for the XR-1 selection, when he 

expressed a strong desire for helicopters that would “accomplish much better the 

missions of Coast Guard aviation.”240 As his duties centered primarily on the use of Coast 

Guard aircraft for rescue, he and his invited guest from Coast Guard Air Station 

Brooklyn, Floyd Bennett Field, Commander W.A. Burton were the only observers with 

an active interest in the helicopter for lifesaving. Kossler, like Brie, found the XR-4 

demonstration to be a transformative moment and became an instant enthusiast. He 
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utilized Burton as an impartial witness to advocate with his superiors for acquisition of 

several R-4s for the Coast Guard, with Burton arguing that the helicopter had all the 

advantages of the blimp without its enormous demands for infrastructure. The attempt 

failed, but Burton’s new Executive Officer, Lieutenant Commander Frank Erickson, 

quickly became a rotary-wing convert and made the argument that the Coast Guard 

administration needed to show results in combatting U-boats, not rescuing survivors, and 

the best way to sell the helicopter was to advocate for its anti-submarine potential. 

Erickson’s pitch to the Coast Guard Commandant on June 29 emphasized this point, 

further arguing that any vessel that could accommodate a 30’ x 30’ deck could be an 

aerial anti-submarine platform.241   

 In the meantime, the USAAF commander, General H.H. Arnold, visited Wright 

Field in early July, when, once again, Gregory managed a convincing demonstration that 

succeeded beyond expectations of the frail and underpowered XR-4.242 Events soon 

moved quickly, as between August 8 and 10, Convoy SC 94 came under sustained attack 

by a U-boat Wolfpack with the loss of eleven freighters totaling over 50,000 tons. Four 

days earlier, Brie and Gregory had been able to inspect Sikorsky’s mockup of the VS-

327, now known as the XR-5. Even before learning of SC 94’s losses, they approached 

the Joint Aircraft Committee to request 250 R-5s under Lend-Lease.243 The Navy, which 

had told the Dorsey hearings in 1938 that it had no stake in rotorcraft development, now 

challenged the helicopter’s momentum. Sikorsky was only a small part of the joint 
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Vought-Sikorsky division of United Aircraft, while Vought was building key naval 

aircraft including the Kingfisher patrol plane and Corsair fighter. Building British 

helicopters at the plant would only slow things down in their eyes.244 Gregory and his 

superiors at the USAAF Materiel Command saw Sikorsky’s production as essential and 

convened a meeting with General Arnold in Washington on August 17. In consideration 

of committing to full-scale production even before initial proof of concept testing was 

complete on the XR-4, Arnold stated, “The Army Air Forces has taken ‘flyers’ [risky 

gambles] before with not so much to gain promised. I think we are justified in doing it 

again in this case.” This forced the Joint Aircraft Committee, responsible for coordinating 

all military aircraft production to evaluate the potential impacts on naval aircraft 

production against the desperate need of the British for aerial convoy defense.245 The net 

result was a protracted negotiation to separate Sikorsky from Vought and move the 

company to a new facility, a process that took from January to June of 1943, and slowed 

helicopter production by at least six months.246 Of all of the implications of Diehl’s 

hostility, this was the most damaging. 

 As General Arnold was becoming a helicopter advocate, Kossler wrote his 

superiors to request three R-4s for Coast Guard evaluation, a request that ultimately went 

forward with little complaint as it pre-dated Diehl’s “Notes” by less than two weeks, 

which presumably was not coincidence, as Diehl appears to have wanted the Navy’s 
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rotary-wing efforts to go no further. Kossler did not fully convince his own leadership on 

the helicopter’s value until Commandant Russell Waesche saw Les Morris fly both the 

XR-4 (after returning from its formal Wright Field evaluation) and the VS-300 at 

Bridgeport on February 13, 1943.247 He immediately convinced Admiral King, Chief of 

Naval Operations (CNO) and Commander in Chief, U.S. Fleet, of its significance. On 

February 15, 1943, King directed that, “The continuing need for exhausting every 

practicable means for combating the enemy submarine menace makes it highly desirable 

that testing and evaluation of helicopters be initiated and expedited to determine their 

practical value for operating from merchant ships in ocean convoys.” As part of the 

requirement, King directed the Coast Guard supervise the evaluation with BuAer 

providing the materiel support.248 Despite the CNO’s action, Senator Harry Truman’s (D-

MO) Special Committee Investigating the National Defense Program (“Truman 

Committee”) highlighted the Navy’s distaste for the helicopter as one of its special topics 

because of an unusual misunderstanding. On April 20, 1943, Leland P. Lovette, the Navy 

Director of Public Relations, made a speech to the Newspaper Promotion Association 

referencing favorable British coverage of pronouncements of helicopters under 

development for Allied use against the U-boats, including by the U.S. Navy.249  
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On May 7, syndicated Washington Post columnist, Drew Pearson, famed for 

skewering federal and industrial malfeasance, devoted his “Merry-Go-Round” column to 

the Navy’s lack of interest in the helicopter, incorrectly asserting that Lovette claimed the 

Navy actively employed helicopters against U-boats, “pulling the chestnuts out of the fire 

for his superior officers who bungled the helicopter program.” He then singled out 

Captain Morton K. Fleming as the BuAer administrator as the villain. This was perhaps 

an unfair assessment, as Fleming had been the BuAer facilitator for Kossler’s helicopter. 

The episode caught the attention of Senator Monrad Wallgren (D-WA) on the Truman 

Committee, who had already made the naval helicopter a hobbyhorse, comparing it the 

inventive genius of the ironclad USS Monitor in the Civil War and noting, “It is 

regrettable that work of this character was not started sooner and done by the Navy.”250 

Wallgren’s ire quickly rose after the Pearson article and a report by Loening that singled 

out Diehl’s intransigence.251 With the Truman Committee highlighting naval helicopters 

in their July 10 hearing and upping their excoriation of the Navy, BuAer backed off 

formal criticism of helicopter development and entered into a passive role with Kossler 

leading the naval helicopter program under the auspices of the Coast Guard, but also not 

taking any proactive steps to support him.252 

BuAer was fortunate that Pearson timed his column to appear with Gregory’s 

demonstration of the XR-4 aboard an anchored tanker, conducted jointly with the War 
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Shipping Administration. Though Diehl remained unimpressed, the exercise gave the 

impression both that the helicopter’s time had indeed arrived and that its naval 

employment was imminent.253 By the time of the next shipboard test in July 1943, the 

USAAF had lost its ASW prerogative to the Navy, but the gregarious and newly-

promoted Lt. Col. Gregory persuaded his superiors that the USAAF still needed 

shipboard helicopters.  As the Army was ramping up its deployments to Great Britain in 

anticipation of the cross-Channel invasion, the Navy had yet to guarantee complete ASW 

protection for the thousands of troops underway in slow, highly vulnerable vessels.  In 

June 1943, Gregory began preparing for a demonstration of open-ocean helicopter 

operations.254  The test occurred on July 7th and 8th, and conclusively proved that 

helicopters could operate from decks rolling fifteen degrees. Gregory and Erickson, 

newly trained as a helicopter pilot, also demonstrated operations with a 200-foot ceiling 

and only a half-mile of visibility – weather conditions that would have grounded fixed-

wing naval aircraft.This time the Navy presence included objective observers, some 

willing to fly as passengers.255 Ten days after the trials, Erickson began work with the 

Maritime Commission to begin modifying a Coast Guard Cutter into a laboratory for 

shipboard helicopter operations.256 However, it all came too late. Two months earlier, the 
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Allies had broken the back of the U-boat force with science, specifically radar, sonar, and 

the complex applied mathematics of codebreaking.257 

Shipboard helicopter development continued after the Battle of the Atlantic 

fizzled, but still with the Army, not the Navy, in the lead. Although Erickson continued to 

head naval helicopter application under the Coast Guard aegis, without clear BuAer 

guidance, his interests shifted to air-sea rescue, while BuAer gave him the minimal level 

of support required to placate the Truman Committee’s mandate.258 Nonetheless, 

Erickson’s development laboratory at Floyd Bennett Field on Long Island accomplished 

many important milestone firsts, including establishing a dedicated helicopter school 

(which also trained British pilots), helicopter hoists, helicopter spray systems, landing 

skids, pop-out floats, and simulators.259  

Meanwhile, in November 1943, the USAAF found itself with a significant 

logistical challenge. The American advance in the Pacific outpaced the logistical chain 

needed to keep forward airfields supported. General Echols of the Air Service Command 

concluded that the maintenance and supply facilities for forward airfields could operate 

from ships, which would then redeploy as American forces captured new islands. As the 

plans came together in early 1944, Echols struggled with the question of how to link the 
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anchored ships with the forward airfields. Publicity surrounding Gregory’s 

demonstrations the previous summer provided an obvious answer, at least for smaller 

components weighing less than two hundred pounds, such as instruments and propeller 

hubs. One of the first American commercial Autogiro pilots, Leslie Cooper, who had 

become a helicopter advocate under Gregory, took on the job of integrating the 

helicopters onto the ships during the summer of 1944 in what would be the first formally 

planned deployment of helicopters to the combat theaters. Eventually, six converted 

Liberty Ships, each fielding two helicopters, would go operate in the Pacific during the 

final year of the war, mostly supporting operations in the Philippines, Marianas, Iwo 

Jima, and Okinawa. Though these ARU(F) vessels lost more than half of their original 

helicopter complement in operations, they did not suffer any fatalities, and as the episode 

with McMains and Grant demonstrated, they proved remarkably adept at rescue despite 

not having prepared for it.260 

The wartime development of naval helicopters had an unusual conclusion as the 

Navy’s Commander of Pacific Fleet Air Forces contacted BuAer to request operational 

deployment of helicopters to the theater in January 1945. BuAer responded that the HNS-

1 (the Navy designation for the R-4) was the only helicopter then available and was 

wholly unsuitable for the operations desired by the Pacific Fleet.261  The Commander, 

who, unbeknownst to BuAer had been calling on USAAF ARU(F) helicopters to deliver 
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messages and personnel to vessels in the anchorage at Guam kept continuous pressure on 

BuAer. By early August 1945, the bureau relented and programmed procurement of over 

100 helicopters, forty for the Pacific Fleet, fifty-six for liaison and rescue duties at Naval 

Air Stations and twenty-five for training. This begrudging acceptance eventually led to 

helicopters constituting a third of its frontline aircraft by the end of the twentieth 

century.262  

The naval helicopter saga highlighted a tension and lack of coordination not 

represented in other narratives of great wartime technological success stories, such as 

radar or jet propulsion in which the different services worked closely with industry to 

create rapid resolutions to technical and institutional hurdles. Nonetheless, by the 

beginning of the Korean War, the helicopter had become an essential component of naval 

operations, especially as fleet commanders realized how quickly they could move from 

vessel to vessel.263 However, the determination of Diehl and BuAer to slow helicopter 

development established a pattern that repeated throughout the Cold War as the military 

services struggled to make sense of new global commitments in the atomic age, 

especially as the Army ground forces resumed its conflict with its former air arm not long 

after the surrender of Japan. 
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The New Combat 

      As the submarine threat abated, and the ARU(F)s began deploying in late 1944, 

American officers linked helicopter development and the Army’s expanded operations 

into infrastructure-limited environments. Gregory’s public demonstrations and Sikorsky’s 

publicity blitz convinced General David Grant, the USAAF Air Surgeon General, that 

helicopters could provide a missing link between casualty collecting stations at the 

battlefront and the airfields where transport aircraft evacuated wounded to rear-area 

hospitals. To this end, he ordered 150 Sikorsky R-6 helicopters and mandated external 

litters for the three Sikorsky models under development. More importantly, he pushed 

development of purpose-built designs to accommodate wounded personnel internally on 

stretchers, rather than riding outside in coffin-like enclosures, leading to development of 

the YR-5C with a small horizontal lifting rotor in the rear to accommodate larger center-

of-gravity movements, and a front-opening canopy so that litters could slide easily in and 

out. The USAAF also contracted with Kellett to build its first transport helicopter to 

accommodate stretchers internally, the XR-10. Neither saw wartime service. The USAAF 

cancelled the YR-5C, so Sikorsky could overcome delays in the base R-5 production 

schedule, and the XR-10 remained in development until 1949 when a fatal crash ended 

the program. Nonetheless, the provision for mounting litters on existing models proved 

invaluable in the Philippines, Burma, China, and Labrador.264 Although the Air Surgeon 
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General mandated development of external litter pods for the helicopters, mechanics and 

pilots neither received training in medical evacuation or the rigging of external litters, nor 

did the USAAF conduct tests with ground personnel in their use to develop strategies or 

doctrine. Instead, the pilots and mechanics who supported McMains and Grant had to 

reinvent this equipment themselves while in the Philippines, hinting at the tensions 

between planners and operators in the decades to come.265      

The helicopter’s operational unveiling during 1944 in the most challenging of 

environments, Burma’s Naga Hills, was not coincidence. Two years of conflict in South 

Asia demonstrated both the importance of aircraft in exercising military force, and the 

weakness of traditional logistical and organizational models. In the spirit of the American 

Volunteer Group (“The Flying Tigers”) that had been one of the only bright spots in 

American operations during early 1942, a new effort, known in USAAF headquarters as 

Project 9, went into motion. With Japanese forces cutting the overland route from Burma 

into China, the use of airpower to protect the reconstruction of the Ledo and Burma 

Road, as well as the “Hump” air route over the Himalayas, became essential. The 

backwater nature of the conflict meant that the forces committed had to be small, flexible, 

and resourceful in a manner not usually associated with the USAAF. The solution came 

in the form of one of the air war’s most exotic personalities. Colonel Philip Cochran, the 

inspirational model for Milton Caniff’s hotshot commander in his Terry and the Pirates 

comic strip, along with Colonel John Alison, bore significant responsibility for the 
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success of the campaign to keep China as a viable front against the Japanese. The idea for 

using the helicopter did not originate with the dashing Cochran, but instead with Orde 

Wingate, the eccentric British general who masterminded the Allied campaign to retake 

Burma. In August 1943, presumably in response to the publicity surrounding Sikorsky 

and Gregory’s showmanship that summer, he drafted a proposal to employ helicopters in 

the difficult terrain.266 Wingate, presumably without realizing it, was invoking an 

operational model inherent to naval aviation in which destroyers, flying boats, catapult-

launched scout planes, or submarines gave aircrew the confidence that if they had to 

bailout or make a forced landing that rescue might be an option. Wingate was bringing 

the same measure of confidence to his forces. 

As the effort came together in later 1943, Cochran and Alison began selecting an 

eclectic mix of aircraft, not duplicated elsewhere in the USAAF, for their unusual group, 

the First Air Commando. While including combat aircraft, they sought aerial mobility 

outside of conventional air strips, including paradrops and glider landings (and even 

airborne snatches of gliders from the ground in remote areas), light planes, and 

helicopters. The inclusion of four prototype Sikorsky YR-4Bs taken from the testing pool 

at Wright Field was highly irregular. Some in Gregory’s command worried that 

Cochran’s request would set back the helicopter’s timetable for regular service. 

Nonetheless Cochrane stood firm, knowing that even if four helicopters could not 

substantively affect the course of the campaign in a meaningful way, they could provide a 
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psychological comfort to Allied personnel, knowing that at least a chance of rescue 

existed in the Naga Hills.267 

Cochran’s helicopters immediately yielded insights into the potential benefits and 

challenges of vertical flight. Ironically, he lost two of the helicopters in transit when the 

C-46 transports carrying them crashed.268 In India, another of his YR-4Bs succumbed to 

what would become one of the greatest hazards for helicopter pilots – flying into power 

lines – which resulted in the first American helicopter fatality, Lt. Burt Powell.269 This 

left only one aircraft, supplemented by parts salvaged from an additional airframe, 

leaving almost none onsite in Ohio for critical performance tests. Lt. Carter Harman used 

the one aircraft, with the other as a parts donor, over a ten-day period in late April 1944 

to fulfill Cochran’s vision by flying twenty-three sorties and rescuing eighteen wounded 

soldiers and downed aircrew, most of whom had to be lifted over Japanese-held territory. 

Harman flew two wounded on one of the flights using the Wright Field developed 

litter.270 Afterwards, Cochran declared, “the use of the helicopter in the role now played 

by light planes … is considered an unqualified success. … We want people to know that 

it’s just not a stunt. … Just imagine what it would be like if we had a couple of hundred 

of them.”271 For those saved, the helicopter had been an unanticipated salvation, but the 
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enormous effort to support fewer than two dozen operational flights hinted that the 

American military’s relationship with the helicopter would remain complicated.272  

The fact that it had taken five helicopters to keep Lt. Harman’s aircraft in the field 

for a mere ten days indicated that either the underlying technology or support procedures 

for helicopters were still immature. The situation became clearer in January 1945 when 

another YR-4B went to Burma as part of an emergency rescue of a downed B-25 crew 

that did not have any other hope for rescue. This aircraft remained in service for over five 

months with the 10th Air Force Air Jungle Rescue Unit, performing a number of dramatic 

and harrowing saves, and even dropping agents behind Japanese lines for the Office of 

Strategic Services.273 

On April 19, 1945, a Royal Canadian Air Force Patrol plane crashed 180 miles 

south of Goose Bay, Labrador, on the primary Canadian air route for military aircraft 

ferrying to Europe. Ski planes landed to evacuate the eleven on board, but new snow 

made it impossible for them to take off after rescuing two. As the downed crews waited, 

Frank Erickson’s helicopter detachment sent a HNS-1 (R-4) helicopter, broken down into 

sections, on a USAAF C-54 into Goose Bay, where mechanics reassembled it. By April 

30, the pilot, Lt. August Kleisch, began rescuing the survivors.274 While the Coast 

Guard’s major contribution to wartime helicopter rescue was underway, five Sikorsky 

YR-6As were beginning operations in Yunnan Province, in China as part of the 8th 
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Emergency Rescue Squadron (ERS), under the command of Captain Knute Flint, a famed 

seaplane rescue pilot recently assigned to integrate helicopters into rescue squadrons. The 

event marked the first deployment of this type of unit with helicopters. Tasked with 

recovering aircrew who had to bail out over the mountainous terrain while “flying the 

Hump” or supporting the Chinese advance, the unit also had a mandate from the Office of 

Strategic Services to support its interests, including dialogues with Communist forces. 

Beginning operations only three months before the end of the war, the 8th ERS only 

evacuated barely a dozen injured and stranded aviators, though notably at relatively high 

altitudes. Nonetheless, the squadron provided a prominent and highly visible validation 

of the helicopter in operations.275    

 The helicopter operations of 1945 saved less than 200 lives altogether, a small 

payout for the resources committed to the rotary wing program. Nonetheless, they proved 

that the U.S. was developing the technical means to operate in any part of the world it 

chose. Labrador, Yunnan Province and the jungled Naga and Antipolo hills were not the 

suburbs in which Sikorsky and his entrepreneurial peers envisioned as their marketplace. 

Instead, they were the harbingers of the places where vertical flight would be most at 

home, including Ch’o-do Island, the DEW line of the Arctic Circle, the Texas Towers off 

the eastern seaboard, the Ia Drang valley, and the cruisers of the Seventh Fleet. 
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Conclusion: Into the Atomic Age 

Between May 5, 1942 and April 24, 1943, the USAAF ordered 1,490 helicopters, 

including 1,010 for itself, 176 for the Coast Guard and Navy, and 304 for Great Britain. 

The USAAF negotiated $80,532,820, the equivalent of 1,580 P-51 Mustang front line 

fighters, in its own helicopter contracts (exclusive of those for other agencies) by the time 

the first production model had flown.276 Although fewer than 400 helicopters came off 

the assembly line and only several dozen deployed outside the United States during the 

war, the USAAF and the Coast Guard normalized their usage, while the Navy was at 

least beginning to consider it. The Army ground forces and Marines had little opportunity 

to engage with the technology, as neither had internal mechanisms for significant 

aeronautical research and development. Nonetheless, a handful of forceful personalities at 

the operational level, with the support of administrative and legislative branch patrons 

established a viable vision for vertical flight where advocates for civil and commercial 

use had yet to succeed.  

Leaders of the more substantial American helicopter-oriented enterprises, such as 

Sikorsky, Piasecki, Kellett, Firestone, Bell, McDonnell, and Hiller, entered 1946 

assuming that hordes of aviation-minded veterans would return home seeking personal 

aircraft for use in burgeoning suburbs. However, a remarkable lack of interest, due to the 

consumer revolution, sky-high acquisition and operating costs, and the difficulty of use 

Grover Loening had warned about, threatened them with financial collapse, until military 
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contracts emerged to provide some minimal level of sustenance to the nascent helicopter 

industry. The USAAF’s vertical flight visions of 1946 informed an operational 

worldview even more ambitious than those of the Autogiro era or of Sikorsky’s 1943-era 

utopianism. Though Gregory had left Wright Field in 1944 for an operational non-

rotorcraft command in the Pacific, his staff continued to fuel optimistic plans for flying 

jeeps and motorcycle helicopters in liaison duties, giant skycranes to lift artillery and 

tanks across rivers without need for bridges, and massive troop-carrying helicopter 

landing craft. These were not paper exercises, but contracted aircraft programs (XR-9, 

XR-11, XR-14, XR-15, XR-16, and XR-17), some of whose development would stretch 

out for the next decade. However, they represented a significant disconnect as the Army 

ground force clientele that would be the users of such equipment had not expressed any 

such requirement.277 This was simply USAAF vertical flight utopianism. Though 

skycranes and troop transport helicopters would emerge in the following decade and a 

half, the driving factor would not the Army’s air-minded forethought, but the chaos of the 

USAAF’s biggest socio-technical challenge, the atomic bomb. 

The experiences of McMains and Grant in the Philippines, Wingate and Cochran 

in Burma, Flint in China, and Kleish in Labrador were small anecdotes in the grand 

scheme of the war. However, as the first operational uses of the helicopter, they represent 

the start of a close association between rotorcraft and an expansionist America. The 

struggle to exercise military force in remote geographies as part of the war on the Axis 

opened an avenue for vertical flight in place of the frustrated attempts over the previous 
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decade and a half to realize a new form of urban mobility. Though its beginnings were 

humble, in only two decades the helicopter would become the symbol of American force 

abroad. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: VERTICAL FLIGHT IN THE NEW LOOK ERA 

 

 

There'll be fire, dust and metal flying all around 

And the radioactivity will burn them to the ground 

If there's any Commies left they'll be all on the run 

If General MacArthur drops an atomic bomb 

 

- Jackie Doll and his Pickled Peppers, “When They Drop the Atomic Bomb” 

(1951)278 

 

Helicopters in the Light of a Thousand Suns 

With his head lowered, James Bunting could clearly see the bones in his arms at 

the moment of detonation. Minutes later, as the mushroom cloud grew over ten thousand 

feet, he leapt out of a partially collapsing trench with his fellow Marines and ran toward 

the HRS and HUS helicopters that had just arrived nearby after sheltering behind terrain 

to avoid the shockwave from the 74-kiloton blast (five times the yield of the Hiroshima 

atomic bomb). As the wind blew away the mushroom cloud and the bulk of its potentially 

lethal fallout, the helicopters landed a short distance from ground zero to deliver Bunting 

and his squad. When they advanced, the newly fused sand crunched underneath their 
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boots. Bunting’s experience at the “Hood” test shot on July 5, 1957 in the Nevada desert 

outside of Las Vegas was emblematic of one of the twenty-nine atomic detonations of 

Operation Plumbbob, intended to “study the effects of atomic blast at close range, and to 

familiarize troops with this device as a combat ally.”279 Bunting and many of his fellow 

Plumbbob veterans suffered ill effects from radiation exposure throughout their lives and, 

sometimes, hastened deaths.280 Eight weeks after “Hood,” the Army made its own 

demonstration at the Plumbbob tests with the “Smoky” detonation that “would aid in 

studying what role the helicopter-borne units will be able to play in the highly mobile 

tactics of the atomic battlefield.”281 The 3,224 soldiers who participated suffered nearly 

triple the expected lifetime incidence of leukemia.282 

For Bunting’s commanders in the Marine Corps, the helicopter meant a modernist 

technological solution to the atomic age of a massed force’s vulnerability to nuclear 

attack. The new doctrine, known as “vertical envelopment,” represented another step in 

the call and response pattern of the Marines’ innovation when faced with the brutal 

realities of industrial warfare. In World War I, their heavy losses against dug-in German 

troops at Belleau Wood demonstrated the importance of mobility and maneuver in the 

machine gun age. During World War II, new landing craft and tracked amphibious 

vehicles (amtracs) gave the Marines this capability as they assaulted heavily defended 
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Japanese-held beaches on atolls ringed with presumably impenetrable reefs. During 

Operation Crossroads at Bikini Atoll in July 1946, Deputy Commandant of the Marine 

Corps for Air, General Roy S. Geiger, witnessed the destruction of an anchored fleet with 

the detonation of the Baker atomic bomb and came to a stark conclusion. He suggested to 

Marine Corps Commandant Alexander Vandegrift, “future amphibious operations will be 

undertaken by much smaller expeditionary forces … transported by air or submarine … 

with a greater degree of surprise and speed. … With an enemy in possession of atomic 

bombs I cannot visualize another landing such as was executed at Normandy or 

Okinawa.”283 Vandegrift formed an advisory board that quickly pared down the response 

to either amphibious transport planes or helicopters. By March 1947, he declared, “The 

helicopter’s speed at sea a matter of no disadvantage and introduces a time-space factor 

that will avoid presenting at any one time a remunerative atomic target.”284 Marine 

leaders were thus the first to establish faith in vertical flight as a response to the 

challenges of the nuclear era. This belief in the helicopter became a foundational success 

story of the modern Marine Corps by the end of the Korean War.  

Geiger’s progress narrative stands in stark contrast to the Army’s experience of 

the helicopter in the early Cold War – one in which a gap between rhetoric and reality 

belied the contradictions of defense discourse in the national security state era. As with 

the Air Corps in the 1930s, and the USAAF and Navy in World War II, the Army’s 
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embrace of vertical flight did not emerge out of a wave of technological enthusiasm, but 

as an expedient response by technocratic advocates to external political pressures. 

Passage of the National Security Act in 1947 exacerbated the existing tensions between 

the Army and its former aviation corps, newly ensconced as a separate service in the form 

of the Air Force. If the atomic bomb provided clarity of purpose for Geiger and the 

Marines, for the Army it meant uncertainty, as the Air Force gained power and influence, 

particularly after the election of Dwight Eisenhower as president. In 1954, one of the 

World War II paratroopers then moving into the upper echelons of Army leadership, 

General James M. Gavin, conceptualized (in a dramatically public fashion) a new form of 

aerial mobility built around the defunct traditions of the cavalry. During World War II, 

Frank Gregory had told his story of developing the helicopter in the book, Anything a 

Horse Can Do, and Gavin continued the metaphor by encouraging development of 

helicopter-borne troops as an improvement on paratroopers, capable of ranging over 

atomic battlefields with far more agility and far less vulnerability than conventional 

forces.   

Gavin’s superior, Army Chief of Staff Matthew Ridgway, who had led key 

airborne operations in World War II, embraced his subordinate’s vision for reshaping the 

service in the atomic age by embracing two technologies, atomic missiles and vertical 

flight. This, they believed, would maintain the Army’s relevance in an age of jet 

bombers, hydrogen bombs, and the impending development of Intercontinental Ballistic 

Missiles (ICBMs). Their confidence that the helicopter could master the atomic 

battlefield echoed the implicit technological faith of Autogiro promoters and early 
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helicopter advocates in the ability of vertical flight to reshape urban movement. However, 

unlike the earlier proponents, Gavin and Ridgway enjoyed far more success because Cold 

War conflict empowered and privileged helicopter development in three ways. First, a 

vicious inter-service rivalry, rapidly intensified by Eisenhower administration policies, 

fueled the creation of the very military-industrial complex that the President bemoaned. 

Second, the deep uncertainty and institutional disruption of the nuclear arms race created 

a willingness to embrace the unconventional, helping to overcome traditional reservations 

over vertical flight. Third, Eisenhower’s all-or-nothing “New Look” policy of massive 

nuclear retaliation created a culture of resistance around the application of rotorcraft, 

which would become critical after 1956 as “Limited War” doctrine took form.  

 

Rotary-Wing Finds Its Niche 

Given that only five years passed between World War II, when about two dozen 

helicopters deployed overseas, rescuing fewer than 150 wounded, and the start of the 

Korean War, when a few hundred rotorcraft evacuated nearly 40,000 wounded or injured 

UN personnel, the early postwar years appear as a moment of triumph for vertical flight 

advocates.285 However, the period represents significant uncertainty for both the 
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helicopter industry and its military promoters. While the U.S. military services accepted 

341 helicopters from manufacturers by the surrender of Japan, they accepted slightly 

fewer (338) between then and the start of the Korean War five years later. Meanwhile, 

the technology remained too expensive to realize the rosy wartime predictions of 

helicopter-centric suburbs. The Bell 47, the helicopter best positioned to be a commercial 

success by virtue of its mechanical simplicity and ease of maintenance, failed to find the 

private buyers that Lawrence Bell had so eagerly sought when he launched his 

company’s development program at the beginning of World War II. The company had 

ordered 500 engines for its short-range commercial forecasts. A year and a half after 

launching sales, Bell had sold fewer than 100 Model 47s, twenty-eight of which were 

military orders. One reason was that after a mere twenty-five hours of flight time, its 

transmission required overhaul, a major undertaking that was over forty times more 

frequent than required on helicopters of the Vietnam War era.286 In terms of passenger 
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movement, it cost about seventeen times as much to move a passenger by helicopter over 

a mile as it did by airplane, thousands of which flooded the market as war surplus.287 

Against this backdrop, the nascent helicopter industry’s wartime dependence on 

military orders persisted into peacetime. Though the military investment in rotorcraft 

barely exceeded sustenance levels in this brief interwar period before the Korean War, 

firms developed significant technical innovations, which became integral to the mature 

helicopter that emerged over the following decade. However, these developments 

outpaced questions of who would use helicopters and how they would employ them. The 

Korean War provided both a laboratory to evaluate some of these emergent ideas and 

establish the wartime funding levels essential to new developments. 

In Korea, helicopters proved most successful in advancing the roles they had 

demonstrated in World War II, specifically logistical support, aviator rescue, and medical 

evacuation. In terms of logistical support, the Army found that one liaison helicopter 

could replace twenty jeeps in delivering food and ammunition, or stringing telephone 

lines.288 However, casualty evacuation came to define the experience of the helicopter for 

observers in and out of the military. Though a variety of helicopters moved the wounded, 

Bell’s bubble-topped H-13 (HTL in Marine service) became the most common helicopter 

type in the Korean War, even earning recognition from subsequent generations as the 

iconic aircraft from the M*A*S*H television series. 
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Three Army helicopter Medical Detachments, each with a flight of only four two-

seat H-13D helicopters, managed to evacuate 17,698 personnel in thirty-two months.289 

After six months of operations, newspaper reports touted helicopters as “angels,” erasing 

much of the earlier post-World War II popular ambivalence over the failure of vertical 

flight to achieve its utopian ambitions.290 What some had called the “’flying freak’” was 

suddenly “’the greatest single advance in the history of military medicine.’”291 After the 

Korean War, one historian noted that, “with the speedy and useful helicopters, prompt 

medical attention was made possible and the fatality rate for wounded soldiers was cut to 

less than half the World War II rate.”292  

In fact, helicopter evacuation may have been more show than substance. While 

much of the historiography continues to tie it to the reduction of the mortality rate among 

wounded from 4.5% in World War II to 2.4% in the Korean War, recent scholarship 

demonstrates that access to vertical flight did not reduce the average transit time of 6.6 

hours from wounding to surgical table.293 Presumably, climate, innovations in surgical 

procedures, Mobile Army Surgical Hospitals, and a relatively static frontline all 

contributed more prominently to the reduction than helicopters. Nonetheless, if the 

helicopter’s statistical contribution was murky, its legacy was not. The Korean War 
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accomplished what neither the military nor the helicopter industry had been able to do 

date – make it respectable. However, Army aviators and their commanders did not 

perceive of the first decade of the Cold War as an achievement of technological adaption 

in the manner that the Marines celebrated Geiger. Instead, their narrative is one of 

bureaucratic insurgency. 

 

Army Insurgency 

Army aviation historians since the 1970s have consistently portrayed the Vietnam 

era as a triumphal moment when the service shook off the yoke of Air Force oppression 

over its aviation assets. Former Army intelligence officer Frederic Bergerson represented 

the apex of this historiographical approach by framing the Army’s success in gaining 

authority over vertical flight as a series of ever more successful bureaucratic maneuvers 

between passage of the National Security Act in 1947 and the 1966 peace treaty between 

the Air Force and Army chiefs of staff, known as the Johnson-McConnell agreement.294 

The latter negotiation traded the Army’s interest in developing airplanes, arming them, or 

operating transport planes, in exchange for the ability to develop, arm, and operate 

helicopters as they saw fit. Bergerson and the other Army historians and officers that 

established the insurgency narrative perceived the Air Force as an ascendant institution, 

empowered by the atomic discourse of the Truman and Eisenhower administrations. This 

narrative is attractive in its simplicity, and is an important part of how vertical flight came 
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to intersect with the national interest in the 1960s, but this approach diminishes a parallel 

historiography in which vertical flight makes only a passing appearance, specifically the 

development of the helicopter-enabled Pentomic Army of the late 1950s. To understand 

why the service struggled to develop vertical flight technology through the 1950s, and 

ultimately relied on it to change Army doctrine, requires synthesizing both approaches. 

 

Institutional Paternalism in Rotorcraft Development 

The insurgency narrative was a continuation of the air/ground tensions that 

informed rotorcraft development in the 1930s and early 1940s in which the Army sought 

to use aircraft in local operations, while the Air Force continued to see any Army 

involvement in the development or operation of aircraft as an intrusion into its 

aeronautical authority. During World War II, the Army ground forces had little impact on 

helicopter development or application. The USAAF saw the technology as supporting its 

broader missions, including buttressing its allies, but its leaders pursued independence 

and autonomy from Army ground force commanders they viewed as naïve about 

airpower. At Wright Field, H.F. Gregory’s protégés developed helicopters to support 

troops in the field with virtually no input from the ground forces themselves. By 1944, 

Wright Field’s list of research and development programs had exceeded 1,000 projects, 
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but General Arnold included the helicopter on a list of “super projects” (approximately 

the top twenty-five).295  

Postwar, the helicopter might easily have gone the way of the Autogiro as 

commercial sales faltered and military uses appeared limited to narrow niches. General 

Arnold’s wartime enthusiasm for the helicopter appeared more tempered at the time of 

early postwar retrospective assessment. General Arnold enthused about jet airplanes, 

guided missiles, atomic bombs, and even hydroponics, which he hoped could provide 

food for remote airbases. Vertical flight, by contrast, did not rate mention in his “War 

Reports” that summarized the contributions of his branch of the service around the close 

of the war (and which de-facto placed the USAAF on the same level as the Army and 

Navy reports in the process).296  

Given that Arnold had single-handedly launched American helicopter production 

in 1942, this might have been a devastating omission, but the helicopter had another 

champion. Arnold’s chief scientific advisor, Theodore von Karman (the “K” in the 

Austro-Hungarian PKZ-2 helicopter of three decades earlier). Von Karman’s Scientific 

Advisory Group formalized their wartime assessment in May 1946 with publication of 

reports, entitled Toward New Horizons, detailing emergent technologies and accessing 

their prospects. Volume 4, Aerodynamics and Aircraft Design, featured a prominent 

chapter on “Unconventional Aircraft” centered on the helicopter, while Volume 5, Future 

Airborne Armies, also advocated briefly for helicopter development. In Toward New 
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Horizons, Karman’s group argued for the helicopter in specific roles. First, they 

advocated for its use in airborne operations as a supplement, rather than replacement, to 

paratroops and gliders, where the helicopter would provide advance teams to unprepared 

landing sites or allow troops to cross physical obstacles, like rivers, rapidly. Notably, this 

included development of a flying crane to lift vehicles and artillery across as well as 

troops and supplies. They also suggested liaison duties, including medical evacuation, 

which positioned the helicopter as a replacement for the light plane. Lastly, they 

suggested rescue and convoy patrol work to reflect its primary wartime applications.297 

Von Karman’s group noted the helicopter’s weaknesses, particularly its slowness due to 

the inherent aerodynamic limitations of the rotor system, which suggested alternative 

approaches to vertical flight with higher speeds, such as helicopter-airplane hybrids.298  

These observations would define the next decade of Air Force rotorcraft 

development and set the stage for a deep conflict between the Army and its newly 

empowered air-minded offspring. As I.B. Holley noted regarding Wright Field, “one of 

the outstanding weaknesses lay in its failure to perfect systems of internal coordination 
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and external liaison.”299 Even the existing helicopters showed a cultural divide. The 

USAAF cancelled nearly 900 R-5 and R-6 helicopters on order that had not yet reached 

the production line when the war ended, but did not survey ground force requirements 

when it did so. Their justification stated, “Present standard Army Air Forces helicopters 

(R-4, R-5 and R-6) are not suitable for Army Ground Forces’ decentralized operation 

because of their complex mechanism and difficult maintenance requirements, nor are 

they suitable for Army Ground Forces liaison pilots because of their difficult flying 

characteristics.”300 While the first generation of USAAF helicopters was undoubtedly 

harder to operate than its successors, the rhetorical frame of simplicity allowed 

Engineering Division officers to keep Army requirements tightly leashed. 

Somewhat paradoxically, this paternalistic approach resulted in innovation that 

might not otherwise have occurred if the ground forces simply adopted the reasonably 

capable R-5s and R-6s. Instead, Gregory’s successors at Wright Field embarked on a 

surprisingly ambitious series of rotorcraft development programs intended to support the 

ground forces. They approached the problem in two ways. The first was development of 

“simple” liaison aircraft intended for courier use or transporting commanders, which did 

meet the simpler-than-the-R-5 requirement for internal Army operation. Wright Field 

issued a series four development contracts for Army liaison helicopters, two with Bell 

Aircraft (YR-13 and XR-15), and two with Firestone (XR-9 and XR-14), the 

manufacturing heir to Pitcairn’s Autogiro Company of America and yet another wartime 
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manufacturer interested in diversifying with rotorcraft.301 Only one of these, the R-13, 

which Bell had originally developed for the commercial market, passed muster in its 

evaluations. However, by 1947, Bell was nearing financial crisis with commercials sales 

running at less than a quarter of forecasts.302 General Jacob Devers, Chief of Army 

Ground Forces, acting on guidance from his aviation advisors, pushed the USAAF to 

extend a contract for 150 R-13s to Bell to keep the company alive. Devers had first 

encountered Bell president, Larry Bell, when working with Air Force General Carl 

Spaatz on the Army Joint Research and Development Committee and had become 

something of an enthusiast.303 Though Dever’s order ran contrary to the budgetary goals 

of the USAAF, Wright Field managers conceded to a half order of seventy-five for the 

ground forces.304 These Army helicopters evacuated thousands of wounded in early 1951. 

It also constituted the largest helicopter purchase of the early postwar years.  

The USAAF’s program to develop its own helicopters to support Army operations 

proved far more problematic. The Engineering Division settled on three new capabilities 

reflecting von Karman’s roadmap. First, they contracted a utility cargo transport for 

transporting wounded internally (a vast improvement on the R-6’s external stretchers 

used in the Philippines and China, and similarly in Korea), supplies, or even small 
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numbers of troops, with both Kellett (XR-10) and Bell (YR-12). Far more ambitious were 

the development contracts for a long-range transport helicopter (Piasecki’s YR-16) that 

resembled a giant praying mantis with an elongated transport pod beneath spindly legs 

suspended (as were all Piasecki products) from two tandem rotors. They also included a 

giant “skycrane” (Kellett’s XR-17), capable of lifting trucks, artillery, and equipment 

over rivers and other obstacles, which featured a rotor powered by an exotic tip-jet 

system that utilized a pressurized fuel-air mixture piped to the rotor tips where it burned 

to provide propulsion for massive blades. All of them achieved flight, though neither the 

Air Force nor the Army found them successful. The XR-10 suffered a fatal crash in 

testing due to a design flaw in its overlapping eggbeater-style rotors that caused them to 

touch. The YR-16 lingered on in development for a decade, before it too succumbed to a 

fatal crash in 1956. Floundering Kellett sold off the XR-17 to Hughes Aircraft, which 

tested the massive, yet inefficient design until 1955. 305 Only the YR-12 proceeded to 

limited production and service test. However, the Army had no interest in the close 

dependence on the Air Force that was implicit in the YR-12’s operation by Air Force 

personnel and the Air Force relegated the type to supporting post-detonation radiation 

surveys of atomic test sites.306 

 

The Key West Agreement and the Creation of an Atomic Identity 
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While the USAAF and Army Ground Forces negotiated for how the Army might 

use helicopters, the bureaucratic environment changed considerably. On July 26, 1947, 

President Truman signed the National Security Act, creating the Air Force as an 

independent service. Almost immediately, the Air Force leadership began feuding with 

the other services over control of aircraft and the responsibility for atomic weapons. 

These tensions resulted in the newly formed Joint Chiefs of Staff meeting in Key West, 

Florida on March 11, 1948 with Secretary of Defense James Forrestal to negotiate a 

delineation, which Truman approved in April. The Key West Agreement did not alleviate 

the opinion of many senior Air Force leaders that all military aviation should fall under 

Air Force control. Though the tensions between the Army Ground Forces and Air Force 

were miniscule in comparison to the tensions between the Navy and Air Force over the 

latter’s desire to control naval aviation, the Army did not finally secure a revised 

agreement until May 20, 1949. This capped the Army’s ability to operate aircraft at 

empty weight limits of 2,500 pounds for airplanes and 4,000 pounds for helicopters.307 

The Key West Agreement did not change development policy for Army aircraft in 

any significant way. Design, engineering, evaluation, and procurement operated primarily 

through the Air Force. Any function to support Army Ground Forces, outside of light 

liaison duties was to occur with Air Force aircraft flown by Air Force pilots. The Army 

would chafe at this arrangement and fought it at every opportunity. This led to a bizarre 

situation where the Air Force established Troop Carrier Helicopter units beginning in 
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1949 exclusively for Army Ground Force use. The Army would never call upon them for 

transport in actual operation, either preferring no helicopter transport (as occurred in the 

first years of the Korean War), or seeking its own capability, while rarely utilizing them 

in joint exercises. This was not only inter-service rivalry, but also a fundamental 

disagreement of hierarchy. The Army wanted control over aviation assets in lower 

echelons to facilitate flexibility in operation, while the Air Force sought more centralized 

control. This standoff persisted through 1960, when the Air Force finally relented and 

disbanded its Troop Carrier helicopter units.308 

Given that the Army of the late 1940s lacked a coherent vision of how it might 

employ aviation differently than it had in World War II, the immediate impact of the Key 

West agreement was limited. Problems arose during the Korean War when existing 

resources and technologies proved inadequate to the Army’s requirements. When the 

Army went to war in June 1950, it had no helicopters ready to deploy, and only fifty-six 

on hand, mostly serving in training and evaluation duties.309  As the Army could only 

watch as other services operated helicopters effectively through fall 1950, the need for 

vertical flight in the difficult terrain of the Korean peninsula became more desperate. 

These frustrations drove two important negotiations for aviation autonomy in the Army.  

First, the 1949 agreement became a source of contention as the Army sought to 

field its own transport helicopters that could move wounded without exposure to the 

elements, as well as supplies, in a nation with limited transport infrastructure. An obvious 
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candidate for this role, the H-19, flew in November 1949 as a candidate for an Air Force 

support helicopter contract. It lost to the Piasecki H-21, but was versatile enough that the 

Air Force approved production as a rescue helicopter. The Marine Corps, Navy, and 

Coast Guard, as well as the armed forces of the United Kingdom and France, soon joined 

with orders for what would become the most successful medium helicopter of the early 

1950s, but the Army’s 4,000-pound weight limit precluded its acquisition of the H-19. 310 

Seven months after the Army went to war in Korea, it finally gained a one-time 

exemption for the weight requirement, allowing receipt of the first 105 production H-19 

cargo versions. However, tensions over what the Undersecretary of the Army Archibald 

Alexander called the “patently absurd” limitations on the service’s ability to acquire 

further helicopters or use them without restriction reached a point of contention once 

again. Secretary of the Army Frank Pace, Jr. and Secretary of the Air Force Thomas 

Finletter agreed on October 2, 1951 to expand Army access to helicopters, but did not 

explicitly lift the weight limits. Another thirteen months would pass before another 

agreement between the two secretaries allowed Army access to the H-19 production in a 

document signed November 4, 1952 that eliminated the weight limit on helicopters and 

shifted it on airplanes to 5,000 pounds.311 

While the Army fought its bureaucratic insurgency in the attempt to increase its 

short-term flexibility with regard to vertical flight in Korea, another attempt to negotiate 
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the Army’s place in an increasingly aviation-centric Department of Defense (DoD) 

occurred, though with a longer-term focus. As the Korean conflict defied the expected 

easy victory over poorly trained communists, outside interests took notice. One such 

interested party was a Caltech nuclear physicist and wartime rocket developer, Charles 

Lauritsen, who participated in a late 1950 fact-finding mission to Korea and discovered 

considerable frustration with tactical air support and lingering questions about whether 

nuclear weapons might be useful on the battlefield. Air Force interest in Lauritsen’s 

investigations led to Project Vista, a short-term think tank established at Caltech to 

investigate these concerns.312 

One of Lauritsen’s principal escorts on his Korean visit was General James 

“Jumpin’ Jim” Gavin, the youthful airborne infantry commander and rising star who 

garnered fame for jumping with his paratroopers and leading them to victory in Sicily, 

Normandy, the Netherlands, and the Battle of the Bulge. Gavin had prompted Lauritsen’s 

investigation into atomic rocket artillery to overcome “the deficiencies made apparent by 

our fighting in Korea.” In February 1951, Gavin convinced Secretary of the Army Pace to 

allow him to return with Lauritsen to Caltech to help launch Project Vista, where an 

impressive litany of participating scientists gathered, included Robert Oppenheimer. 

Gavin was especially grateful that the interests of the Project Vista consortium turned 

against its Air Force sponsors, as “increasing emphasis on tactical air support and tactical 

airlift would conflict with Air Force views on strategic air power.” At Project Vista, 
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Gavin, Lauritsen, and Oppenheimer became allies in a turn away from the Air Force 

emphasis on hydrogen bomb development and toward tactical weapons in what 

Oppenheimer termed, “bringing the battle back to the battle field.”313 For the Army, the 

primary recommendation was to accelerate development of atomic rockets to replace the 

one nuclear weapon under development in the Army inventory, the 280mm artillery shell. 

While Gavin’s immediate interests fixed on this topic and he remained largely insulated 

from the high-level contests in Washington between Secretaries Pace and Finletter over 

helicopters, Project Vista did establish a requirement for a “Combat Developments 

Center” tasked with developing new tactical concepts for the nuclear battlefield.314    

Gavin’s next step on his journey to becoming the leading architect of Army 

helicopter development occurred with his post-Project Vista assignment to take command 

of VII Corps, which was the frontline obstacle to the perceived Soviet threat of invasion 

on the East German border. There, he began applying the ideas of Project Vista to create 

a force that could survive the onslaught of a nuclear-equipped army. This meant reducing 

the “density” of forces through geographical dispersion, while “retaining a quick tactical 

responsiveness” by maintaining a “mobility differential over an aggressor.” Gavin’s 

unprecedented airborne infantry experience might have provided a logical model, but he 

turned instead to “cavalry.” He was not attempting to replicate Geiger’s model of 

leapfrogging barriers with helicopters-as-paratroop analog that would avoid a nuclear-

vulnerable concentration of forces. Instead of infantry holding “a depth of about five to 
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ten miles, which characterized World War II deployments,” he sought a depth of “one 

hundred to one hundred fifty miles with reserves further back.” As paratroopers lost their 

mobility after dropping, and slow-flying cargo aircraft were easily shot down, he 

proposed using helicopters. However, the Army had nowhere near enough artillery to 

support such a dispersion. Instead, he needed weapons like the atomic-tipped MGR-1 

Honest John missile that had entered testing just as he, Lauritsen, and Oppenheimer had 

begun developing the doctrine for its use at Caltech.315 He proposed air mobility as the 

best solution “if the wounded were to be evacuated promptly, ammunition flown up, and 

gas, oil, and food provided in adequate quantities” requiring “the type of aircraft that 

could land in in cultivated areas, in bad weather and darkness, and that under no 

circumstances would require sophisticated facilities and concrete airstrips.”316 This might 

have technically included airplanes like the C-123, which he thought might be equipped 

with tracked landing gear, permitting operation in furrowed fields. However, only the Air 

Force operated such aircraft. Though Gavin had managed well enough in depending on 

the USAAF for his airborne drops in World War II, the tensions of the Korean era had 

hardened his thinking and turned it toward helicopters.  

Gavin’s West German wargames and Project Vista earned him promotion to 

Assistant Chief of Staff for Plans and Operations in January 1954. By this point, the 

Army was in crisis. Only three months earlier, President Eisenhower approved National 
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Security Council document 162/2, which formalized Secretary of State John Foster 

Dulles’ vision for a foreign policy “with emphasis on the capability of inflicting massive 

retaliatory damage by offensive striking power” as the primary form of communist 

containment.317 Although not explicitly stated, the implication of 162/2 was that 

hydrogen bombs delivered by Air Force bombers now defined American power, and the 

document did not clarify a role for a standing army. Gavin’s first duty in his new position 

was to appear on March 15, 1954 before the Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations. 

There, Secretary of Defense Charles Wilson proclaimed that, “As we increase the striking 

power of our combat forces by the application of technological advances and new 

weapons and by the continuing growth of airpower, the total number of military 

personnel can be reduced.” The implication of this statement appeared to be 

enhancements to the Air Force at the cost of devastating cuts to the Army. This opening 

salvo of the Fiscal Year 1955 defense budget, soon known as the “New Look,” created a 

sense of panic with a resulting willingness to embrace the unconventional, which Gavin 

was more than willing to provide.318  

Gavin’s apparent response was unusual. Within a few weeks, the April issue of 

Harper’s magazine featured his article entitled “Cavalry, and I Don’t Mean Horses.” He 

meant “sky cavalry” – “helicopters and light aircraft to lift soldiers armed with automatic 

weapons and hand-carried antitank weapons, and also light-weight reconnaissance 

vehicles.” Clearly written while VII Corps commander, in practical terms, the article 
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served as a sharp rebuttal to Secretary Wilson. In it, Gavin provided a sweeping historical 

survey of the importance of cavalry to establish a “mobility differential” in order to deny 

the enemy surprise, while retaining it for an army. Gavin did not exclusively define the 

mobility differential in terms of helicopters, but as a range of “air vehicles” that included 

“assault transports, light utility planes, helicopters, and convertaplanes [sic].”319 The 

latter descriptor informed a class of aircraft soon known as VTOL (Vertical TakeOff and 

Landing), which featured elements of helicopters and airplanes to overcome the speed 

limitations of the former.320    

The rhetorical reinvigoration of “cavalry” is notable. The Army’s last cavalry 

charge occurred in the Philippines in 1942, and from that point, cavalry units had lost 

their horses, becoming a slight variation on other types of units. Given the prevalence of 

the early Cold War western in popular culture, which often idolized the plains-era cavalry 

in films like She Wore A Yellow Ribbon (Argosy, 1949), Gavin might be seen as cleverly 

appropriating cultural imagery to sell his concept and return a faded glory to that branch 

of the service. However, his Harper’s article did not mention cavalry operations after the 

Civil War. Instead, he concocted an odd mix of admiration for Mongol horseman, 

notorious Confederate cavalryman Nathan Bedford Forrest, and airpower architect, 

William “Billy” Mitchell, whose scant regard for the needs of the Army’s ground forces, 

made for an odd choice as an exemplar of a new Army doctrine. Gavin connected them 
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all through the frame of “mobility.” He argued that the airborne drops into the 

Netherlands (Operation Market Garden) had represented an important transition, when 

gliders carried jeeps that gave the airborne troops unprecedented mobility, which he saw 

as “cavalry in the historical sense.” Additionally, he noted the jeeps used in the 

Netherlands were not truly effective until they had an anti-tank capability, which 

ultimately came from German rocket propelled grenades they captured (“panzerfausts”). 

Gavin notes that their success (one of the only bright spots of an otherwise ill-fated 

campaign) provoked intense discussion at the time about creating a new model of cavalry 

and that helicopters quickly entered the discussion.321  

Gavin’s appropriation of the cavalry reference and his choice of venue for 

unveiling it, not only to the American public, but also the Army as a whole, proved 

astute. The metaphor de-emphasized the helicopter’s vulnerabilities of lightness and 

fragility. In Gavin’s model, mobility had replaced armor as the key virtue on the 

battlefield. “Sky cavalry” made the value of vertical flight legible to Army personnel at 

all levels by invoking the martial tradition of bypassing enemy strongpoints through 

horse-mounted superior mobility and striking in the rear echelon. This mobility, when 

combined with battlefield atomic missiles provided a degree of flexibility lacking in the 

nuclear deterrent containment policies of President Truman’s NSC 68 or Eisenhower’s 

New Look. It also provided a unifying cultural model for Army aviation. The air cavalry 

(the post-1962 evolution of “sky cavalry”) culture depicted in Francis Coppola’s 

Apocalypse Now (United Artists, 1979) was not an exaggeration of the extent that the 
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Stetson and yellow scarf idealization of nineteenth century plains cavalry heritage 

imbued Army aviation after Gavin’s mid-fifties reformation. 

Within a year of the Harper’s article, Gavin amended his framing with an 

increased emphasis on flexibility, arguing, “We can’t stay in the same league as Russia 

unless we have the flexibility. Just as democracy is flexible, the weapons systems that 

defend it today must likewise be flexible. That flexibility comes from air mobility.” He 

also established a new equation for the sky cavalry, “Battlepower = weight X mobility2,” 

meaning that mobility counted for far more than the materiel or personnel carried.322 In 

July 1957, Gavin shifted the cavalry trope more in line with popular culture when his 

principal agent for leading the sky cavalry transformation, General Hamilton Howze, 

announced to the press that henceforth Army aircraft would be named after North 

American indigenous tribes – a tradition that with a few exceptions has remained intact to 

the present.323 

Army Chief of Staff General Matthew Ridgway, Gavin’s fellow wartime airborne 

infantry commander and close colleague, supported Gavin’s “billion-dollar plan to 

replace trucks with helicopters” and ordered the Chief of Army Field Forces to move 

from developing the helicopter for logistical support to its use in airlift of troops.324 

Ridgway was implicitly rejecting Eisenhower’s “all or nothing” thermonuclear 
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deterrence.325 This was not simply an experiment as “more than 25% of nearly $1 billion 

in Army contracts awarded during the first quarter of fiscal year 1955 went into 

production of guided missiles and helicopters.”326 This doctrinal shift coincided with a 

technological evolution in the helicopter. The enormous influx of Korean War production 

helped fuel a series of new transport helicopters, all of which had come out of either 

internal Air Force requirements (Piasecki H-21) or Navy and Marine Corps requirements 

(Sikorsky H-34 and H-37). Additionally, gas turbine engines, which provided similar 

power to existing piston engines, but were much smaller and had far greater potential for 

improvements in efficiency, were now becoming available.  

Upon moving into his Assistant Chief of Staff position, Gavin advanced a 

proposal for a new casualty evacuation helicopter, which he announced in February 1954. 

He then expanded the requirement to include the utility helicopter mission, capable of 

moving troops and supplies in addition to wounded. By October when the request for 

proposal went out to eight manufacturers, the requirement had options for carrying 

troops, and featuring a turbine engine. In February 1955, Bell’s Model 212 received the 

contract award. By June, the Army revealed the preliminary design to the public, now 

known as the XH-40. This was the first aircraft designed exclusively for the Army 

Ground Forces, even though the Air Force still had engineering authority over the 

acquisition, a process sustained through the Pace-Finletter agreement. The H-40 would 
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go into operational service in 1959 with the designation HU-1, earning the popular 

alliterative name of ‘Huey’ and becoming the most produced American military 

helicopter.327 While Hueys did not enter operational service until the end of the decade, 

the existing piston-powered helicopters provided Gavin the tools to test sky cavalry. 

Gavin’s remaking of Army Aviation from a logistical support force to the 

spearhead of the atomic battlefield proceeded slowly at first, with 1955 being a 

transitionary time in which the new larger helicopters (H-21, H-34, and H-37) entered 

service. However, tensions still simmered with the Air Force. During fall 1955, in the 

largest continental military maneuvers since World War II, the massive Exercise Sage 

Brush in Louisiana consisted of a joint Army and Air Force demonstration of operations 

on a simulated nuclear battlefield. The use of Air Force transport aircraft in the exercise 

to drop paratroopers created a situation in which, if Army helicopters moved them upon 

landing, the Air Force could perceive it as violating the terms of the Pace-Finletter 

agreement of 1952. The Army thus abandoned that part of the sky cavalry 

demonstration.328 Some of Gavin’s protégés employed rhetorical gymnastics to avoid 

antagonizing the Air Force. Colonel William Bunker, commandant of the Army 

Transportation School argued “today, the Army is primarily dependent on aircraft to 
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achieve the mobility which it requires. This has led some to feel that the Army is seeking 

to re-establish under its own control an Air Force ... due to a confusion between missions 

and equipment.” Bunker went on to clarify that in essence the Army was only using 

aircraft to perform ground missions, not air missions, remarking, “It is no more possible 

for the Army to turn its back on [aircraft] … than it would be for the Air Force to operate 

without trucks or General Motors to refuse to buy an executive airplane.”329  

By early 1956, the sky cavalry concept thoroughly infused Army doctrine and 

became starkly evident. First, the testimony for the fiscal year 1957 budget before the 

House Committee on Appropriations on March 6, led by Major General Hamilton 

Howze, Director of Army Aviation under Gavin, suggested an expansive approach to 

vertical flight development with helicopters, convertiplanes and individualized “flying 

platforms” all in the mix. The testimony provoked queries as to whether it was 

“trespassing upon the present-day concept of the Air Force.”330 Despite the warning, an 

effusive embrace of sky cavalry spread within in the Army. Brigadier General Carl 

Hutton, who commanded the Army Aviation Center, which taught all Army aviators, was 

a staunch advocate. By November 1956, he prophesized a militarized utopianism in 

which a soldier would “move across country independently of the terrain … a thousand-

fold increase in his mobility … attained if the soldier flies in some sort of flying 

machine.” If less than eloquent, Hutton provided an answer to his query, “Suppose by 
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1980 there are Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles, man-made satellites, manned rocket 

ships, and super-super-super nuclear weapons. What sort of Army will be needed?”331  

Gavin treaded on bureaucratic thin ice with his aviation program, but his missile 

advocacy, which he continued apace with his efforts on air mobility, brought him into his 

greatest conflict with the Eisenhower administration. While the Honest John had come 

online to provide the artillery his dispersed forces needed, the Redstone Arsenal looked to 

ever-larger and longer-range missiles under the technical guidance of German rocketeer 

Werner von Braun, resulting in the Jupiter intermediate range nuclear missile that 

eventually served as the catalyst for the Cuban Missile Crisis. This resulted in Secretary 

of Defense Wilson again restricting the Army missile and aviation programs on 

November 26, 1956. In practical terms, it limited the range of Army aviation operations 

to no more than 100 miles from the forward edge of battle and capped helicopter empty 

weights at 20,000 pounds.332 

In the short term, Wilson’s chastisement re-focused Gavin on doing the most he 

could with using the tools that he had at hand. Since intermediate-range ballistic missiles, 

now defined by Wilson as having ranges beyond 200 miles, were now the sole province 

of the Air Force, Gavin moved to develop a new missile, the MGM-31 Pershing (not so 

named until January 1958), while linking tactical nuclear missiles with helicopters as an 

integrated system. Gavin had already been thinking along these lines. In June 1955, the 
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Redstone Arsenal began development of the nuclear-capable MGR-3 Little John missile 

as the three-ton Honest John exceeded the capability of any of the current helicopters. It 

had a ten-mile range with a nuclear warhead half that of the Honest John, and its weight 

with its launcher was a relatively easily helicopter-lifted one ton.333 From this point, the 

Redstone Arsenal began looking closely at the ability of helicopters to move missiles.334 

This reached an almost absurd level with planning for the XM28 Davy Crockett rocket 

projectile fired from a recoilless rifle, easily transportable on a helicopter-lifted jeep. The 

warhead at 1/1000th the power of the Nagasaki bomb was still far more powerful than any 

artillery battery. This was Gavin’s wish fulfillment for what he envisioned in the 

Netherlands fourteen years earlier.335 

With such weapons in development, Gavin, and his Chief of Staff, General 

Maxwell Taylor, now had the means to achieve Project Vista’s model of dispersion and 

mobility, with the helicopter at its center.  However, the Army’s existing force structure 

was ill equipped to adopt these attributes, or as Gavin stated, the Army needed "to 

dissolve the [existing] organization down to the size of units you are not afraid of losing 

to one [nuclear] blast."336 Though its planning pre-dated Wilson’s new strictures, the 

implementation of what was now known as the Pentomic force structure coincided with 

the rising inter-service tensions. On the surface, Taylor and Gavin had suffered a defeat 

with the loss of the Jupiter and strictures on helicopter development, but their 
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determination to create a more flexible Army only increased. By the summer of 1957, 

Howze, now a trusted acolyte of Gavin’s, mapped out an extensive array of new 

helicopter projects intended for the sky cavalry that would defend West Germany. He 

was most proud of the H-40, which he called “a real ‘aerial hot rod’” and had already 

proposed turning into a gunship.337 

 

Gavin’s Apex 

 On December 13, 1957, Gavin testified before Senate Majority Leader Lyndon 

Johnson’s (D-TX) Military Preparedness Subcommittee on the missile-gap (“missile-lag” 

Gavin called it) in the aftermath of the Sputnik launch. He resigned almost immediately 

afterwards, feeling that he could no longer truthfully speak to Army requirements under 

the constraint of the Eisenhower administration. Gavin immediately set about a public 

relations blitz that resulted in publishing of a manifesto, War and Peace in the Space Age, 

in August 1958, which featured prominently in two consecutive issues of LIFE magazine, 

including a cover piece, along with numerous television appearances. Throughout these 

media campaigns, he continued to rely on the twin pillars of atomic missiles and sky 

cavalry. The accompanying graphics to the article featured global maps representing the 

nuclear triad of bombers, ICBMs, and submarine launched missiles, as well as anti-

ballistic missiles, and helicopters. He did not represent traditional Army ground forces in 
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this model of war in 1965, which he argued was essential to pursue, lest “we will 

succumb to the march of communism.”338 

Gavin could comfortably retire in the knowledge that his protégés, such as 

General Hamilton Howze and Colonel Jay Vanderpool, had taken up the cause of sky 

cavalry in earnest, setting the stage for the Army doctrine that framed the American 

experience in Vietnam (the subject of the next chapter). Perhaps the best evidence of this 

was that a month before the publication of his book, the Army hosted Project AMMO – 

Army Mobile Missile Orientation – at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico for 

the national press. AMMO was Gavin’s vision made real. It featured showcases, 

demonstrations, and launches of the various missile systems he promoted. A highlight 

was “Chopper John”, the movement of the large Honest John missile and a portable 

launcher by a pair of H-37 helicopters, followed by launch of the missile, sans atomic 

warhead. The demonstration was not a practical concept, as the aircraft had less than a 

seventy-mile range with the loads carried externally.339 However, AMMO had other 

treats in store, including the first public demonstration of Army gunships – in this case, a 

ridiculously over-armed H-34 with 40 2.75” rockets, two 5” rockets, two 20mm cannon, 

along with three .50 caliber and six .30 caliber machine guns, which some in the press 

described as stealing the show.340  
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  Just under five years later, another Army demonstration occurred at McCoy Air 

Force Base in Orlando, Florida. A new CH-47 Chinook spent three weeks demonstrating 

the loading and unloading of the new Pershing guided ballistic missile. Designed with 

missile transport in mind, nothing better illustrated Gavin’s vision than the Chinook, 

which appears likely to have at least a century of operational service.341   

 

Conclusion: Aggressive Purposes 

The editor of the popular Swiss aviation trade publication Interavia observed 

wistfully in 1951 that, “One might have thought that the helicopter was the aircraft which 

could never be used for aggressive purposes and would always concentrate on the 

performance of peaceful chores. … Unfortunately, the human mind has never been able 

to resist the temptation of investigating the war potential of any new contraption, no 

matter how peaceful its inventor’s intention may have been.”342 While helicopters 

facilitated very little death and destruction in the Korean War, and saved tens of 

thousands in the process, the confluence of nuclear weapons and helicopters enabled by 

James Gavin was perhaps the Interavia editor’s worst fear realized. Indeed, the following 

two decades presumably left him in dismay as to the accuracy of his observation as both 

helicopters and the destruction they enabled proliferated, particularly in Southeast Asia.    
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The obvious irony of Gavin’s sky cavalry efforts between the Korean and 

Vietnam Wars is that he focused them almost exclusively on Europe. The Vietnam War 

was not the limited war Gavin envisioned. Chinooks did not dispense jeeps armed with 

Davy Crocketts and atomic explosions did not saturate the Vietnamese delta or highlands. 

As with most American policy of the time, Gavin’s gaze remained on the zone of 

contention in central Europe and the surrounding periphery. The turmoil of 1956, 

including the Hungarian Revolution and the Suez Crisis, followed a year later by the 

surprise of Sputnik, validated Gavin’s European focus and missile obsession in the short 

term. Only after his abrupt retirement in 1958 did the idea of limited war in the 

postcolonial periphery of Cold War confrontation gain currency as the new model of 

containment. The World War II and Korean War lessons of the helicopter’s suitability for 

facilitating military operations in zones with limited infrastructure were not relearned 

until Gavin’s retirement.   

Instead, Gavin’s acolyte, Hamilton Howze lead the way in realizing the 

helicopter’s potential to facilitate a new American way of war, but the Kennedy, Johnson, 

and Nixon administrations’ dependence on helicopter-borne troops to carry out American 

policy in Southeast Asia was only possible because of Gavin’s development of the sky 

cavalry as an act of resistance to the Eisenhower administration. Three factors 

empowered vertical flight advocates like Gavin and Howze in this formative period. The 

first was a sense of hierarchical displacement caused by the atomic bomb. The President 

now wielded enormous discretion over defense priorities that did not exist before. 

Nuclear weapons eliminated subtlety in questions of service branch responsibility. The 
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competitive nature of Congressional budgets meant that each service had to jockey for its 

place, resulting in a scramble for new technologies and doctrines ranging from ICBMs to 

nuclear submarines and sky cavalry. These parallel, but enormously expensive, 

technological paths fueled considerable innovation that neither ended the arms race nor 

military confrontations. The second point, an outcome of the first, was that the parallel 

service competitions created a search for operational niches. The Air Force relied 

primarily on strategic bombers and bigger bombs, while the Army attempted to justify the 

possibility of traditional land warfare supplemented with nuclear weapons. Lastly, as 

Gavin’s experiences at Project Vista illustrated, many in the American defense 

establishment saw Korea as an instruction manual on how to fight the Soviets better, 

rather than as a model for controlling emergent post-colonial nations. This dissonance 

fueled conflicts well suited to the practical application of vertical flight. 

The atomic dystopianism of Gavin’s prophetic 1965 battlefield featured in LIFE 

represented a significant gap between rhetoric and reality in 1956, as he struggled to 

make the helicopter a centerpiece of the prototype Pentomic force. The Suez Crisis, the 

Hungarian revolution, and the Algerian War, provided critics of Eisenhower and Dulles 

ample evidence that containment by threat of massive retaliation only contained the 

boldest Communist ambitions. The next phase of helicopter development moved from the 

technological to the operational as a new president’s policies once again altered the 

vision for vertical flight. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: FLITTIN’ 

 

 

We go round in helicopters 

Like a bunch of big grasshoppers 

Searching for the Viet Cong in vain 

They left a note that they had gone 

They had to get down to Saigon 

Their government positions to maintain 

 

- Tom Paxton, “Lyndon Johnson Told the Nation” (1965)343  

 

The Airmobile War 

Perhaps no one embodied the helicopter war in Vietnam better than Lieutenant 

General John “Jack” Norton. A West Pointer, with four combat drops in World War II, he 

jumped into Normandy as operations officer (S-3) under General Gavin in 1944. In 1956, 

as the sky cavalry began its doctrinal chrysalis, he transferred into Army Aviation. Gavin 

sent Norton to Europe with former New Dealer and air-flivver advocate turned Army 

consultant Eugene Vidal to examine the European’s state of the art in vertical takeoff and 

landing technology.344 During 1962, he served as executive to the Howze Board that 

established the air cavalry model of Army Aviation used during the Vietnam War, one 

that persists to the present day. In 1965, General William Westmoreland, commander of 
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U.S. forces in Vietnam, asked Norton to oversee helicopter operations for the Support 

Command in South Vietnam, where he developed much of the early airmobile tactical 

doctrine. In 1966, he took command of the 1st Air Cavalry Division in combat operations. 

After his tour, Norton managed the Army Aviation Systems Command and launched the 

Huey replacement program that became the Black Hawk helicopter, which has served as 

a centerpiece of most American military operations since the 1980s, as well as overseeing 

early development of the Apache gunship. However, fifteen years after leaving his 1st Air 

Cavalry command, he recalled the frustration of the Vietnam stalemate to Army historian 

Andrew Krepinevich, arguing “We should have done more sittin’ and less flittin’,” 

meaning that he felt the war in Southeast Asia was decided, not by chasing ghosts in the 

hinterland, but by guaranteeing the security of the local population in preparation for 

“conversion” from the influence of communism.345  

 Norton’s “flittin’” comment illustrates the intertwining between vertical flight and 

limited war from the 1950s onward as the U.S. military struggled with operations in a 

country with limited road networks with which to utilize the enormous American surplus 

of firepower and equipment. The French defeat at Dien Bien Phu in 1954 had shown that, 

much like Gavin had observed in the Netherlands in 1944, a force landed by air needs to 

be able to respond to the enemy’s actions by continuing to move by air – something the 

French had not been able to do because they lacked enough helicopters. By 1967, General 

Westmoreland left no doubt about the necessity of vertical flight in Southeast Asia when 
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he testified to Congress that, “A significant development of the war is the versatile 

military use of the helicopter. It has become both the work horse and the symbol of the 

Vietnam war. It has been combat-proven for this type of war, and has produced a jungle 

mobility previously unknown.”346 However, the Viet Cong insurgency, backed by North 

Vietnamese incursions, continued, even as the number of American helicopters deployed 

exceeded General Gavin’s wildest dreams a decade earlier. Over the eleven years 

between 1962 and 1972, the United States deployed a staggering 12,000 of its own 

helicopters (mostly Army) in South Vietnam, alongside hundreds of other American-built 

helicopters operated by its South Vietnamese and Australian allies. This was a 

remarkable production achievement as Army procurement had dropped to a mere 95 

helicopters in fiscal year 1960, as the retooling for the sky cavalry era had begun in 

earnest.347 In 1968 alone, the U.S. military added 2,800 helicopters, five-and-a-half times 

as many civil and commercial helicopters produced in the United States that year, and 

constituting 51.6% of the aircraft acquired by the DoD for 1968 (47.2% for Army 

helicopters alone). Though 1968 was the peak point for wartime production, the DoD’s 

shift to an emphasis on Army vertical flight in Vietnam continued expenditures so that 
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Army helicopters made up 51.7% of DoD aircraft acquisitions by 1971.348 The 

redefinition of a helicopter from a weapon intended for the nuclear battlefield to a tool of 

counterinsurgency was part of a larger story of mostly unsuccessful attempts at 

counterinsurgency via vertical flight, including the British in Malaya, French in Algeria, 

and the Soviets and Americans in Afghanistan.  

 Vertical flight became an essential, if flawed, tool of the major powers’ desire to 

exercise military force in the decolonization movements of the Cold War and the regional 

turmoil that has followed. For Krepinevich, Norton’s “flittin’” assessment, which he 

characterized as “rueful,” meant that, “The Army’s willingness to accept the airmobility 

provided by helicopters in lieu of the foot mobility required for counterinsurgency 

operations is another example of the Army’s failure to adapt its forces and doctrine to the 

requirements of a new conflict environment.”349 However, Norton was at the center of the 

thinking that had adapted the  helicopter to the “new conflict environment,” one very 

much in keeping with the lessons of the time regarding how technology might be used to 

wage a counterinsurgency. Krepinevich may also have interpreted Norton’s 1982 

assessment differently than the general had intended. Shortly before his death in 2004, 

Norton recalled, “we had the capability of moving 100-200 miles in an hour [the latter 

speed range referenced the fixed-wing Caribou Short Takeoff and Landing transports]. … 

 
348 By 1978, helicopters were only 23% of the DoD annual aircraft acquisition. As of 2019, 

rotorcraft constituted approximately 44% of the DoD crewed aircraft inventory. See Aerospace Facts and 

Figures 1979/80 (Washington: Aerospace Industries Association, 1979), 40; “World Air Forces 2020,” 

Flight International/FlightGlobal, 2019, 32-33. 
349 Krepinevich, 125. 
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We could have finished the war! But, that wasn’t the strategy.”350 This statement, and 

others in his papers, suggest that he regarded the tactics of the 1st Air Cavalry as 

effective, but that airmobility was only one variable of the formula, which he saw as 

equivalent parts military action, psychological operations, and civic engagement in U.S. 

held areas. The confusion between Krepinevich and Norton appears rooted in a shift 

within the nature of the helicopter war. 

 For most of the first half of the Vietnam War, the sky cavalry model advocated by 

Gavin, and his acolytes like Norton, enabled helicopter-borne forces to augment the 

South Vietnamese Army, while securing (“sittin’”) key areas of the population. However, 

by the time Norton assumed control of the 1st Air Cavalry, General Westmoreland was 

commanding his forces to pursue “search and destroy” tactics (“flittin’”) that emphasized 

the Johnson administration’s desire for quantifiable objectives that usually played out in 

the form of kill ratios and body counts. For the sky cavalry architects, this meant a slow 

but measurable shift from the mobility that had been the driving force behind their 

doctrine and toward the use of the helicopter as an aerial platform to hunt and kill the 

enemy. By 1968, “hunter-killer” tactics with new purpose-built scout helicopters and 

gunships achieved the goal of elevating kill ratios that provided American commanders 

the illusion of victory even as many South Vietnamese lost confidence in the ability of 

their government and its American allies to keep them safe.351   

 
350 Transcript, Interview of John (Jack) Norton by Patricia T. Redmond, July 14, 2004, Veterans 

Oral History Project, Library of Congress, 33. 
351 Norton’s papers [Box 2] at the Army Heritage and Education Center do not depict a regretful 

commander. The best illustration of this is an undated set of notes, apparently for a lecture, written before 
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From New Look to Limited War 

 When Norton became one of Gavin’s sky cavalry acolytes in 1956, the nature of 

Cold War confrontation was undergoing its biggest shift since Eisenhower and Dulles 

advanced New Look. The vestigial European colonies that survived the turmoil of World 

War II were now subject to the polar pull of superpower conflict. Insurgency and 

counterinsurgency bubbled on multiple continents. While Project Vista and sky cavalry 

sought to negotiate the hypotheticals of a nuclear battlefield, British and French 

commanders were finding the helicopter well-suited to counterinsurgency operations in 

their largely roadless troubled colonies. The first counterinsurgency helicopter operations 

came with the French in Indochina (1950-1954) and the British in Malaya (1950-1962). 

In both cases, the European forces relied primarily on American-produced helicopters. At 

first, neither of these campaigns appears to have resonated with Gavin or other Army 

aviation proponents, who continued to focus on the nuclear battlefield.352 The situation 

began to change in 1956. 

 The Hungarian Revolution, Suez Crisis, and the beginnings of the Algerian War 

of Independence found the nuclear weapons at the heart of New Look unable to influence 

world affairs outside of direct Soviet containment. Instead, France and Britain were on 

the front lines of the emergent conflict zones. Eager to wave the anti-Communist banner, 

 
the departure of American forces, which highlights the nuance of his tactical thinking and illuminates his 

statements to Krepinevich relative to the Binh Dinh/Bong Son operation detailed later.  
352 The use of helicopters in these conflicts are not discussed in detail in the service journals, such 

as Army Digest, nor do they get significant mention in the memoirs of Gavin or Howze. Neither are they 

detailed in supporting documentation for the Rogers or Howze Board reports. 
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Eisenhower’s backers began to propose alternatives to the massive nuclear retaliation 

monolith of New Look. One of the most significant of these was Henry Kissinger. He 

found fault with Eisenhower’s key statement of New Look, “there is no alternative to 

peace.” Rejecting both nuclear war and passivity, he set out to create what Gavin and 

Army Chief of Staff Maxwell Taylor would call Limited War doctrine in a popular 

broadside against New Look in the form of a 1956 article in Foreign Affairs and a 1957 

manuscript titled Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy.353  

 Kissinger, as a national security consultant on nuclear weapons, mirrored much of 

Gavin’s Project Vista thinking, arguing that a willingness to use nuclear weapons in 

Korea would have avoided much American heartbreak and Communist ambition. He also 

went a step further and argued that, “The introduction of modern [i.e. nuclear] weapons 

and the reorganization of [the Army’s] cumbersome units makes it possible to envisage a 

level of forces which would enable the Army to intervene effectively in threatened areas, 

particularly where there is a measure of local resistance.”354 In other words, a Chinese 

intervention in Korea or Soviet incursion into Hungary could be avoided if nuclear armed 

forces could threaten localized retaliation.  

 Kissinger consulted with Gavin on the manuscript. Though he focused his 

emphasis on the importance of mobility through strategic airlift, he referenced Gavin’s 

sky cavalry doctrine. Kissinger argued in the event of Soviet territorial expansion, if 

“mobile nuclear … tactics were coupled with rapid offensive thrusts … the Soviet Union 

 
353 Henry A. Kissinger, “Force and Diplomacy in the Nuclear Age,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 34, No. 

3, April 1956, 349-366; Henry A. Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy (New York: Harper & 

Brothers, 1957). 
354 Nuclear Weapons …, 161. 
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might soon confront an untenable situation.” He did not listen closely enough to Gavin to 

understand the difference between conceptual development and existing technology, as 

he noted, “the Army … stresses the development of troop-carrying helicopters, and even 

the individual soldier in some units has been given a rudimentary ability to transport 

himself through the air by means of the ‘flying platform.’”355 The latter reference, which 

only existed in the most experimental form, caused a backlash to Kissinger’s technical 

naiveté.  Future Secretary of the Navy, Paul H. Nitze saw Kissinger’s aims as admirable, 

but pointed out that the flying platforms and mobility necessary for his ultra-rapid 

response were impractical with existing technology.356 Nonetheless, Kissinger’s public 

broadside, and Gavin’s the following year, established an interventionist model for the 

Army that suggested airlifted forces and battlefield mobility prevent future 

embarrassments like the successful Soviet suppression of the Hungarian Revolution. 

 Counterinsurgency remained primarily outside the scope of limited war for Gavin 

and Kissinger. Gavin appeared baffled by how to solve an Indochina insurgency as “we 

couldn’t tell friend from foe and nuclear weapons would have destroyed everyone, 

French and Communist alike.”357 Gavin’s limited war study did not mention the French 

version of sky cavalry in Indochina, where they performed many of the operations that 

Gavin’s staff had only just conceived in paper form. However, in fall 1956, he approved 

sending an Operations Research Team from the Vertol Corporation to Algeria to study 

French assault operations with H-21s. This effort sought “to determine optimum design 

 
355 Ibid, 181. 
356 Paul H. Nitze, “Limited Wars or Massive Retaliation,” The Reporter, (5 September 1957), 40-

2. 
357 Gavin, War and Peace …, 116, 127, 141. 
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characteristics and operational doctrine for future helicopters” with little interest in 

establishing the utility of the helicopter in counterinsurgency operations.358 In other 

words, the Vertol investigators saw Algeria as a way to analyze the efficiency of its 

helicopters, but did not conceive of the helicopter as altering the nature of 

counterinsurgency warfare in a significant way. Meanwhile, the President of the French 

National Defense Committee for Scientific Action submitted a lengthier report that 

attempted to reduce counterinsurgency operations by helicopter to complex mathematical 

models, demonstrating that the emergent American obsession with operations research 

did not have national boundaries.359 

 As data dribbled into the U.S. Army about French helicopter use in Algeria, 

Gavin’s protégés soldiered on after his high-profile resignation. In technical terms, Gavin 

left Army aviation in good shape. Hamilton Howze was overseeing the development of 

seven new aircraft programs that would result in production. Five were helicopters 

(described here with their post-1962 designations): the UH-1D “Huey” utility transport, 

CH-47 Chinook cargo helicopter, CH-54 “Skycrane” heavy lift helicopter, OH-6 Light 

Observation Helicopter, and the TH-55 “Maytag Messerschmitt” trainer, along with two 

airplanes that would become the OV-1 Mohawk reconnaissance aircraft and the C-7 

Caribou short takeoff and landing transport. Well over a dozen experimental aircraft 

platforms developed in parallel, many of which appear exotic in hindsight, ranging from 

 
358 D.P. Joy, L.J. Geier, and M. Kulick, “Operations Research Study to Determine Optimum 

Transport Helicopter Characteristics for Military Assault Operations in Algeria” (Morton, PA: Vertol 

Aircraft Corporation, 1957), ii. 
359 Marcel Jauras, “Report of the Operations Research Mission on H-21 Helicopter Operations in 
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“flying platforms” and “rotorcycles” for individual infantrymen, to “flying jeeps” and a 

host of VTOL prototypes. Given that the Army acquired no aircraft built to its own 

specifications before Gavin’s sky cavalry project, Norton’s observation that “we got the 

Army real pregnant with all these [aircraft]” indicates the enormous shift to helicopter-

borne aerial mobility engendered by the Ridgeway-Taylor-Gavin triumvirate of WWII-

era airborne commanders.360  

 The airborne leaders did not abandon paratroopers or airborne landings entirely. 

The ability to drop large formations of troops in concentrations at great distances was not 

rendered obsolete by helicopters. The advent of large jet transports like the C-141 

Starlifter and airdroppable tanks like the M551 Sheridan kept the airborne divisions 

viable through the Cold War. However, sky cavalry represented what Gavin had wanted 

during his drops in the Netherlands (see last chapter), i.e. the ability to reposition a light 

force supported by heavy weapons rapidly and efficiently in response to changing events 

on the ground. The data from Algeria showed that helicopters, not paratroopers would be 

most flexible in dealing with the counterinsurgency form of limited war. 

 While the Army’s technology investment in aircraft programs bloomed, the 

tactical development of the helicopter proceeded at a slower pace outside of “Chopper 

John” and the exploitation of the helicopter on the nuclear battlefield. In 1956, Clayton 

Vanderpool, under the guidance of Director of Army Aviation, Major General Hamilton 

Howze, established a development unit, known as “Vanderpool’s Fools,” at the Aviation 

 
360 Transcript, Interview of John (Jack) Norton…, 29. Like most famous triumvirates, their 

relations were not amicable. Even though Gavin and Taylor’s interests often aligned, Gavin chafed under 
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School at Fort Rucker to explore the arming of helicopters.361 The mandate for limited 

war as advocated by Kissinger and Gavin appeared harder to translate into doctrinal 

terms for the Army Aviation leadership. A coherent policy to define how all the new 

aircraft on the verge of production would support tactical doctrine did not begin to 

emerge until two years after Gavin’s departure.  

 

The Rogers Board 

 The final year of the Eisenhower administration found Army aviation in an odd 

place. Gavin had launched the era of sky cavalry, which now took form in a series of 

production and development contracts, while Taylor had embraced the Kissingerian 

notion of limited war before his own dissatisfied departure from his office. In their 

absence, the inertia of the vertical flight movement might have faltered if not for Gavin’s 

acolytes, including Norton and Hamilton Howze. Taylor’s replacement as Army chief of 

staff, General Lyman Lemnitzer, ordered an Army Aircraft Requirements Review Board 

at the beginning of 1960 to consider a research and development roadmap over the next 

decade, chaired by Lieutenant General Gordon Rogers. The resulting report focused on a 

new light observation aircraft, which the board determined should be a helicopter – and 

not a ducted fan/tilt wing vertical takeoff aircraft, or an Autogiro(!), which the still extant 

Kellett corporation suggested – along with a transport aircraft, determined by the board to 

be a winged (i.e. “compound”) helicopter. However, the most notable contribution for the 
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report came from Major General Howze, who contributed an inclusion called “The 

Requirement for Air Fighting Units.”362  

 Howze, responding to Taylor’s legacy of a “Modern Mobile Army” (MOMAR) 

envisioned “air cavalry” (in place of sky cavalry, presumably to represent the lower 

altitudes of helicopter mobility) as being suited to both Gavin’s nuclear battlefield and 

limited war contingencies like counterinsurgencies. He argued, “Air cavalry would find 

particular applicability in any battle area in which the threat of area [i.e. nuclear] weapons 

forces wide troop dispersion – and hence a porous battlefield – as well as in ‘brush fire’ 

actions against relatively unsophisticated opponents.”363 While “brush fire wars” had 

been popularized by General Ridgeway as he sought to justify the Army’s place in New 

Look, the term had yet to become synonymous with counterinsurgency operations 

generally or Southeast Asia in particular. For instance, the first significant public facing 

mention of an increasing potential for Army involvement in South Vietnam came via 

Army Information Digest in November 1960. Up to that point, the use of helicopters in 

counterinsurgency had not been discussed.364    

 If Gavin had ignored the reports from Algeria, Howze had not. In practical terms, 

what Howze was proposing was a shift away from a Korean War era model that had 

persisted into the sky cavalry years. In it, helicopter transportation companies had 

functioned like other Army logistical units, showing up to carry whatever ground unit or 
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supplies needed transport. In the air cavalry model, helicopters and ground troops were 

integrated in the same organization to allow for distinct tactics and skills best suited to 

using helicopters. Howze thought the Army’s needs might be met with five regiments 

totaling 875 utility and 425 light observation helicopters, which he argued equaled the 

cost of just “a single atomic submarine.”365 He proposed that even this level of 

commitment was not necessary at the present time and that a test unit could be 

established to evaluate the concept before normalizing it.  

 The election of President John F. Kennedy and the defeat of Richard M. Nixon, 

seven months after the release of the Rogers report, opened new opportunities for Howze. 

Kennedy had latched onto Taylor’s broadside against New Look. In Uncertain Trumpet, 

he coalesced his arguments for limited war capabilities under the discursive umbrella of 

“Flexible Response,” a doctrine Kennedy found to be a powerful differentiation with the 

inflexible New Look. The normalization of MOMAR allowed Lemnitzer to shelve the 

Pentomic force structure. After the Bay of Pigs, Taylor assumed an unconventional 

advisory role in the Kennedy administration, leading to his selection as Chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff after the Cuban Missile Crisis. Howze’s notions of air cavalry 

meshed well with the intent of Flexible Response. Meanwhile the embarrassment of the 

Bay of Pigs combined with the high stakes of direct Soviet confrontation in the Cuban 

Missile Crisis framing the increased attractiveness of counterinsurgency operations in the 

post-colonial fringes of superpower conflict as an opportunity for the Kennedy 

administration to prove its anti-Communist legitimacy. For Howze, the inauguration of 
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Kennedy and the formalization of Flexible Response meant a free hand to expound on his 

ideas as head of Army aviation. Under yet another Army Chief of Staff, General George 

Decker, he found free reign to establish his own board to investigate the full scope of 

challenges and opportunities surrounding the air cavalry concept.366  

 In functional terms, Flexible Response meant the realization of MOMAR as the 

Reorganization Objective Army Division (ROAD). Howze’s contribution was the Air 

Cavalry Troop (ACT), one of which was to be attached to each armored cavalry squadron 

in ROAD. General Herbert Powell, tasked with leading the reorganization, described the 

ACT as having “promising characteristics – mobility, firepower, complete responsiveness 

to the ground commander, and the capability for rapidly extending the range of the 

commander’s eyes.” He saw this formation as having the flexibility to operate “in such 

widely separated spectra of warfare as the full-scale nuclear battlefield and the area of 

localized, small anti-guerilla operations.”367  

 

Into Vietnam with Vertical Flight 

 South Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem, a witness to the ineffectiveness of 

French counterinsurgency operations, understood the potential of vertical flight to 

counter the Viet Cong. France used American helicopters in the Indochina War, but 

lacked sufficient numbers to do much more than evacuate wounded with them. In 

December 1953, General Navarre, commander of French Forces in Indochina begged 
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Major General Trapwell, the regional American arbiter of military assistance, to provide 

twenty “helicopters for development of my facilities of maneuver and of action on the 

enemy rear.”368 Such aid was not forthcoming under the rationed regime of American 

assistance, but the severity of the situation at Dien Bien Phu the following spring changed 

the dynamic and the French received direct transfers of U.S. Marine Corps Sikorsky 

helicopters. This did not halt the French defeat a few months later. 

 With the creation of the independent nations of Laos, Cambodia, and a divided 

Vietnam in the aftermath of the Indochina War, the Eisenhower administration formed 

the Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) to fill the vacuum in South Vietnam 

and attempt to stabilize the country with the International Control Commission (ICC). 

The American-supplied helicopters that survived the fall of Dien Bien Phu formed the 

basis of a South Vietnamese-based ICC helicopter squadron of ten H-19s that passed to 

Vietnamese control in 1957.369 After six years of low-intensity MAAG involvement, 

requests to the Eisenhower administration for helicopters re-emerged, but only a month 

after the 1960 election. The administration had begun a “counterinsurgency plan” for 

South Vietnam earlier in the year as Communist activity increased, but it was still in 

progress when Kennedy was inaugurated. In the meantime, Diem had begun requesting 

H-34 helicopters to replace the worn out and woefully underpowered H-19s. He asked for 
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six in April 1960 that the Secretary of Defense declined, and eleven after the election 

(and an attempted coup on Diem), which were approved.  

 The Kennedy administration thus took office with an emerging question over how 

much to support Diem, with helicopters framed as one of the most urgent topics. Relative 

to Kennedy’s other geopolitical concerns, this was a minor issue, but Vietnam had now 

become part of what Deputy National Security Advisor W.W. Rostow described as the 

Soviet’s “third year of their ‘post-sputnik’ offensive.”370 Just before Kennedy’s 

inauguration, Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev addressed a Communist party meeting 

and provided a new world-view of the Soviet’s military priorities. He stressed avoiding 

local and regional conflicts with the potential to grow into larger superpower 

engagements and instead emphasized “liberation wars” to build on decolonization.371 

This set the stage for Flexible Response to run headfirst into Sino-Soviet supported 

liberation wars in geographies with limited internal infrastructure and well-suited to the 

application of vertical flight. 

 The failure of the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in April 1961 then increased the 

significance of Diem’s survival as an anti-Communist bulwark, and the administration 

settled on a more direct form of military assistance. By June 1961, Diem had only six 

operational H-34 helicopters, furnished by Kennedy through Army channels, and they 

represented such a logistical burden to keep operational that his forces were only able to 
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field two at a time. Nonetheless, Diem pleaded with Kennedy for more, as “it is 

potentially one of the most effective pieces of equipment in the hands of the [South 

Vietnamese Air Force] for defeating the Viet Cong. The helicopter provides superior 

mobility over all types of terrain, and as you know guerilla warfare is essentially mobile 

warfare.”372 

 The situation changed again by October 1961 when Kennedy sent General Taylor 

and Rostow as envoys to Diem. Taylor, rather than Diem, settled on the idea of 

buttressing the counterinsurgency operation, not by providing the South Vietnamese 

more helicopters, but by direct American involvement. Ambassador Frederick Nolting 

recalled, “Taylor and I used this opportunity to make clear to Diem that we envisaged 

helicopters piloted by Americans and constituting American units under American 

commanders which would cooperate with Vietnamese military commands.”373 Secretary 

of Defense Robert McNamara ordered two helicopter companies to Saigon on November 

17th, lifted aboard the carrier USS Core, which arrived on December 11th with the thirty-

two H-21 helicopters of the 8th, 9th, and 57th Transportation Companies, marking the 

arrival of the first U.S. forces intended for direct conflict with the Viet Cong.374 Under 

Taylor and Nolting’s plan, American crews would move South Vietnamese infantry into 

action, having the South Vietnamese spill their own blood while Americans handled the 
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infrastructure and technical issues of vertical flight. By April 1962, a Marine Helicopter 

squadron (HMM-362) had also arrived in the Mekong Delta under “Operation Shufly.” 

Newsreels, which had chronicled the arrival of the helicopters and the airmobile 

operations, soon noted, “It’s proving far more effective against the elusive red marauders 

than the massed troop movements of conventional airlifts. … For once the Viet Cong is 

being stumped at its own game of harassment by surprise.”375 

 

The Howze Board 

 While “Eagle Flights” of Army and Marine helicopters scoured the waterways of 

the Mekong Delta hunting for Viet Cong intrusions into local hamlets, General Howze, 

released the U.S. Army Tactical Mobility Requirements Board Final Report, which ran to 

3,500 pages including the approximately two dozen appendices. General Herbert Powell 

of the Continental Army Command endorsed Howze’s findings to the Chief of Staff, 

including the five-year, $4.2 billion plan to field at least four air assault divisions built 

around air cavalry concepts. The proposal marked a distinct shift from Gavin’s sky 

cavalry in that the focus of air mobility had ceased to be nuclear survival on the 

battlefields in West Germany. Instead, the plan was to base one air assault division in 

Korea, one in Hawaii, and two or three in the continental United States. The helicopter 
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had now moved from a tool of containment to one of direct action on the more volatile 

fringes of contested superpower boundaries in Asia and the Pacific.376 

 In terms of organization, Howze proposed a force built around four distinct 

mission categories, Observation, Attack, Utility, and Cargo. He identified thirteen 

missions to be undertaken, eight by helicopter and five by airplane. The Huey helicopter 

in its smaller (HU-1B) and larger (HU-1D) forms fulfilled four of these (attack, utility, 

tactical transport, and air ambulance), while the Chinook transported weapons. The as-yet 

unselected Light Observation Helicopter, supported observation as well as command and 

control functions. A new ‘Flying Crane’ provided short-range lift of equipment too heavy 

for the Chinook. Altogether, the air assault division was to have 429 helicopters and 

thirty airplanes.377  

 The Air Force’s parochial battles over the Army’s aeronautical ambitions 

continued as General Curtis LeMay, the paragon of New Look, initially took the lead in 

rebutting the Howze Board to Congress in early 1963 during the FY64 budget hearings. 

He framed the helicopter as vulnerable, given “Anybody can shoot down a chopper. … 

They are useful, but you cannot take them into combat where you will be shot at.”378 

Given that Army helicopters had already been engaged in combat in South Vietnam for 

over a year, LeMay’s line of attack was not directed at vertical flight mobility, but the 

idea that the Army did not need Air Force fast jets to protect its lumbering helicopters. 
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LeMay was attempting to prevent the expansion of helicopter gunships already deployed 

into South Vietnam and newer programs for offensive helicopters on the drawing boards, 

which he invariably perceived as an intrusion into Air Force missions. The formal Air 

Force response to the Howze Board report, chaired by General Gabriel Disoway, made 

much the same argument, though the reality on the ground in Vietnam rendered such 

parochial arguments moot.379 

 Secretary of Defense McNamara sided with the Army. So did the Senate 

Committee on Armed Services, except for staunch Air Force advocate Barry Goldwater 

(R-AZ), who argued, “I am very concerned about … the Howze report, because … if this 

ever comes into being, I frankly do not see any need for the Air Force except for long-

range strategic bombing, and my own opinion is that the Air Force can supply the tactical 

part.” Appendix I of the Howze report especially troubled him, because it mapped out the 

long-range vision for aircraft development, which suggested a strong interest in moving, 

after 1969, towards vertical takeoff and landing aircraft and away from helicopters 

limited in speed and range.380 The Howze Board had ample reason to believe in such a 

vision as a dozen vertical takeoff and landing demonstration projects were underway in 

the United States 381   
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 With the blessing of McNamara, Howze formalized his experimental unit by 

reactivating a World War II airborne division as the 11th Air Assault Division (Test) with 

Congressional approval for its additional 15,000 troops. With the newest version of the 

Huey (HU-1B) becoming available, the division, under the command of Major General 

Harry Kinnard, began testing a range of operational concepts relevant to the Air Cavalry 

formations. Howze later regretted slowing the process down immeasurably by recreating 

an entire division from scratch rather than taking an existing airborne division and 

adapting it.382  

 

1st Air Cavalry in Vietnam 

 After two years of both 11th Air Assault evaluations and counterinsurgency 

transport operations for the South Vietnamese Army, the U.S. Army wanted to formalize 

the air cavalry division with the conversion of one of its sixteen active divisions to an air 

cavalry division with the 11th Air assault elements at its core but ran into the budgetary 

turbulence from the increased commitment of (mostly non-combat) U.S. forces in the 

wake of the Gulf of Tonkin resolution.383 The situation changed on February 7, 1965 

when Viet Cong sappers attacked the Army helicopter base of Camp Holloway in Pleiku, 

destroying five Huey gunships, and damaging eleven, plus another six fixed-wing 
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aircraft.384 The event marked a major escalation by the Viet Cong, whose sparring with 

American helicopters had been limited mostly to small arms fire in combat areas. For the 

public, LIFE magazine brought the event home in vivid imagery with a two-page color 

photo spread of eight American coffins being loaded aboard Air Force transports with the 

subhead of “Our New Commitment in Vietnam,” while famed WWII cartoonist Bill 

Mauldin, in another article in the same magazine, related the attack in vivid text and 

illustrations (he happened to be visiting his soldier grandson at the time).385  

 Two months later, President Johnson committed to the direct involvement of 

American ground forces to confront Viet Cong, and North Vietnamese Army (NVA) 

forces in the South. Another two months later, a dramatic (and award-winning) Larry 

Burrows photospread of a tragically fatal Marine Corps helicopter operation appeared in 

LIFE, bringing the tenuous nature of the newly escalated helicopter war into sharp focus 

for the American public.386 LIFE editors accompanied it with an editorial entitled, “Good 

Copters, But Bum Tactics,” that argued, “the U.S. must make more effective use of the 

one weapon in South Vietnam which has probably spelled the difference so far between 

victory and defeat – the helicopter.”387 On June 16, 1965, McNamara authorized the 

Army to convert the 11th Air Assault and elements of the 2nd Infantry Division into the 1st 
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Air Cavalry Division. Two days later, National Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy 

reported that President Johnson asked, “if we have enough helicopters [in Vietnam].”  

 While this transpired, a defining moment in American strategy occurred, with 

Gavin’s old superior and sparring partner, Maxwell Taylor, now in the role of 

ambassador to South Vietnam, advocating for an “enclave” strategy in which U.S. troops 

would hold more populated coastal areas with occasional rapid strikes into the nearby 

area, fearful of the potential of another Dien Bien Phu if U.S. troops chased the enemy 

deep into the highlands. General Westmoreland wanted a much more aggressive search 

and destroy strategy to do exactly that. The 1st Air Cavalry Division would attempt a 

middle ground, pacifying the most restive regions, beginning with its deployment to the 

highlands near Pleiku. Helicopter-borne troops would secure the quasi enclave under 

Communist influence, and work to provide a qualitative benefit over Communist control 

through civic action.388 

 When the 1st Air Cavalry arrived in South Vietnam on September 20, 1965, 

commanded by Major General Harry Kinnard, it brought several new capabilities with it. 

These included the new UH-1D in place of the underpowered and complicated piston-

engine Vertol CH-21 helicopters used to move South Vietnamese troops. The Division 

also carried the first CH-47 Chinooks and CH-54 Skycrane helicopters to arrive in 

theater. Though the Chinook could carry five times the troop load of the UH-1D (six or 

seven American soldiers, more of the typically lighter South Vietnamese), its primary 
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advantage, and that of the Skycrane, were that they could lift artillery to remote firebase 

outposts, enabling the helicopter landed troops to have on-call heavy artillery without 

having to wait for the elusive Air Force fast jets that LeMay had suggested were the 

answer to the infantry’s need for fire support. One effusive report from early 1966 noted 

that, “in the course of a single day’s fighting in the central highlands, a battery of 105-

mm guns attached to the 1st Cavalry Division was lifted by cargo helicopters no less than 

thirty-six different times to a new position, each time to keep the guns in close support of 

the rifleman.”389 The mobility that Gavin had advocated for eleven years earlier had 

arrived.  

 Within three months of its arrival, the 1st Air Cavalry had fought its first major 

engagements, which were also the first major engagements against North Vietnamese 

regiments, most notably at Ia Drang, where the Air Cavalry helicopter-landed troopers 

faced a much larger force and inflicted nearly twelve times the fatalities on the NVA (300 

v. 3561).390 The engagement had something for everyone. For the Army, it supported the 

contention that Airmobile forces were effective and not particularly vulnerable as, despite 

fifty-nine helicopters being hit, only four were shot down, three of which were able to 

return to service.391 For the Air Force, which had provided extensive air support, 

including the first battlefield use of B-52 bombers, the outcome validated the idea that the 

Army couldn’t go it alone. For the North Vietnamese, though losses had been heavy, the 

new “grab the enemy’s belt to fight them” strategy of engaging in close-in ambushes to 
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avoid the worst of American artillery and air strikes appeared validated. Though losses 

were high, North Vietnamese military leaders appreciated that multiple battles involving 

the losses of hundreds of Americans were unsustainable over the long term.392  

 Gavin, however, viewed the dropping of aerial formations on large enemy 

encampments at Ia Drang as potentially ruinous, because “tactical mistakes that are 

allowed to escalate at the initiative could be disastrously costly.” The retired general 

involved himself in the debate with yet another broadside in Harper’s targeted on 

Westmoreland and strongly advocating a return to the enclave strategy.393 By this time, 

Taylor, who had reversed course and was following Westmoreland’s line publicly took 

Gavin’s thinking to task in the media as naïve, though not calling him out by name. 

Gavin, now placed in the role of undermining U.S. strategy in wartime was forced to 

apologize for the Harper’s article.394 The architect of the sky cavalry had lost all control 

over his creation. 

 

The Evolution of Vertical Flight: From Mobility to Control  

 In the wake of Ia Drang, air cavalry operations carried American forces into Viet 

Cong territory in the hopes of drawing the enemy into a pitched battle in which the 

American advantage in firepower might be deployed, becoming the typical offensive 

model for combat in South Vietnam for the next several years. Fortune magazine 
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assessed this shift by noting with the problematic statement, “All wars are the same, just 

the tools are different. What is different about this one can be clearly seen at An Khe …. 

the greatest concentration of combat helicopters in the world.” Fortune’s defense 

correspondent, Philip Siekman, argued, “we would be using, and losing, a lot more men” 

without helicopters, and “at the worst, defeating an elusive enemy moving like a shadow 

in the Asian hills and dense-foliaged valleys would be impossible.” For Fortune readers 

interested in the helicopter’s industrial and economic implications, Siekman summarized, 

“Heavy government orders for Vietnam have sent production and expectations soaring. 

The big aerospace companies are moving in. And while there may never be a helicopter 

in every garage, there could be one in many a corporate parking lot.”395  

 The article that preceded Siekman’s in the April 1966 issue of Fortune, “The 

Vietnam War: A Cost Accounting” made the argument that, “The Vietnam War is 

peculiarly expensive, far more so than is generally thought…. Fortune’s figures suggest 

that we’re in for bigger defense budgets – and new economic strains.” Together, the 

articles made the statement that the DoD was tripling helicopter production (3,156 

helicopters for FY66) with the result that helicopter acquisitions ($1.3B) were running at 

10% of the projected $13B cost of the Vietnam war at the time.396 Nonetheless, another 

Fortune feature the following month proclaimed that the helicopter allowed the U.S. 

Army “to rise from the nuclear fire … and take command of the Vietnam strategy 
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because it alone among the military services had a politically acceptable prescription for 

a vexing and dangerous dilemma there.”397 

 The helicopter was now an essential tool for the military, while the industry had 

developed to a sustainable level with a stable of reliable defense suppliers. Bell (now 

with Hamilton Howze as a vice president), Boeing (corporate owner of the former 

Piasecki-founded corporate legacy), Hughes, Kaman, and Sikorsky stood as the victors of 

the corporate jockeying for survival. Siekman also charted what would be a prescient 

assessment of civil vertical flight’s subordination to the military. He noted that civil 

helicopters were far more expensive than the general aviation airplanes that were in 

themselves too expensive for all but the most enthusiastic middle-class Americans. For 

example, the high-performance Beechcraft Bonanza cost $28,750 relative to the $85,000 

($116,000 for the military OH-58A version) JetRanger helicopter of similar capacity, but 

which was 25% slower and had scarcely half the range. He also detailed the troubles of 

the helicopter airline industry and documented the widespread belief that the future of 

vertical flight was, as Howze saw it, in the development of VTOL aircraft. However, as 

the war drained research and development resources, such hopes became increasingly 

less practical.398 

 General Jack Norton, now in command of the 1st Air Cavalry, found late 1966 to 

be an effective moment in the employment of vertical flight in counterinsurgency. He 

later recalled the lessons from his securing of the restive Bong Son plain region in 
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northern Binh Dinh province in using helicopter-borne infantry to “separate [the] enemy 

from their power base” in “S&D [search and destroy] operations.” Norton’s caveat, and 

presumably the “sittin’” part of Krepinevich’s attribution to him was that U.S. forces then 

had to “stay long enough to complete the conversion process [of the population from 

Communist ideology].” By “conversion,” he also meant religious conversion and even 

invoked Billy Graham as a potential counter to Communist indoctrination. Norton 

argued, “Perhaps the major challenge to the United States and the Republic of Vietnam is 

to provide not merely military security, but also advice and assistance in building an 

operative government and establishing a higher standard of living for people under the 

control of the government.” Norton clearly believed in airmobile forces securing 

problematic areas, but then holding them.399 He implied that while Ia Drang and Bong 

Son provided an effective model for defeating the People’s Liberation Armed Forces and 

the North Vietnamese Army, the U.S. Army had abandoned it. Instead, most operations 

occurred on smaller scales in which the “search and destroy” was not followed by a 

“conversion” process, particularly as the emphasis on body counts rose. Norton’s 

operations at Bong Son were bridging the enormous gulf between the enclave strategy of 

Taylor (along with Assistant Secretary of State William Bundy) with Westmoreland’s 

search and destroy. Inertia pulled Norton to the latter. As the 1st Cavalry went, so too did 

the other helicopter units in South Vietnam, facilitated in large part by new developments 

in vertical flight technology.  
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 Shortly before he departed Vietnam for medical reasons in April 1967, Norton 

created an air cavalry tactical manual, emphasizing “hunter-killer” operations, in which 

“air cavalry, some infantry, and measured firepower are used to discover the enemy or 

cause him to disclosed his presence.”400 Such tactics became much easier in late 1967 

with the arrival of two of Howze’s long-sought rotary-wing wonders, the Hughes OH-6 

“Loach” scout, and the Bell AH-1 Cobra gunship, both of which greatly outperformed the 

ad-hoc scout and gunship platforms that had been in service the previous five years. The 

Loach could operate safely at extremely low altitudes and was remarkably resilient to 

enemy fire, making it easier to hunt the enemy, while the Cobra greatly improved on the 

performance and firepower of Huey gunships. Together they provided a considerably 

enhanced hunter-killer team that reduced the need to land troops to beat the bushes for 

the enemy.401 Once again, air cavalry had pointed the way to military economy, though 

the hunter-killer strategy would inevitably increase the gulf between body-count oriented 

tactics and the political goals of inoculating the South Vietnamese population against 

Communist influence, and presumably establishing the regret that Norton expressed to 

Krepinevich over a decade later.   

 Historian Gregory Daddis has charted how search and destroy’s “data collection 

became an end unto itself” with the result that “this failure in establishing functional 

metrics of effectiveness and progress played a significant role in undermining the 
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American conduct of the war in Southeast Asia.”402 General Westmoreland later recalled, 

“statistics were, admittedly, an imperfect gauge of progress … yet, in the absence of 

conventional front lines, how else to measure it?”403 The helicopter hunter-killer team 

facilitated a body-count centric measure of success. Norton’s ideal of the Bong Son 

model of helicopters enabling regional security so that the population might be 

“converted” had now given way to the helicopter as a means of control.  

 A 1971 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) report detailed how differently the 

helicopter war was fought relative to Norton’s 1967 period of service, with an emphasis 

on body counts achieved with hunter-killer teams, noting, “The Air Cavalry missions 

were normally accomplished by using one OH-6A (white bird) covered by an AH-1G 

(red bird); this observation/fighter helicopter duo formed a Pink Team.” The Loach 

would be the bait, with the Cobra waiting to pounce, i.e. “The OH-6A was used in a 

visual reconnaissance role and to draw fire from any enemy units in the area. The AH-1G 

would provide cover, suppressive fire, navigational control, and communications between 

the team and the Brigade TOC [Tactical Operations Center].” The report gave an 

important indication of how much this tactic constituted the unit’s body count metric, 

reporting, “The two Air Cavalry Troops' success is demonstrated by the fact that they 

have provided approximately 44% of the Brigade's kills since April.”404 
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 By this point, after nine years of airmobile warfare, the helicopter was still 

defining much of the American experience in Southeast Asia. A Newsweek editor (almost 

certainly Arthur Hadley, a good friend of Gavin and his ghost writer) noted that, 

“helicopter pilots were among the first Americans killed in the war a decade ago, and, 

under President Nixon’s Vietnamization program, they will probably be the last to leave.” 

The editors suggested that the helicopter was not merely a signifier of the American 

experience in South Vietnam, but the cause of the war’s intractability, observing that, “in 

the opinion of military experts, the helicopter has been the difference between a 

humiliating defeat … and whatever chance remains of attaining some more satisfactory 

outcome.” They also identified vertical flight, not as a decisive tool, but one of 

economization that allowed the war to continue at bearable cost, to the eventual detriment 

of all. They argued that critics saw the helicopter as “the lethal instrument by which the 

Nixon Administration has been able to expand and prolong the war [e.g. by invading 

Laos] at time when most Americans simply want out.” In this way, the helicopter existed 

as what the editors termed a “surrogate” for the “battalions of U.S. ground troops that, in 

another day, might have been committed to battle.”405 This complaint of technological 

surrogacy continued to resonated four decades later in a slightly different aeronautical 

form, the armed drone. In both the case of the helicopter and the drone, the technological 

surrogacy that their promoters suggested was a tool for victory instead prolonged 

conflicts that continued to consume lives at no clear advantage over other forms of 

warfare. 
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 Just as the operations from the 1968 Tet Offensive were winding down, Gavin 

launched yet another political missive in the form of a new manuscript titled Crisis Now. 

While it was primarily a treatise on how the Vietnam War undermined the achievements 

of the Great Society, he argued for stabilization in South Vietnam by embracing the 

enclave strategy and abandoning the large scale search and destroy campaigns.406 By 

1971, with the disastrous conventional armed incursion into Laos by South Vietnamese 

troops, lifted and supported largely by American helicopters (Operation Lam Son 719), 

Gavin came to see the misuse of his sky cavalry concept as the “murder” of American 

helicopter crews, shot down by large caliber anti-aircraft weapons in well-prepared 

positions.407  

 

The End in Vietnam 

 On April 29, 1975, UPI photographer Hugh Van Es snapped a photo that has 

since become the principal iconic image of America’s failure in Vietnam, the moment 

when desperate South Vietnamese officials and family members scrambled aboard a 

CIA-operated Air America UH-1B Huey piloted by Robert Caron on the roof of the 

Pittman Apartments, home of the CIA station chief, in downtown Saigon. Likewise, film 

of American naval personnel pushing South Vietnamese helicopters over the side of the 

USS Midway and other vessels of Task Force 76 assigned to Operation Frequent Wind, 

the evacuation of Saigon, provided the American public a legible visual marker of 
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American defeat. For historians, this bookend, paired with the arrival of helicopters 

aboard the USS Core in December 1961, provided a clear delineation of a new and 

largely unsuccessful form of containment on the fringes of the global Cold War.  

 During the eleven-year cycle of sustained airmobile helicopter operations, the 

perception of the helicopter and the role of vertical flight changed significantly. For the 

American public, Hueys had been the headliner of evening television news reports as 

their arrival often portended troop insertions, extractions, and medevacs, all of which 

were photogenic representations of American technological prowess in action. These 

same depictions also brought the death and destruction of the war into sharper focus than 

previous conflicts. Whereas newsreels of Korea and World War II had shown black and 

white footage of ambulances unloading wounded at aid stations (and a few helicopters 

during Korea), the dramatic visuals of Hueys arriving with multiple wounded in color for 

evening news coverage brought the contradiction of technological advantage and elusive 

victory into focus for many Americans.408 The Huey became an avatar of a sophisticated 

air-minded military, but also one that seemed far less capable of achieving victory than 

the helicopterless forces of twenty-five years earlier. Post-Vietnam, the Huey became an 

immediate cultural signifier in a spectrum from Apocalypse Now! in cinema to Miss 

Saigon on Broadway, even as the Reagan-era rehabilitation of American militarism began 

to take hold with its Weimaresque message that Americans lost Vietnam because the 
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politicians and liberals had stabbed the military in the back, keeping them from fighting 

and bombing hard enough to tip the scales in favor of a decisive victory.    

 Yet for the soldiers on the ground, the distinctive “whomp, whomp” of the Huey’s 

massive two-bladed teetering rotor, created by its transonic tip flows and collision of 

whirling vortices, created a panoply of emotional responses. A Huey might be bringing 

them into active combat with its threat of death or maiming, or represent a commander 

orbiting above, spurring them forward into hostile contact, again with the implicit threat 

of fatal wounding. However, the Huey could also spell relief as it extracted the troops 

from the landing zone to return to a rear area base, or if wounded, could bring them 

readily to safety. Gunships provided close support that the Air Force all too often failed 

to provide. Resupply Hueys brought much needed water and ammunition, or, 

occasionally, ice cream.409 The experience of soldiering had now changed significantly as 

troops could move from combat to rear echelon and back again within the span of a day. 

 For tacticians, the war provided a confusing series of developments. Beyond the 

air cavalry model and the rise of hunter-killer teams, the last two years of American 

ground force commitment in South Vietnam hinted at emergent challenges in airmobile 

warfare. One was the aforementioned Lam Son 719 in early 1971 to use South 

Vietnamese armored forces, and troops airlifted and supported by U.S. helicopters and 

airpower to cut the “Ho Chi Minh Trail” supply route in Laos. It resulted in significant 

casualties, including the loss of over 100 American helicopters, many to effective North 

Vietnamese anti-aircraft fire, and failed to achieve the desired result. A year later, the 
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North Vietnamese Army launched its most powerful offensive of the war utilizing 

conventional armed forces, including tanks, and, for the first time, hand-held surface-to-

air missiles. This more Soviet-style “Easter Offensive” challenged the air cavalry model 

in significant ways. The machine guns and high-explosive rockets of Cobra gunships did 

not stop North Vietnamese tanks at An Loc and the advent of the “Strela” shoulder-fired 

infrared-guided anti-aircraft missile made the normal en route helicopter operating 

altitude of 1,500 feet un-survivable when such weapons were present. However, an 

operational test of helicopters equipped with wire-guided TOW anti-tank missiles did 

achieve great success against the Soviet-built tanks.410  

 The Army’s response to these technological shifts coincided with the vast 

personnel draw-down in Southeast Asia and a corresponding round of Congressionally-

mandated force structure downsizing. The same instincts for self-preservation that led 

Gavin to conceive sky cavalry in the New Look era sustained the Army in the Ford and 

Carter years as the service transformed its air cavalry concepts to an AirLand Battle 

doctrine that emphasized helicopters as weapon platforms for sophisticated sensors and 

laser-guided anti-tank missiles that would defeat the hordes of cheap, but robust, Soviet 

tanks that had challenged the Americans in the 1972 Easter Offensive and the Israelis in 

the 1973 Yom Kippur War. Operations against insurgents in rice paddies and jungled 

highlands faded into memory. Instead, only the threat of a conventional Soviet invasion 

of Western Europe could justify the enormous budget required for new helicopters that 
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would form the backbone of AirLand Battle. Though not supported by geopolitical 

realities, this fanciful military scenario allowed the Carter administration to maintain a 

veneer of pro-military competence in the face of withering Republican criticism, then 

allowed the Reagan administration to resurrect the bi-polar sense of Cold War crisis of 

the New Look era. This doctrinal reconfiguration reduced the significance of air cavalry 

as an operational precept and instead, emphasized the Army helicopter’s freedom from 

the vulnerable fixed infrastructure of Air Force aircraft as a weapons platform. 

Airmobility was there to stay, but the new model was far from Gavin’s dynamic sky 

cavalry. Instead, helicopters were becoming sophisticated and expensive platforms for 

weapons and sensors – i.e. aerial control, not mobility. 

 

Conclusion: The Gavin-Howze Legacy 

 General Norton’s career, spanning the creation, deployment and adaptation of the 

sky cavalry and its transformation into air cavalry, represented the maturation of vertical 

flight and its establishment as a central feature in U.S. military doctrine. The path from 

limited war as an alternative means to confronting the Soviet Union in Europe to the 

helicopter-centric counterinsurgency warfare in Southeast Asia that dominated U.S. 

foreign policy for a decade brought rotary wing technology, once again, into a contested 

space, as Gavin, Taylor, Westmoreland and others debated whether enclaves or search 

and destroy best met American objectives in Southeast Asia. These high-level policy 

negotiations over strategy did not affect the models of helicopters deployed, as Howze’s 

efforts in the late 1950s and early 1960s established an industrial inertia that would have 
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been fiscally burdensome for Congress to alter substantially. However, what helicopters 

carried aloft did change substantially. Whereas the air cavalry of the Howze Board 

represented an ideal of mobility, many of the helicopters in South Vietnam served as 

flexible aerial platforms, adaptable to the desire to optimize kill ratios through the 

embrace of technology, thereby allowing economization of politically problematic 

manpower commitments. 

 While helicopter mobility always remained central to the experience of war in 

South Vietnam, the adaptability of the helicopter as aerial platform took increasing 

prominence. In some cases, this was to lift “hunter” technologies like “people sniffer” 

chemical detectors, xenon searchlights (“fireflies”), night vision equipment, or radars that 

could peer through foliage. This equipment served to make the enemy more legible for 

hunter-killer operations, as did defoliant sprays like Agent Orange.411 For the “killer” part 

of the equation, flechette rockets, 20mm cannon, and a nearly endless array of gun and 

rocket pods made the necessity for personnel-intensive artillery firebases less significant 

over time. Helicopter “flittin’” thus became the techno-political lynchpin that made 

military action affordable (at least economically, if not in blood). However, in the 

absence of the local political engagement sought by Norton and Gavin, it could only prop 

up an ineffective South Vietnamese government, not reverse the increasing ambivalence 

of the population towards the question of who might ultimately control their nation.  
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 The “flittin’”/”sittin’” debates have continued after the Vietnam War with 

helicopters and questions of mobility at the forefront of counterinsurgency strategies in 

Afghanistan and Iraq that have often followed similar courses. However, the one shining 

achievement that these conflicts shared is that medical evacuation greatly improved the 

odds of survival for people wounded in battle. Army “Dustoff” crews (those helicopters 

in dedicated medical evacuation units), which made up a small percentage of the overall 

helicopter deployments (116 at the peak of operations in 1968), alone managed to 

evacuate between 850-900,000 individuals, including combatants from all sides, of which 

390,000 were Army personnel, as well as non-combatants. The Army attributed 

helicopters with lowering the ratio of dead to dead plus wounded from 1:4.1 in the 

Korean War to 1:5.6 in the Vietnam War.412 Given that a mostly undocumented, but 

presumably vast, number of wounded were medevac’d by non-dustoff helicopters, the 

total must be well in excess of a million. Even if the existence of helicopters reflects only 

a two-percent improvement on the non-helicopter era, the existence of vertical flight 

alone saved tens of thousands of lives. However later conflicts defined the legacy of 

Vietnam airmobility, the value of vertical flight was now undeniable.   
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CHAPTER SIX: PROJECT SKYLOUNGE 

 

 

A helicopter lands on the Pan Am roof 

Like a dragonfly on a tomb 

And business men in button downs 

Press into conference rooms 

- Joni Mitchell, “Harry’s House/Centerpiece” (1975)413  

 

Rain of Ruin 

Suitcases, bodies, and burning wreckage were strewn across Lueders Park. 

Moments before, a Sikorsky S-61L helicopter operated by Los Angeles Airways (LAA) 

suffered a catastrophic in-flight failure. Melvin van Wagenen, a retail employee in a 

nearby shopping center, reported seeing a rotor blade separate in the air. The August 14, 

1968 crash killed twenty-one passengers and crewmembers on a flight from Los Angeles 

International Airport to Disneyland in nearby Anaheim, including the grandson of LAA 

founder Clarence Belinn.414 It was the second major crash for LAA in four months, as 

another S-61L was lost just after it departed from Disneyland, killing all twenty-three on 

board.415 These accidents caused a dramatic drop in ridership from what had been record 

high traffic the previous year and sealed the company’s fate. By 1971, despite a 
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promising bid from Howard Hughes’ handlers to rescue the company, it had ceased 

operations.416 However, the collapse of LAA was not the end of helicopter airlines in the 

United States. Its east coast equivalent, New York Airways (NYA), continued until 1979, 

when its own dramatic crashes sealed its fate, including one on the roof of the Pan Am 

building in midtown Manhattan.417  

While the National Transportation Safety Board found metal fatigue and 

mechanical failure at the root of most of the helicopter airlines’ fatalities, the death of the 

airlines themselves was the act of human agency, reflecting a long Congressional struggle 

over the national worth of helicopter mobility for the upper middle class citizens that 

could afford air travel.418 The helicopter airlines depended on federal subsidies, arbitrated 

with Congress by the Civil Aeronautics Board. Through the 1950s, the airlines and the 

helicopter industry promoted the idea that technical advances on the horizon, consisting 

primarily of twin jet turbines in place of Korean War era single piston engine 

powerplants, would increase passenger loads and efficiencies that would eliminate the 

need for subsidies by the end of the decade. While these technologies did emerge and 

improve the performance of the airlines in terms of passenger loads and reliability, the 

 
416 This episode figures prominently in biographies of Howard Hughes as it speaks to his state of 

mind at the time and the degree to which his handlers were managing or mismanaging his businesses. 

Hughes apparently became enraged when the takeover had been negotiated without his involvement and he 

killed the deal in dramatic fashion, resulting in a lengthy lawsuit. See, Donald L. Bartlett and James B. 

Steele, Empire: The Life, Legend and Madness of Howard Hughes (New York: W. W. Norton and 

Company, Inc., 1979), 430-433.   
417 “Helicopter firm faces bankruptcy,” The Courier-News (Bridgewater, New Jersey) 16 May 

1979, 36. 
418 “Aircraft Accident Report: Los Angeles Airways, Inc. Sikorsky S-61L, N303Y Paramount, 

California, May 22, 1968”, National Transportation Safety Board, Adopted: 18 December 1969; “Accident 

Report: Los Angeles Airways, Inc., S-61L Helicopter, N3WY, Compton, California, August 14, 1968,” 

National Transportation Safety Board, Adopted: 27 August 1969. 
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aircraft were not as economically efficient as hoped. By 1965, Congress had tired of the 

subsidies and eliminated them. Until then, vertical flight had been a distinctly aspirational 

technology for the nation. The question had been when – not if – helicopter buses, and 

taxis, would be coming to a nearby city. The end of subsidies eliminated vertical flight as 

a vehicle for popular mobility – at least for several generations.   

While operating under subsidies during the 1950s, the helicopter airlines grew and 

prospered as they moved from airmail contracts to passenger service, and from five-

passenger helicopters only approved for visual fair-weather flight toward twenty-five-

passenger helicopters authorized for night all-weather flight. However, the rationale for 

Congressional support in hearings rarely reflected the enthusiastic visions urban 

populations had about flitting around in three dimensions as the nation reconfigured its 

urban spaces in response to white flight and the growth of suburbs and edge cities. 

Instead, Congress embraced the helicopter airlines as a proving ground for the military in 

the skies over the three largest cities in the United States.  

 

The Vertical City 

After 1968, when the JetRangers of the Los Angeles Police Department’s ASTRO 

unit replaced LAA S-61s as the most prominent aerial fixture in the skies over Los 

Angeles, vertical flight’s modernist techno-utopian ideal began to disappear from 

American consciousness. This decline was perhaps best represented in American popular 

culture with Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (Warner Brothers, 1982), which featured a 

polluted 2019 Los Angeles sky transited exclusively by the police, commercial 
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advertisers, and a handful of elites. Scott took his inspiration for Blade Runner’s aerial 

mobility from a variety of sources, most notably from Italian architect Antonio Sant’Elia, 

whose 1914 Citta Nuova exhibition featured a pyramidal air/rail terminal that made a 

starring appearance in the film sixty-eight years later.419 Sant’Elia himself was inspired 

by Henry Petit’s visualization of a future New York with a sky darkened by airships and 

airplanes, rendered in 1908 for Moses King’s King’s Dream of New York. Petit drew 

upon a quarter century of drawings (mostly French) featuring urban-based helicopters, 

ornithopters, and other assorted aeronautical exotica.420 This futurist impulse to link 

skyscraper festooned urban cores with aircraft blossomed between the World Wars and 

provided a lens for American society to assign a value to vertical flight while the 

technology had yet to demonstrate practical utility.  

Early conceptions of aviation as an urban transport mode centered on airships. On 

August 1, 1906, airship barnstormer Horace B. Wild landed his Eagle on several roofs in 

Detroit, including the Buhl Building and the Murphy Power Building. The irate building 

manager of the Buhl Building threatened to cut Wild’s tether if he didn’t cease his aerial 

trespass, but a near riotous crowd allowed Wild to make a safe departure.421 In 1910, a 

French artist, Villemard, released a series of popular prints depicting aerial taxis, buses, 
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History of the Future: Images of the 21st Century (Paris: Flammarion, 1993), 29-55, 76-101. Canto and 

Faliu provide an excellent visual treatise on early visualizations of urban air mobility. The influence of 

Jules Verne is readily apparent, with a plethora of such representations becoming popular by 1883. Some 

examples they cite: Albert Robida, ‘Station d’aerocabs de la Tour Saint-Jacques’ and ‘Paris la nuit,’ 

illustrations for Le Vingtième siècle (Paris: G. Decaux, 1883); Albert Robida, ’Un quartier  embrouillé,’ 

illustration for La vie électrique (Paris: G. Decaux, 1890). 
421 “Sails Like Bird,” Detroit Free Press (Detroit, Michigan), 1 August 1906, 1,6. 
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and a range of helicopters, flapping ornithopters, and other vertical flight aircraft 

operating in cities in the year 2000.422 By that time, popular enthusiasm was sufficient to 

drive the first formal attempt to bring aviation into the city as the quasi-governmental 

U.S. Aeronautical Reserve planned to add a 250x75-foot landing field to the roof of its 

Fifth Avenue offices in New York.423 Horace Wild enjoyed extensive media coverage the 

following year by proposing a dedicated airship passenger service that would utilize a 

190x62-foot landing strip, on the roof of Philadelphia’s Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, that he 

had convinced the owners to construct.424 Presumably, these plans collapsed when 

someone pointed out that there were no airplanes that could land safely on such a small 

patch, given that personal airships were rapidly going out of fashion in favor of jauntier 

airplanes.  

By 1924, at least one government actor was proposing helicopter shuttle service 

to solve the problem of transport airplanes and their increasing thirst for more expansive 

infrastructure, causing the relocation of airfields further out from the urban core. W.F. 

Gerhardt, the Army Air Service’s chief of research, suggested that helicopters would be 

preferable to automobiles in such movements.425 Four years later, Russian émigré and 
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eccentric helicopter designer George de Bothezat argued publicly for helicopter airmail 

service between adjacent urban centers.426   

 

The State and Urban Air Mobility (Autogiros) 

In 1931, the first substantive efforts to enable rooftop aircraft operations in the 

United States occurred when Wallace Kellett, Harold Pitcairn’s chief Autogiro licensee, 

won over the respective postmasters of New York and Philadelphia to support Autogiro 

mail service from outlying urban airports to the roofs of downtown sorting centers as a 

way of halving surface transport times. Philadelphia’s postmaster, Joseph F. Gallagher, 

played a particularly influential role by facilitating the inclusion of a rooftop Autogiro air 

terminal in the construction of the new $5M Philadelphia central Post Office – a 

significant Hoover administration public works program that became the world’s first 

purpose-built rooftop giroport/heliport.427 The completion of the Post Office tidily 

coincided with Kellett’s unveiling of his new KD-1 direct control Autogiro built for the 

Army’s observation requirement. Two mail-carrying Autogiros landed on the roof as part 

of the building’s May 25, 1935 inauguration. However, Post Office administrators did not 

follow through on Kellett’s requests to Congress for an experimental service. Instead, he 

(and not the Roosevelt-loathing Pitcairn) initiated an extensive lobbying campaign 

through his representative, Henry L. Haines (D-PA), eventually culminating in a KD-1 

 
426 “The Helicopter and the Autogyro,” Ottawa Evening Citizen (Ottawa, Canada), 25 September 

1928, 1. 
427 The immediately adjacent 30th Street rail station, also featured a reinforced roof for Autogiro 
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landing on the steps of the Capitol during Senate airmail hearings in May 1936.428 Kellett 

soon escalated his showmanship as part of his dual purpose pitch for airmail contracts 

and the Dorsey bill bailout for the Autogiro industry. Kellett test pilot John M. Miller 

recalled, “I flew down … numerous times with Mr. Kellett and he lobbied … Congress. I 

was carrying [Congressmen] for rides in the Autogiro… and took [them] out to the golf 

course,” which paid off with the July 16, 1937 passage of a $100,000 experimental 

appropriation for an Autogiro mail service that began in earnest during 1939 as a one-

year trial with Eastern Airlines, ferrying mail between the airfield in Camden, New 

Jersey and Philadelphia’s 30th Street Post Office.429  

The two Autogiros employed in the trial flew 15,670 revenue miles during 340 

hours of flight time, carrying 77,502 pounds of mail. The service had an 86% mission 

completion rate with a monthly average of thirty-five uncompleted flights. An audit of 

the Eastern Airlines Autogiro route issued several weeks after service ended found that 

the route was operating at a profit of $0.34 per mile, while Eastern argued that they had 

lost $0.57 per mile. The dispute came down to fine points of accounting practice, but the 

pilot’s salaries and a non-fatal rooftop accident were cited as factors in the losses. Given 

the high fixed costs of the operation, the most significant realization from this 

experimental route was that such operations were highly dependent on utilization. The 

short route, small number of flights and the fact that less than ten percent of designed 

 
428 “Capital Flying, Eh, What?” Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles, California), 10 May 1936, B2. 
429 John M. Miller, interview with the author, recorded 2002; “Plan Autogiro Mail Test for Speedy 
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Airlines Autogiro experimental service may be seen here: 
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payload capacity was being used (32 pounds out of 350) provided significant lessons for 

Post Office administrators and future operators. The most concerning assessment was that 

the annual cost of the service was $69,062.48, as compared to the $8,087.84 incurred by 

the truck service. The Post Office had to retain the truck service to cover for when 

weather, mechanical faults, or pilot illness kept the Autogiro grounded. The Autogiro 

only reduced the already extant truck service cost by a mere $1,807.12 per year. The only 

benefit achieved by the forty-two-minute round trip was an eight-minute reduction from 

the truck service travel time.430 Nonetheless, Postmaster Gallagher was still eager to 

continue the service, but the CAB cancelled it because its limited benefit.431 

 

The State and Urban Air Mobility (Helicopters) 

 World War II disrupted any consideration of further rooftop mail experiments, but 

the 1943 boom in helicopter enthusiasm brought about by military investment and 

Sikorsky’s demonstrable progress created a broad interest in utilizing helicopters for 

domestic urban and suburban movement, whether in the form of personal aircraft, aero 

taxis, or heli-buses. In January 1943, the first serious effort came from Greyhound bus 

lines when its president, Manfred Burleigh, began consulting with Igor Sikorsky on a 

helicopter bus design. The famed industrial designer Raymond Loewy provided the cabin 

 
430 A. B. Strom and D. A. O’Brien “Inspection, audit and preparation of cost reports from accounts 
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configuration for the fourteen-passenger, two-crew aircraft.432 By early April, the 

president of Northeast Airlines had announced his company’s intention to develop 

helicopter airmail service in New York City and throughout New England.433 On May 13, 

1943, the helicopter airmail era dawned with H.F. Gregory personally flying an Army Air 

Forces YR-4 with mail from the steps of the Capitol to Washington’s National Airport for 

the twenty-fifth anniversary of the U.S. airmail service.434 A week later, Southwest 

Airlines was proposing a helicopter airmail route structure for Los Angeles.435  

 When the June 21, 1943 issue of LIFE magazine featured Sikorsky’s helicopter 

efforts and visualizations of urban and suburban mobility (see Chapter Three), plans for 

aerial mobility appeared across the country, particularly among taxi companies. On 

August 28, Alvin L. Belle Isle, president of the Black & White Cab Company in Atlanta 

advanced the idea of a downtown intermodal heliport facility in a two-thirds page ad in 

The Atlanta Constitution featuring the Rotamobile, a helicopter bus designed by Agnew 

Larsen, who had been Harold Pitcairn’s chief Autogiro engineer and struck out recently 

to found his own helicopter company, Rotawings.436 Lansing Rothschild, president of the 
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San Francisco Yellow Cab Company, announced his plans two days later, claiming 

helicopter taxis would be less expensive to operate than conventional road-bound taxis, 

while Greyhound expressed interest in Los Angeles to San Francisco heli-bus service as 

part of the prospective Los Angeles World’s Fair.437  

By August 31, 1943, the CAB had received 26 applications for helicopter 

transport service authorizations with an intended reach of 1,632 towns and cities!438 On 

September 4, the Yellow Cab Company of Cleveland announced a proposal to gain 

authorization for helicopter taxi service in northeastern Ohio. The CAB tried to catch up 

with developments, holding its first hearings for a helicopter airline service on October 4, 

1943.439 Board chairman, L. Welch Pogue, soon followed the hearings with the 

pronouncement that “rotary-wing aircraft … offers the principal threat to the 

automobile,” thus framing the helicopter as a competitor to surface transport and a 

complement to the airplane for movement.440 By February 1944, interest had grown so 

great that proposals for service had begun to overlap and the CAB had to intervene to 

insure that a rational distribution of operating certificates would be possible, particularly 
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in western Pennsylvania, where the West Ridge System of bus lines’ helicopter service 

proposal wound up in conflict with Greyhound’s plans.441  

In May 1944, New York’s Sixth Avenue Association held what they called the 

“First American Helicopter Conference,” which looked at the problems of urban 

helicopter transport in a surprisingly systematic and forthright way with an emphasis on 

addressing practical problems of noise, safety, and infrastructure.442 However, given that 

only military two-seaters had been flying with regularity, the profusion of proposals did 

not factor in the immaturity of the technology. Helicopters capable of carrying more than 

three passengers did not enter regular service until 1952 and examples that could carry 

ten or more did not arrive until four years after that. Nonetheless, the manufacturers 

themselves were only too happy to stoke the fires of optimism in their advertising. 

Sikorsky, beneficiary of most of the wartime contracts was the most restrained, as was its 

emergent principal competitor, Piasecki. Other companies less beholden to military 

contracts, like McDonnell Aircraft (which acquired the remnants of the Platt-LePage XR-

1 helicopter program), embarked on visually flamboyant advertising campaigns depicting 

an extensive array of non-military helicopters with an emphasis on the aerial taxi and bus 

service that they projected would become available postwar.443  
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 Plans to implement these audacious visions proceeded slowly at first, but by mid-

1946 some progress was apparent. In January 1946, Second Assistant Postmaster General 

Gael F. Sullivan, the soon-to-be vice chair of the National Democratic Committee, met 

with city leaders of New York, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Detroit to investigate 

the use of helicopter airmail as the pathway to aerial taxi service. On March 14, Bell’s 

Model 47 became the first helicopter to gain a civil airworthiness certificate, opening the 

door to commercial service. Around the same time, more cities, including San Francisco, 

Los Angeles, Kansas City, and St. Louis had also expressed interest in helicopter airmail 

trials.444  

Sullivan’s enthusiasm for helicopter mail became a topic of national discussion. 

He attended a helicopter demonstration at Washington’s National Airport with the 

Secretaries of War and the Navy, settling on a plan to use six USAAF Air Rescue 

Sikorsky R-5A and R-5D helicopters to evaluate the effectiveness of airmail routes, while 

offering up experimental service charters in anticipation of establishing regular route 
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structures between downtown post offices and adjacent suburban regions.445 By May 28, 

1946, Sullivan had surveyed potential helicopter routes in Los Angeles for the first 

demonstration of the Army’s “Project Mail.”446 At the beginning of July, Sikorsky kicked 

off airmail demonstrations of mail handling procedures at its Bridgeport, Connecticut 

plant.447 The USAAF airmail demonstrations then began in Los Angeles in July and 

August, and then moved to Chicago for three weeks in October.448 Meanwhile, in July, 

United Airlines also gained authorization for an experimental service in the Chicago area 

with the Sikorsky S-51, the newly-certificated civil version of the USAAF R-5D, aiming 

to cover 304 miles of routes, but abandoned the effort less than a year later after the plan 

appeared untenable.449  

While the Army’s “Project Mail” proceeded, Greyhound moved forward with its 

plans by buying two Sikorsky S-51s.450 The bus line began demonstrations with the new 

helicopters on June 27, but soon ran into a problem as the CAB was disinclined to 

authorize its foray into helicopter service because the agency had generally ruled against 

common carriers owning airlines.451 Over the next year, Greyhound Skyways also 

demonstrated airmail service, including several days of runs in suburban and rural New 
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Jersey in January 1947, but the helicopter did not leave with full loads, casting doubt on 

its potential future utility outside of core urban areas.452  

 

Rise of the Helicopter Airlines 

 The failure of Greyhound Skyways and United Airlines to make helicopter 

airmail work did not portend the end of commercial helicopter transport services. Three 

entrepreneurs in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles pursued their goal of establishing 

passenger services by launching their enterprises with airmail routes, just as the Post 

Office had done with fixed-wing airlines in the late 1920s. Clarence Belinn founded Los 

Angeles Airways, while T.H. “Ham” Reidy brokered Helicopter Air Services, Inc. (later 

renamed Chicago Helicopter Airways), and John L. Senior chartered New York Airways. 

Belinn was the first to pass the CAB and Post Office hurdles. However, Second Assistant 

Postmaster Sullivan, who had almost single-handedly brought helicopter mail into being, 

would not be with them to steward their progress, as he resigned from the Post Office on 

February 12, 1947 to work on President Truman’s re-election.453  

Belinn, a former Army Air Service mechanic who had entered on the ground floor 

of American airline passenger service in the late 1920s and become an experienced 

airline executive, eventually found his way to Los Angeles. After an unsuccessful 1944 

bid to establish a conventional feeder airline for the Los Angeles basin, he soon became 
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entranced by the helicopter experiments he was seeing and proposed the creation of Los 

Angeles Airways to undertake helicopter mail service.454 On May 20, 1947,  the Post 

Office, satisfied with the Project Mail experiments and the quality of Belinn’s bid, 

pushed the CAB to grant LAA a “certificate of public convenience and necessity” for 

mail service within a fifty-mile radius of the Los Angeles Terminal Annex Post Office. 

The AM-84 route covered thirty suburbs and surrounding townships in the Los Angeles 

basin, which were divided into three “segments” that would be flown by different S-51s, 

plus a shuttle service between Los Angeles Airport (the future LAX) and the Post Office 

Annex. LAA would continue this pattern through its operational service by operating 

types based exclusively on military designs.455 Between its first flight on October 1, 1947 

and the end of the year, LAA claimed to have flown 209,000 pounds of mail and 

expedited the mail from as little as twelve hours and as much as twenty-four hours.456       

T.H. “Ham” Reidy, followed LAA into operations with Helicopter Air Services 

(soon-to-be Helicopter Air Service) in Chicago. Reidy, a former naval aviator with ten 

aerial victories in the Pacific, banded together a handful of other naval aviators in 

Chicago to run airmail service using the small Bell 47, which was significantly less 

expensive to operate than the larger S-51. He had six other competitors, including United 

Airlines, but the efficiency of the Bells appeared to win out and he received CAB 
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endorsement for the airmail route on May 4, 1948.457 However, by the time of the formal 

hearings on the matter in July, Sullivan’s Post Office successor had lost interest in 

helicopter mail and commissioned a study on the relative efficiency of trucks. As the 

Eastern Air Lines Autogiro tests in Philadelphia revealed eight years earlier, Reidy’s 

proposed timetables did not save any additional time over truck services because of the 

lost minutes in handling the mail between helicopters and trucks. More significantly, the 

cost of the truck service on the route was estimated to be $74,604.25 as compared to 

Helicopter Air Service’s $317,206.80.458 

 For four months, Reidy’s helicopter business appeared to have its future limited to 

light utility operations in the Chicago area, but the CAB reversed itself on November 27. 

Newspapers reported that the CAB endorsed the service as “a national defense measure. 

Both the air force and the navy urged the step to provide background experience in flying 

rotary-wing aircraft.”459 Unfortunately for Reidy, the new model Bell 47Ds were delayed 

at the factory and service was unable to begin until August 20, 1949.460 

John L. Senior was an ambitious MIT graduate who worked at American Airlines, 

the Glenn L. Martin Company, and Northeast Airlines during World War II. Postwar, he 
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refurbished a wrecked Sikorsky S-51 and rented it back to the government before joining 

LAA as an assistant to Belinn. On August 31, he struck out on his own as one of eight 

firms to prepare a bid for a New York-based helicopter mail and passenger service.461 

However, at the CAB hearing on the applicants in February 1950, despite favorable 

opinions from the Port Authority, the Post Office again presented the argument that the 

helicopter service added no value over trucks and opposed the obligation to build a 

$449,000 helipad on the General Post Office roof. Unbeknownst to the Postmaster 

General and his subordinates, the CAB had ceased caring about the interests of the Post 

Office. New York Marine and Aviation Commissioner, Edward F. Cavanaugh, provided 

a hint as to where the winds might be blowing in the CAB hearings when he argued the 

Post Office should not “count dollars and cents when we consider the advantages of 

helicopter service in times of national emergency.”462  

 

Docket No. 946 

 When the Roosevelt administration sought to address the problems of air safety 

and commerce with the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, the first responsibility assigned to 

the newly-formed Civil Aeronautics Authority was, “The encouragement and 

development of an air-transportation system properly adapted to the present and future 

needs of the foreign and domestic commerce of the United States, of the postal service, 
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and of the national defense.”463 This responsibility shifted to the CAB with its 

establishment in 1940. The New York Area Helicopter Service Case, Docket No. 946, 

was a remarkable glimpse into the emergent national security state in which civil and 

military interests came into conflict.  

On August 29, 1949, with the detonation of RDS-1, the first Soviet atomic bomb, 

the Cold War arms race began in earnest. Helicopters of power and size sufficient for the 

long-sought transport and anti-submarine roles were taking longer than anticipated. The 

DoD could not afford both the strategic arms and the forces required to deliver them, as 

well as perfect the helicopter. The testimony of the defense officials for the CAB’s 

innocuous helicopter mail service case illustrate a defense establishment struggling with a 

peacetime rearmament unprecedented in scale and scope. 

As part of the docket development, V. Rock Grundman, the CAB’s public 

counsel, solicited input from Deputy Secretary of Defense Stephen Early on the utility of 

helicopter mail and passenger services to the military in the context of the New York 

case. Early, in turn, solicited input from the Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air 

Force, as well as the Research and Development Board of the Office of the Secretary of 

Defense. Early’s summary to Grundman was that “Civil helicopter operation can be an 

important supplement to military operations and to current military research on this type 

aircraft.”464 The statements of the individual service secretariats were more effusive. The 

Army response noted that “this stimulus will be of particular assistance to the Department 
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of the Army in view … that in general, the size, weight carrying capabilities and types of 

helicopters that would normally be employed in such an endeavor as this are comparable 

to those employed organically by the Department of the Army.”465 The Secretary of the 

Air Force’s office replied that “Extensive commercial use of helicopters would improve 

flying techniques and lead to the development of suitable instruments for blind flying. 

The high cost of helicopters would undoubtedly be reduced with more of this type of 

aircraft in operation.”466 The Under-Secretary of the Navy argued, “I feel that helicopter 

service in the New York metropolitan area demonstrates progressive, forward planning. 

The establishment of helicopter services will give impetus to the helicopter industry in 

general and therefore, will be of great value to the Navy.”467 The acting chairman of the 

Pentagon’s Research and Development Board made the critical observation that “The 

present helicopter program has been reduced, due to a lack of funds, to a level below 

what is considered the minimum desirable program. … An expansion of the helicopter 

transport industry will tend to make available more private capital for the support of 

research and development.”468 Ferdinand Moran, the CAB examiner ruling on the case, 

made an expansive leap beyond what the DoD suggested, by arguing a new role for the 

helicopter – post-atomic attack Civil Defense response: 

The helicopter is the only known facility able to provide transportation 

into and out of an area subjected to the resulting radiation which exists for a 

substantial period after an atomic bomb has exploded. In a concentrated and 

congested urban area such as New York, the availability of helicopters would be 

of inestimable value should it be the target of enemy atomic bombing attack. With 
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surface transportation disrupted, only the helicopter could provide access to any 

part of the city and transport personnel or material to and from such area without 

succumbing to destruction by existing radiation.469  

 

Like many New Yorkers, Moran’s concern was likely framed by the publication 

of the August 1950 edition of Collier’s, which featured an extensive array of Chesley 

Bonestell’s full-color illustrations of an atomic-devastated Manhattan accompanying an 

article entitled, “Hiroshima, USA.”470 The implication, as Moran noted was, “it no longer 

appears that defense is wholly the job of the military but that it is a permeating and new 

kind of activity that reaches into community planning.”471 

  Despite a direct plea from the Postmaster General for release from the obligations 

of its helicopter airmail contracts with LAA, Helicopter Air Service, and the potential 

New York service award, CAB chairman D.W. Rentzel concluded that the movement of 

mail was no longer the primary justification for helicopter airmail service. He noted that, 

“the Board recognized the savings in cost if the service were performed by truck, but 

concluded that there were overriding considerations, mainly of a national defense nature, 

which justify the authorization of this experimental service.”472 Given that the helicopter 

was already attracting significant attention for its use in the Korean War, the Post Office 

stood little chance. 
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  Meanwhile, the Port of New York Authority Aviation Department initiated a 

study in 1951 to examine the role of the helicopter as a means of addressing the 

“continued dispersal and decentralization of large metropolitan areas.” It concluded that 

the advent of gas turbine engines would make “helibus” service economical.473 However, 

in the decade before such equipment became available to test the validity of the theory, 

helicopter airline services needed subsidies to bridge the gap. The Postmaster General 

appealed to the Air Coordinating Committee (ACC) to define the reasons beyond mail 

service that justified the use of mail subsidies for LAA. He wanted Congress to have no 

doubt that whatever rationale was being used for the subsidies, it did not originate with 

the Post Office. The ACC had been founded in March 1945 for achieving “an integrated 

and coordinated federal aviation policy,” but in practice it principally served to 

coordinate the civil-military overlap in aviation policy.474 From this perspective, the 

helicopter airline service problem was an ideal case study for the organization.  

The ACC working group consisted of six members – two from the Civil 

Aeronautics Administration (CAA), two from the Navy, and two from the Air Force. The 

CAA was the CAB’s sister agency in the Department of Commerce that oversaw aviation 

infrastructure, certification, and rules of flight. On July 19, 1951, the ACC released its 

report titled “Federal Policy Regarding the Development of Commercial Transport 

Helicopters.” The group’s stated mission was ostensibly ‘to determine … whether the 

Federal Government should continue its support … [and] if so, to what extent and in what 
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manner.” The three guiding considerations of the study were “developments in the 

helicopter field,” “prospects for [larger] helicopters,” and “contributions helicopters have 

made and are making to the National Defense.”475 By 1954, when Congress revised the 

Civil Aeronautics Act, these guiding missions became ensconced in federal legislation as:   

1) To expedite metropolitan mail deliveries for the central post offices.  

2)   To assist in the development of rotary-wing aircraft for national defense 

purposes.  

3)   To determine the feasibility of transportation of passengers, in addition of 

mail, between the centers of cities to suburban and outlying areas.476 

 

The ACC report concluded that the CAB and Post Office subsidization 

constituted one of three legs that were supporting helicopter development, the other two 

being the NACA and the military. The study also concluded with the oft-repeated fallacy 

that though “direct operating costs of … helicopters under development will apparently 

be at least 50% higher than … airplanes of comparable size,” they “ultimately may 

compare favorably with the latter.”477  

Six of the ACC report’s eleven conclusions about the role of urban helicopter 

transport services dealt with national defense and civil defense in whole or in part. One 

conclusion stated, “from both a short and long-range point of view, the use of transport 

helicopters in commercial service will be of substantial benefit to the military services 
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and civil defense agencies.” The group also concluded that, “the utilization of [new 

transport type helicopters] in exacting commercial operations will provide an opportunity 

to acquire technical and operational data beneficial to military operations.” This section 

also included a recommendation that the military might make some of its production run 

available to the commercial operators (which at the time were only LAA and the newly 

inaugurated Helicopter Air Service in Chicago). Most importantly, the report concluded 

that, “the present and potential value of the helicopter to the commerce of the United 

States, the postal service, and the national defense clearly justifies the continuation and 

acceleration of the government’s policy of support.”478 Even Sikorsky Aircraft linked 

LAA and the military in a manner that had nothing to do with Post Office efficiency. 

They argued, “The operations of Los Angeles Airways … have provided a field 

laboratory under which every component of our helicopters has been subjected to the 

most searching operating tests. As a result, we have been able to revise our service 

manuals and disseminate much valuable information to other users of our aircraft, 

including the Military Forces.”479  

In conjunction with the release of the report, Civil Aeronautics Administrator 

Charles F. Horne argued, “we can make an honest and forceful case for the contributions 

of civil aviation to defense, and the need to keep this still relatively new industry strong 

enough to grow to its full potential in our economy.”480 Remarkably, the ACC working 
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group did not address the safety of the citizens of Los Angeles in its eagerness to tout the 

laboratory benefits for the military. A fatal crash occurred in 1949 during a takeoff from 

the post office annex roof.481 More significantly, a CAA inspector and LAA pilot were 

killed two weeks before the release of the ACC report, followed two months later by 

another fatal crash, which resulted in a safety stand-down at LAA.482  

  Nonetheless, within six months of the ACC report, the CAB approved the carriage 

of passengers in addition to mail. Within a year, LAA took delivery of the first of the new 

military transport types despite a desperate need for them at the front in Korea. This was 

in line with the ACC working group recommendation to provide operational data for the 

military services. Previously, LAA had operated Sikorsky S-51s with capacity for three 

passengers in cramped seating (though only mail was carried). The new Sikorsky S-55 

could carry five commercial passengers in relative comfort. Unfortunately, during an 

initial test flight at Los Angeles International Airport, a mere hour after being christened, 

the S-55 suffered an engine failure and made a crash landing, seriously injuring all five 

on board, including company and airport executives.483  

  Meanwhile, the Port of New York Authority published an exhaustive forecast 

study titled, “Transportation By Helicopter, 1955-1975.” Filled with promising 

projections of the efficiency inherent in the long-sought twin-turbine transports, the study 
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made the argument that the place of helicopter airlines was secure, regardless of their 

economic efficiency, because of their utility in military development: 

 It is apparent that the demonstrated utility of the transport helicopter in 

military operations, coupled with the prospective continuance of international 

tensions which will require a high degree of international readiness, decidedly 

enhances the probability that the national government will continue to employ a 

variety of methods to encourage the growth of commercial helicopter transport 

services in order to accumulate operating experience, to maintain a reserve of 

transports and of personnel trained to operate them, and thereby to enhance the 

military potential of the country.484 

 

Meanwhile, the challenges of operating transport helicopters and making them 

safe in the LA basin led to one of the more bizarre civil-military exchanges in vertical 

flight. Belinn contacted Reaction Motors, Inc. in New Jersey about a hydrogen-peroxide 

powered boost system that became known as Rocket-On-Rotor (ROR). The idea was that 

a dome tank on top of the rotor-hub could feed highly corrosive hydrogen peroxide to 

reactant jets at the rotor tips giving an additional fifty pounds of thrust to each blade for 

several minutes, improving the chances of a safe landing in the event of engine failure, or 

aiding in takeoff under heavily loaded conditions. Other than the caustic nature of the 

fuel, the idea was as clever as it was inexpensive, lightweight and reliable. It was also just 

what the Marine Corps wanted for its own S-55s operating in Korea. Almost 

immediately, the Bureau of Aeronautics asked Belinn to cede control of the project to the 

Navy’s Bureau of Aeronautics, where it continued to be developed for the next five years 

until the advent of more powerful helicopters rendered it redundant. Nonetheless, Belinn 

was eager to claim credit for the idea in federal subsidy hearings for the helicopter 
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airlines. He also claimed that LAA’s development of procedures and night-flying 

practiced doubled the utility of helicopters in Korea and saved taxpayers in excess of 

$20M as result.485  

As the Korean War wound down, the helicopter airlines began to inaugurate 

passenger service with NYA starting in July 1953, LAA in November 1954, and Chicago 

Helicopter Airways (the renamed Helicopter Air Service) in November 1956. From the 

outset, the federal subsidies needed to make the airlines break-even were significant and 

continued to grow. In May 1954, just as the Army was reeling from General Gavin’s 

bombshell vision for sky cavalry, the service held a helicopter conference with industry 

leaders in St. Louis. There, Jack Gallagher, president of New York Airways, proposed 

that the Army release fifteen transport helicopters to the industry “as a means of speeding 

up attainment of time and technical knowledge on extensive use of more advanced 

helicopter models.”486 Meanwhile, Helicopter Air Service conducted tests of a new Army 

engine on its flights over the city.487 The Postmaster General was not consulted on these 

developments, causing him to be publicly “miffed.”488 Belinn was also displeased with 

Gallagher’s approach, stating, “One thing is for sure – Los Angeles Airways will never 
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carry passengers in uncertificated craft.”489 The Army responded with a plan to use civil 

certificated versions of its models as a result, but quietly shelved the idea soon after.490 

Nonetheless, by 1957, the symbiotic relationship between commercial development and 

military interest was well understood as, “The military services pay 85% of the helicopter 

manufacturing bill. As primary buyers and operators, they call the tunes of desired 

design. Commercial customers thus get the dregs of military need.”491  

As Gavin’s sky cavalry took shape through the late 1950s, Los Angeles Airways 

continued to expand its subsidized service. In July 1955, with the opening of Disneyland 

in Anaheim, Belinn secured a joint agreement with TWA and Disney to ferry passengers 

between the park and the TWA terminal at LAX airport, which became LAA’s most 

profitable route.492 With the construction of the heliport on the roof of the Pan Am 

building in 1965, a passenger could move between midtown Manhattan and Disneyland 

without having to enter conventional surface transport. The Pan Am heliport highlighted 

one significant problem for the industry – a lack of consensus on infrastructure. The first 

significant effort to document the issue in a systemic manner did not occur until 1959. 

The “Conference on Planning and Design of Urban Helicopter Facilities” in Los Angeles 

addressed the issues of safety, noise, structural requirements, fire suppression, and 
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insurance in detail, but did not create a broad consensus.493 The Pan Am building heliport 

operated by New York Airways in midtown Manhattan closed in 1968, only three years 

after it opened, because community concerns over safety led to the city’s denial of its 

license renewal. It briefly reopened in 1977 but shut down almost immediately after a 

bizarre fatal accident killed five (while the aircraft was parked with the rotor turning), 

including a pedestrian on the street below.494  

 

The Collapse of the Helicopter Airlines  

In 1955, the government supplied $2.71M ($26.09M in 2020 adjusted dollars) in 

subsidies to the helicopter airlines, which constituted almost 81% of operating revenues. 

By 1959, the subsidies had grown to $4.91M ($47.26M in 2020 adjusted dollars), 

constituting just over 63% of operating revenues. This meant that the government was 

subsidizing each passenger at a rate of $13.43 ($129.27 in 2020 adjusted dollars). By 

1962, the federal appropriation had reached nearly $6M to allow the helicopter airlines to 

transition to the twin-turbine Sikorsky S-61Ls and Boeing-Vertol 107s that the airlines 

had long stated were the key to the efficiency necessary for financial independence.495  

Congressman Albert Thomas (D-TX), Chairman of the House Appropriations 

Committee, found the continuing need for subsidies after the transition appalling and put 
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the subsidies on track to end after fiscal year 1965. Albert Boyd, the CAB Chairman (and 

future Secretary of the Department of Transportation) sparred frequently with Thomas in 

attempting to save the helicopter airlines and made an unsuccessful last stand on the 

military utility argument, stating, “While … we never have attempted to base the concept 

of helicopter service on savings to the military, there is some very good evidence that the 

helicopter scheduled operations have saved the military far more than the total amount of 

subsidy that has been paid for the helicopter operations. We have information to this 

effect not only from the manufacturers but from the DoD.”496 The end of subsidies were 

only one of the many fiscal reorientations in Congressional appropriations as the nation 

turned its attention toward the funding the Vietnam War, Great Society programs, and the 

Moon shot. As the helicopter airlines’ financial situation grew more dire in the late 

1960s, LAA and NYA turned to operating Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) airplanes 

on segments connecting airports in their route structure, while LAA even sought approval 

(unsuccessfully) to operate STOL aircraft from a 40-acre lot across the street from the 

Anaheim stadium. However, nothing could top the exotic nature of LAA’s Project 

Skylounge.497 

     

The Skylounge  
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Before the cessation of federal subsidies on December 31, 1965, Belinn began 

arrangements to purchase civil versions of the Sikorsky Skycrane helicopters like those 

that the 1st Air Cavalry had just deployed to South Vietnam and which Gavin had 

conceived of a decade earlier to transport battlefield nuclear missiles. The Air Cavalry 

employed a “people pod” to turn the helicopter into an ad hoc helicopter bus, medical 

operating theater, or command center.498 Belinn saw that such pods might be easily 

loaded onto trailers, which eliminated the need for tourists and business travelers to move 

between aircraft and ground transport. The added attraction was that the pod could be 

equipped with a bar and luxe seating. Thus, began Project Skylounge. This led to the 

bizarre circumstance that, though the Johnson administration had effectively condemned 

the helicopter airlines to economic collapse through the elimination of subsidies, the 

Department of Housing and Urban Development along with the city of Los Angeles, and 

industry partners, Sikorsky and the Budd Company (who made the pods), funded an 

extensive study into the concept. LAA, Sikorsky and Budd demonstrated the technology 

at the 1967 Paris Air Show, but Belinn never had the resources to acquire either 

Skycranes or Skylounges. The million-dollar final Skylounge report in 1969 found that 

the service would cost at least twice as much as any other intermodal arrangements.499 

 Even though the helicopter subsidies ended in 1965, LAA and NYA had their best 

years in terms of passenger loads during the following three years with over one-million 
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passengers traveling on scheduled helicopter airline services in the United States.500 

Nonetheless, the economics did not hold up without subsidies and the two high-profile 

LAA crashes in 1968 sent ridership into rapid decline and the three helicopter airlines all 

went under in the 1970s.  

 

Conclusion: Blurred Lines 

 The collapse of NYA in 1979 marked the end of substantive helicopter airline 

service in the United States. Though startups appeared from time to time, none 

approached the scale and scope of the operations of the mid-1960s. The only lingering 

survivor of note was the unsubsidized San Francisco and Oakland Helicopter Airlines 

(SFO), which inaugurated service in 1961 and entered bankruptcy in 1986.501 SFO could 

persist without subsidies for the same reason that helicopter airlines serving offshore 

petroleum platforms were prospering – a significant geographic barrier. San Francisco 

Bay impeded surface movement making cost of helicopter transport economically 

competitive for certain routes until the southern bay was bridged effectively. 

NYA’s demise did not end the popular idea of urban air mobility or the 

government’s interest in leveraging such services to enhance the development of military 

technology. By the mid-1980s, Bell Helicopter had made significant progress in 

developing the tilt rotor, with considerably better speed and range than helicopters. 

Initially, a joint Army and NASA program had funded research and development, but in 
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the early 1980s momentum shifted to the V-22 Osprey acquisition program, conducted 

principally for the Marine Corps. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) became 

enamored with the potential for downtown shuttle service from suburban centers and 

edge cities, and the aviation trade publications and enthusiast technology magazines 

frequently depicted tilt rotors flitting about urban ‘vertiports.’ If the economics of the 

helicopter decades earlier had undermined such efforts, the tilt rotor was an even more 

challenging creature. The V-22 had a twenty-five-year development cycle. Similarly, the 

609 civil tilt rotor began development in 1996, did not make its first flight until 2003, and 

still awaited FAA certification in early 2020.502 However, the significant differences 

between the civil-military interface during tilt rotor development and the helicopter 

airlines were that the DoD was not in economic crisis and the Carter administration’s 

moves to deregulate the airline industry eliminated the CAB. Civilian aerospace 

technology was thus cut adrift from research and development money and the civil tilt 

rotor lingered in development. 

 From the DoD perspective, the helicopter airlines contributed little despite the 

late-1940s enthusiasm for them as a technological incubator. The contingency of the 

Korean War rendered their economic stimulus moot. Nonetheless, the debates over 

federal responsibility for the technological stewardship of vertical flight would re-emerge 

in later contests over the military influence of civil aviation. One such example occurred 

late in the Vietnam War as large numbers of helicopters and aircrews returned to the 
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United States with little for them to do to retain their proficiency. In 1969, Army officers 

that had helped develop the ‘Dustoff’ medical evacuation program in Vietnam turned 

their attention to the fatalities on American highways that were annually eclipsing the 

sum of soldiers killed in action in the Korea and Vietnam Wars. They petitioned the 

Secretary of the Army to employ medevac helicopters for air ambulance evacuations for 

victims of civilian highway accidents. Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird signed off on a 

trial for MAST (Military Assistance to Safety and Traffic) –  “a joint endeavor among the 

Departments of Defense; Health, Education, and Welfare (DHEW); and Transportation 

(DOT) to demonstrate to the civil sector the application of military aeromedical 

evacuation resources and techniques which were employed effectively in combat.” The 

initial effort occurred at three Army and two Air Force bases in mid-1970 and soon 

expanded to fourteen states. MAST persisted for four decades, though not without 

controversy. While MAST contained specific provisions that it couldn’t compete with 

commercial services, its very existence had a chilling effect on new air ambulance 

operators. Additionally, in times of heavy military deployment, communities could 

suddenly be left without air ambulance service.503 
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 This blurring of civil-military boundaries in domestic helicopter transport both 

facilitated and complicated the commercial development of the helicopter. There is no 

doubt that the technological overlap in civil and military design, along with the defense-

inspired subsidization of the helicopter airlines helped the rotorcraft industry as it 

struggled to establish a sustainable industrial base during the 1950s. However, the 

inherently disingenuous emphasis on the utility of these enterprises to national defense 

almost entirely suppressed meaningful conversations about what vertical flight might 

mean to American society beyond moving tourists from LAX to Disneyland. There were, 

however, some hints at what could be possible. In 1974, in the aftermath of the horrific 

Joelma Building fire in São Paolo, Brazil that killed and injured nearly 500, the Los 

Angeles Fire Department successfully lobbied to have building codes changed for new 

high-rises over seventy-five feet to include a rooftop helipad, an ordinance that stood for 

40 years.504 Regardless of whether or not such policies were actually effective relative to 

the resources committed, Congress did not debate such social impacts of vertical flight, 

instead largely abandoning the topic once the defense sector of the industry felt secure 

and helicopter airline subsidies began to compete against the demands of helicopter 

operations in South Vietnam, making them yet one more bloated domestic program that 

undercut victory against Communism. 

 

 

 
504 Adam Nagourney, “Rule Change Lets Los Angeles Dream of Spires,” New York Times (New 

York, New York) 22 October, 2014, A12; Patrick Butler, “Op-Ed:  Maybe L.A.'s ‘stupid’ helipad rule 

wasn’t so dumb,” Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles, California), 6 October, 2014. 
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CONCLUSION: AFTER THE 

(TSUNAMI/HURRICANE/EARTHQUAKE/FAMINE) 

 

 

Helicopter swooped down just to get a scoop 

Through his telescopic lens but he didn't scoop you 

 

- Jay Z (referencing news helicopters photographing floating bodies in New 

Orleans’ Lower Ninth Ward while rescue helicopters were nowhere to be seen 

in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina), “Minority Report” (2006)505 

 

Inept Machines? 

In 1980, cultural commentator Andy Rooney ruffled the helicopter industry with 

one of his color commentaries. Newspapers gave it headers like, “Helicopters: Incredibly 

Inept Machines In A Day Of Technology.” He argued, “helicopters have been a modest 

convenience for certain simple jobs, but by the year 2000 they are going to look as 

ridiculously old fashioned as the Model T Ford looks to us in picture books today. They 

are a clumsy inept piece of machinery that ought to be taken back to the drawing board.” 

The piece ran just days after the April 25th debacle of “Desert One” – a collision between 

a Navy RH-53 helicopter (operated by a Marine crew) and an Air Force EC-130 at a 

 
505 Jay Z, “Minority Report,” Kingdom Come (New York: Def Jam, 2006). 
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staging area in eastern Iran that killed eight service personnel, led to the abandonment of 

the Operation Eagle Claw mission to rescue the American diplomats held hostage in 

Tehran, and did irreparable damage to President Jimmy Carter’s reelection campaign. 

Rooney did not directly mention the Desert One disaster. Instead his primary anecdotal 

evidence came from his own World War II experiences in China. He had been present 

when one of Col. Knute Flint’s YR-6A’s had attempted a high-altitude rescue of a 

downed aircrew, who were at a 7,000-foot elevation. Even today, low air density at that 

altitude can make helicopter operations difficult, but in 1945, the underpowered and 

normally aspirated engine of the small Sikorsky could not handle it and the rescue had to 

be abandoned. Rooney’s perception of the helicopter never improved, and he rarely 

missed an opportunity to denigrate vertical flight aircraft.506 

Rooney was not the only one who took note of the helicopter’s limitations after 

Desert One. The failed operation became a foundational moment for the reorganization 

and expansion of special forces within all the military branches, including the 

establishment of the Army’s 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment built around the 

application of specially modified helicopters. The 160th was at the forefront of many of 

the American military operations since the late 1980s and was best known for being at 

the center of the “Black Hawk down” (Operation Gothic Serpent) episode during a 1994 

 
506 Andy Rooney, “Helicopters Incredibly Inept Machines In A Day Of Technology,” Arizona 

Republic (Phoenix, Arizona) 29 April 1980, 7; Andy Rooney, My War (Holbrook, MA: Adams Media 

Corporation, 1995), 287-9.   
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raid in Mogadishu, Somalia.507 Desert One also marked the beginning of a new chapter 

for vertical flight technology. The Marine Corps, frustrated with the limited range of their 

helicopters, which had necessitated both their borrowing of tired Navy aircraft and the 

refueling stop at Desert One, began investing heavily in an emergent vertical flight 

technology – the tilt rotor, with “twice the speed, three times the payload, five times the 

range of any comparable helicopter.”508 The idea of the tilt rotor as a high-speed vertical 

takeoff and landing alternative to the helicopter existed even before World War II. 

General Gavin supported development of the first effective prototype, Bell’s XV-3, in the 

mid-1950s, while the Army and NASA facilitated development of a more practical 

demonstrator, the XV-15, in the 1970s. The Marine Corps’ twenty-five-year tortured path 

to bring the V-22 Osprey tilt rotor to operational service is well-documented and 

demonstrates that expanding the performance and operational envelopes of vertical flight 

is technically difficult, time consuming, and extremely costly.509  

In 2000, the Osprey suffered a pair of tragic accidents that nearly ended the 

program.510 The tilt rotor followed a tortured developmental path like the progression 

from Autogiro to helicopter, suffering numerous technical issues that caused its 

implementation to lag decades after the government’s initial development. Compared 

 
507 Michael J. Durant, Steven Hartov, and Robert L. Johnson, The Night Stalkers: Top Secret 

Missions of the U.S. Army's Special Operations Aviation Regiment (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 

2006), 5, 13, 65, 78. 
508 Richard Whittle, The Dream Machine: The Untold Story of the Notorious V-22 Osprey (New 

York: Simon & Schuster, 2010), 314-5. 
509 Franklin D. Harris, Introduction to Autogyros, Helicopters, and Other V/STOL Aircraft: 

Volume III, Other V/STOL Aircraft (Moffett Field, CA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 

Ames Research Center, 2015), 189-191, 193, 297-309. 
510 Whittle, 257-316. 
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with the inherent complexity of helicopters, it was even more expensive and difficult to 

maintain, while also being relatively fragile. Yet, like the helicopter, it could do things 

that no other aircraft could do, though it had significant disadvantages relative to 

helicopters, including being far less efficient in hovering, lacking the capability to make 

safe power-off autorotative landings, and not being able to mount effective defensive 

armament.511 Its operational debut in the mid-2000s marked a milestone as the first non-

helicopter rotorcraft to enter into regular U.S. military service, but its displacement of 

existing helicopters over the subsequent decade and half was minor. 

In operations, the V-22 fared better than it did in development, though military 

acceptance occurred slowly at first. Its most notable accomplishments of its first decade 

of use came in 2013 and 2015 when it played central roles in the relief efforts for the 

Typhoon Haiyan and Nepalese earthquake recoveries.512 In both instances, its better 

speed and range performance resulted in an improved responsive relative to helicopters. 

American allies, like Japan, that had been dubious about acquiring the expensive and 

troubled aircraft suddenly became open to its acquisition.513 The post-Desert One 

missions of special operations and vertical envelopment drove the Osprey’s development 

but humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HA/DR) demonstrated its capabilities to 

their best effect. However, the tilt rotor was an evolution, not revolution of vertical flight 

 
511 Harris, ibid; Kyle Mizokami, “The MV-22 Osprey Packs Some Real Firepower Even If You 

Can't See It,” Popular Mechanics (30 May 2017).  
512 Stew Magnuson and Dan Parsons, “V-22 Osprey, Amphibs Prove Value During Typhoon 

Haiyan Operations,” National Defense (1 February 2014); Amaani Lyle, “USAID, U.S. Pacific Command 

Assist Earthquake Relief in Nepal,” DoD News, Defense Media Activity (12 May 2015). 
513 Israel was also interested but bowed out of acquisition in 2020. “Bell Boeing announces 

contract for first V-22 Ospreys to Japan,” Vertical (14 July 2015); Arie Egozi, “Israel will not be buying 

the V-22 Osprey any time soon,” Vertical (14 February 2020).  
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capability, as it expanded performance, but did not significantly redefine roles and 

missions. The Osprey’s significant contribution to HA/DR represented the latest 

development for the humanitarian legacy of the government’s stewardship of vertical 

flight technology, and the one that best refutes Rooney’s jibes.      

 

When the Waters Rise 

 In March 1945, the first use of vertical flight in disaster response occurred when 

Coast Guard Commander Frank Erickson, with a penchant for not missing any 

opportunity to showcase the helicopter, sent at least one of his Sikorsky HNS-1s (R-4) to 

the disastrously flooded upper Mississippi equipped with pontoons, where it made a 

useful scout for rescue boats.514 The first major incident of an international disaster 

response involving helicopters came in the devastating 1953 flooding of much of the 

Netherlands. American, British, Dutch, French, Swiss, Italian, and Belgian pilots – flying 

forty American-built helicopters – rescued 2,000 Dutch citizens from the flood waters, 

building considerable good will for the presence of American forces in the region.515 The 

episode was a powerful statement of the humanitarian soft power inherent in the military 

 
514 “Troops Help Fight Mississippi Flood,” The Marion Star (Marion, Ohio), 7 April 1945, 1; 

“Coast Guard Rescue Activities in Flooded Area” (Film Reel), 428-NPC-15989, United States Coast 

Guard, NARA. The episode does not appear in Barrett Beard’s otherwise expansive treatment of Coast 

Guard helicopter development nor in any of the Coast Guard Historian office publications. See Barrett 

Thomas Beard, Wonderful Flying Machines: A History of U.S. Coast Guard (Annapolis, MD: Naval 

Institute Press, 1996). 
515 “Fliers at Palace,” LIFE, 2 March 1953, 26-27; “Tides to Rise in Flood Zone, 7-Nation ‘Copter 

Fleet Ready,” The Journal Times (Racine, Wisconsin) 9 February 1953, 7; “Yank Flying Windmills Save 

Dutch Flood Victims,” The Bristol Herald Courier (Bristol, Tennessee), 29 March 1953, 15; “The 

Secretary General’s Annual Report: 2018,” NATO, 22; Britta Weijers, “NATO Disaster Relief Operations: 

an analysis of an underexposed field of activity of the Alliance,” (master’s dissertation, Catholic University 

of Portugal, Institute for Political Studies, 2015), 6, 20, 35-6. 
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machinery of the nascent NATO alliance.516 Over the following five decades, movements 

of helicopters into disaster zones became a highly visible signifier of state power, both 

overseas and domestically – provided that relief operations did not mesh too closely with 

counterinsurgency campaigns, as in the cases of South Vietnam and Somalia where 

humanitarian assistance and disaster relief became entangled in combat operations. 

Vertical flight became a significant instrument for global powers to showcase the 

benevolence of their defense investitures, particularly for the United States, which had 

the airlift and sealift capacity to deploy its vertical flight assets globally on short notice.  

In August 2005, as the winds from Hurricane Katrina abated, the waters of Lake 

Pontchartrain poured through breached levees to flood the Lower Ninth Ward. Over the 

subsequent days, as the somewhat belated disaster response moved into high gear, 

dozens, then hundreds, of helicopters appeared in the skies over New Orleans. The 

plethora of early-arriving news choppers seeking footage angered survivors desperate for 

rescue from the slow-to-arrive helicopters, the vast bulk of which belonged to the DoD. 

When helicopters finally did begin to deliver aid, pluck survivors from roofs, and fill 

gaps in breached levees, almost none were from state or local agencies, civilian 

departments, or commercial operators, even though southern Louisiana had the greatest 

density of helicopter operators (to support the offshore petroleum industry) of any locale 

in the nation. The Army bore the sole responsibility for heavy lifting, with its Chinooks – 

 
516 Donald A. Carter, Forging the Shield: The U.S. Army in Europe, 1951-1962 (Washington: 

Center of Military History, U.S. Army, 2015), 396. 
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possibly some of the same examples (albeit with upgrades) used by the 1st Cavalry on the 

Bong Son plains – lowering massive sandbag-like plugs for the breached levees.  

As much as helicopters and tilt rotors have facilitated American “limited war” 

interventionism since the advent of Kennedy’s Flexible Response, vertical flight has also 

enabled the American military’s application of soft power at its best, both domestically 

and abroad.517 However, such applications of vertical flight remained secondary to its 

role in offensive operations. By the early 2000s, the upper echelons of U.S. government 

took the ability of the military to shift to these soft power engagements for granted, with 

Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld remarking to a reporter, “I don’t know what ‘soft 

power’ is,” and some in the media also framing President Bush’s initial response to the 

2004 Indonesian tsunami as “chintzy,”518 

2005 would become a crucible for this intersection between military soft power 

and vertical flight. That year, four episodes tested the DoD’s ability to respond to 

disasters, including the response to the Indonesian tsunami (December 26, 2004), 

Hurricane Katrina (August 8) and Hurricane Rita (September 22), as well as the Pakistan 

earthquake (October 8). Of these Katrina required the largest response and had the 

greatest implication for future operations. The DoD, not including the Coast Guard, 

deployed about 350 helicopters to New Orleans. The commercial operators in the Gulf, 

the most robust civil helicopter concentration in North America (equal in size to the 

 
517 Comprehensive listings are unavailable, but for a service-selective representative spectrum of 

Cold War examples, see, Daniel L. Haulman, The United States Air Force and Humanitarian Airlift 

Operations, 1947-1994 (Washington: Air Force History and Museums Program, 1998).  
518 James Traub, “The New Hard-Soft Power,” The New York Times (New York, New York), 30 

January 2005, E28. 
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federal force) did not participate because no one in federal authority knew how to employ 

them or had confidence in their ability to support the operations – a circumstance that has 

still not been resolved meaningfully.519  

In terms of rescue tallies, only two weeks of operations yielded helicopter rescue 

and evacuation figures that approached those achieved during the three-year entirety of 

the Korean War (Table 1). Yet, the implications of the chaos and lack of coordination 

between military services and civilian authorities led to a search for better methods of 

disaster response, especially as Hurricane Rita a month later yielded additional problems 

with coordination of helicopters and other responders.520 While helicopters had long been 

a vehicle of choice for first responders, the domestic and international disaster responses 

of 2005 contextualized the problem as never before and mobilized an effort to elevate and 

militarize HA/DR.    

 

Table 1. Helicopter deployments and rescues in Katrina521 

Service/Agency Helicopters 

Deployed 

Individuals Rescued/Evacuated 

Coast Guard 49 12,535 

Army (National 

Guard) 

129 17,141 

 
519 Paul J. Fardink, “The Helicopter Response to Hurricane Katrina,” Vertiflite (Summer 2011), 

57. 
520 S. Kay Carpender et al, “Urban Evacuations and Rural America: Lessons Learned from 

Hurricane Rita,” Public Health Reports,  November-December 2006, 775–779. 
521 Paul Fardink, 48-58. Fardink compiled these figures in an admirable effort, combing 

Congressional hearings and summary reports for divergent and contradictory data to piece together a solid 

accounting of the chaotic Katrina rescue operations.  
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Army (Active)  52 917 

Air Force 39 4,322 

Navy & Marine Corps 50+ 9,790+ 

Total Confirmed 346 34,751 (rescue only) 

 

 In early August 2005, barely two weeks before Hurricane Katrina devastated New 

Orleans, the Pentagon’s commander for the defense of North America (Northern 

Command), Admiral Tim Keating, provoked a firestorm in a Washington Post 

interview.522 He unveiled plans for aggressive military responses to internal domestic 

incidents of terrorism. While media commentary responded with fears of military 

overreach, Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff was appalled by the DoD’s 

presumption in brushing aside the civil agencies formed for just such a purpose. With the 

discrediting of Chertoff as a principal in the failures of Katrina, and the American 

public’s generally positive perception of the military’s response to the crisis, Keating 

won the battle of wills. On September 26, President Bush announced a plan that would 

give the DoD the lead in responding to domestic disasters, regardless of the cause. The 

outcry over states’ rights led to the rapid abandonment of this plan but the DoD began to 

think more systematically about HA/DR than it ever had before.523  

 
522 Bradley Graham, “War Plans Drafted To Counter Terror Attacks in U.S.,” The Washington 

Post (Washington, D.C.) 8 August 2005. 
523 “Critics: Don’t expand military’s disaster role,” Great Falls Tribune (Great Falls, Montana), 1 

October 2005, A3. 
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Secretary of Defense Robert Gates responded with a doctrinal document, called 

“Joint Operations,” which placed “Crisis Response and Limited Contingency Operations” 

as one half of a “range of military operations.”524 Foreign policy commentator Daniel W. 

Drezner noted Congressional enthusiasm for the measure as it was “happy to authorize 

more defense spending [on humanitarian missions], because that’s easier to justify to 

their constituents. … Authorizing civilian spending on foreign policy, however, just looks 

like a handout to other countries.”525 This doctrinal shift affected Navy and Marine Corps 

vertical flight more than the other military services as the aircraft carriers and amphibious 

assault ships distributed around the globe made for readily deployable forward bases with 

which to apply vertical flight in disaster response. This was a uniquely American 

capability. In October 2007, the Navy responded to Gates’ re-envisioning with “A 

Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower,” which elevated HA/DR to one of the 

six “core capabilities” of the service. The naval rotary-wing community regarded this as a 

momentous shift, noting, “The impact of this change is profound for the three naval 

services and especially for the naval rotary-wing community.”526  

 The continuing overlap between military stewardship and civil benefit that 

played out in the evolution of HA/DR after Katrina reinforced the close connection 

between vertical flight, the military, and society as seen in the prior development of the 

 
524 “Joint Operations (Joint Publication 3-0), 17 September 2006, Incorporating Change 1, 13 

February 2008, Joint Chiefs of Staff, I-8 – I-9. 
525 Daniel W. Drezner, “America’s soft power military,” (blog) Foreignpolicy.com,  28 July 2008, 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2008/07/28/americas-soft-power-military/. 
526 George Galdorisi, “Humanitarian Assistance/Disaster Relief: One of the New Maritime 

Strategies,” Rotor Review, No. 103, Fall 2008, 7; “A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower,” 

United States Navy, October 2007. 
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helicopter airlines and the frequent repurposing of military aircraft into civil applications. 

However, the implications of this relationship go well beyond the technical development 

of rotorcraft and military doctrine. Vertical flight won hearts and minds abroad and 

helped paint the military as capable domestic first responders, helping to offset the 

problematic international perceptions associated with more aggressive post-9/11 

interventionism.  

 

Consolidation: From Airland Battle to the War on Terror 

 I have argued that vertical flight is a reflection of the interactions of military and 

society in the United States as the nation navigated the tensions between its internal 

modernist technological impulses and the geopolitical strains that the informed the 

transitions between the New Deal, the warfare state economy of World War II, and the 

Cold War national security state. Though my primary interest has been to chart these 

dynamics against the emergence of an established rotorcraft industry – which is why I 

have ended the narrative in 1968 – a brief look at the post-Vietnam trajectory represented 

by Desert One and Katrina provides a useful insight into the persistence of the patterns of 

federal technological stewardship that underpin a technology that subsists or thrives 

largely at the discretion of state investment. Most of the mid-late Vietnam War era 

rotorcraft – Huey, Cobra, Loach, Chinook, Skycrane, Kiowa, and Super Jolly Green 

Giant – may still be found in frontline military, public sector, or commercial use 

somewhere in the western hemisphere. Given that some of these designs are now 

approaching their seventh decade of service, a simplistic reading might be that the 
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vertical flight industry reached maturity in the late sixties and then stagnated. The actual 

causes are more complicated and reflect the further profusion of the military into 

commercial interests. 

 The ending of the Vietnam War proved to be a curse and a blessing for the 

rotorcraft industry. The rapid collapse of military orders, that only a few years earlier had 

constituted thousands of helicopters, left manufacturers like Sikorsky scrambling for 

diversified products, including experimental high-speed locomotives.527 However, the 

Army’s new generation of light turbine helicopters, like the OH-6 “Loach” and OH-58 

Kiowa, that entered service in the mid-sixties were exceedingly well suited to policing, 

news gathering and VIP transport, providing significant improvements in performance 

without substantial increases in acquisition costs. Heavier helicopters, like the Huey, or 

the transport version of the H-3, used primarily by the Navy and Air Force, proved 

readily adaptable to off-shore platform support during the oil boom of the early eighties 

and helicopter logging. In addition to a plethora of new helicopter designs facilitated by 

military research and development and reduced to affordable levels by the economies of 

scale of Vietnam War era production, the tens of thousands of highly experienced combat 

veteran pilots were desperate for relatively low-paying flight jobs, pushing operating 

costs down. The wartime boom of the 1960s created a commercially innovative 

American helicopter industry that led the non-Communist world market in the early 

seventies. However, the war had also significantly complicated the industry’s prospects. 

 
527 “Sikorsky Will Quit Train Manufacture,” New York Times (New York, New York), 12 July 

1974, 48. 
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It made the helicopter not only indispensable to the American military, but also a niche 

sector of the defense industry, forced into lockstep by DoD influence to the extent that it 

could not sustain core research and development.  

 For helicopter manufacturers in the five decades following the Vietnam War, the 

new market opportunities of the early postwar years gave way to the gradual erosion of 

their market share to European competitors, which complicated the symbiotic 

relationship between the military and American manufacturers that persisted since 1934, 

when President Roosevelt ordered the Air Corps to pursue Autogiro development. The 

industry now complained that the focused military stewardship of vertical flight in the 

United States caused the industry to invest its research into technologies with little 

commercial return, while European research and development funds, directed toward 

innovations in core vertical flight technologies, improved rotorcraft technology in 

foundational ways, such as more efficient, quieter rotors, and better fuel economy.528 The 

end result was that in the three decades after Vietnam, the United States fielded robust 

new combat helicopters from American manufacturers, like the Black Hawk and Apache, 

based on lessons from Vietnam (particularly the conventional combat during the last 

years of the war), while the air ambulance, law enforcement, and offshore support 

markets increasingly favored higher performing European designs. In 1996, one study 

noted, “The U.S. helicopter industry today is in a perilous situation. Of the four major 

U.S. manufacturers, only one has ventured significantly into the commercial arena. The 

 
528 “The U.S. Helicopter Industry: Its Development, World Market And Foreign Competition” 

(Washington:  Aerospace Industries Association, 1983), 21-22; Murray D. Sheil, The Evolution of the U.S. 

Helicopter Industry (master’s thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, 1984), 65-73. 
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other three are subject to the whims of the DoD” [and its Clinton administration 

drawdowns].529 A decade later, the Los Angeles Times argued, “the U.S. industry’s lack 

of investment over the last fifteen years may have allowed the Europeans to gain a lead in 

conventional helicopters.”530 By the early 2000s, even the U.S. military had begun buying 

European designs, including – most prominently – the cancelled VH-71 presidential 

helicopter transport.531       

The shift in emphasis from mobility to control that had begun in the late 1960s 

accelerated in the 1970s as the Army abandoned its limited war and counterinsurgency 

doctrine in favor of European-centric armored warfare against the Warsaw Pact. The 

service pursued deployment of new hunter-killers with special sensor-equipped OH-58D 

Kiowa scouts and AH-64 Apache gunships featuring sophisticated all-weather targeting 

systems and laser-guided Hellfire missiles ostensibly to deter Soviet battalions of T-72 

tanks that might blitzkrieg through the Fulda Gap. Whether or not these acquisitions had 

any real deterrent value, their primary effect was to facilitate a soft landing to the Army’s 

post-Vietnam drawdown that traded massive manpower cuts for increased investments in 

costly and sophisticated weapon systems that provided sustenance to the domestic 

aerospace industry.  

 
529 Gerald Abbott, “Aircraft Industry Study Report, 1996,” Industrial College of the Armed 

Forces, 4 – 9. 
530 Tim Ripley, “Europeans Make Inroads in the U.S. Military Market,” The Los Angeles Times 

(Los Angeles, CA), 31 July 2006,   
531 Individual unit costs for VH-71 airframes exceed $400M each, which Secretary of Defense 

Robert Gates described, only somewhat facetiously, as being due to the requirement for the president to 

“among other things, cook dinner while under nuclear attack.” William D. Hartung, Prophets of War: 

Lockheed-Martin and the Making of the Military-Industrial Complex (New York: Nation Books, 2011), 25-

8; Peter Baker, "Cost Nearly Doubles For Marine One Fleet," Washington Post (Washington, D.C.), 17 

March 2008. 
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The U.S. Coalition victory in the 1991 Gulf War over an Iraqi army, which, as a 

consumer of Soviet doctrine was an ideal opponent of AirLand Battle doctrine and 

technology, appeared to justify the U.S. Army’s preference for technical improvements in 

aircraft subsystems (i.e. weapons, sensors, and the engines to carry them) over substantial 

development in core aspects of rotorcraft design. The subsequent contingency wars in 

Somalia and the former Yugoslavia, followed by two decades of the War on Terror, 

challenged those assumptions. Hellfire missiles and millimeter wave radar did little to 

stem the slide into open warfare in Somalia or demonstrate that the Apache helicopter 

could survive against more sophisticated opponents during Operation Allied Force in 

Kosovo during 1999. These challenges led to enormous uncertainty within Army aviation 

over technology, missions, and doctrine resulting in a lengthy series of failed programs, 

including the RAH-66 Comanche hunter-killer-in-one program, with a  $7B investment 

yielding only two prototype aircraft, as well as the ARH-70, intended as the low-cost 

back-up to the Comanche, in spite of its own stratospheric cost of $300M for four 

prototype aircraft that were minor evolutions of an extant type that went back to the Bell 

206 JetRangers of LAPD’s Astro.532 Some of this occurred as a result of the rise of drone 

warfare as an alternative platform of aerial control, which began to move the emphasis on 

vertical flight back to mobility.  

Historians Andrew Bacevich and Daniel Lake have charted how the belief in 

technological advantage over manpower came to inform a “revolution in military affairs” 

 
532 “Army Terminates Comanche: Can Apache Fill the Void?,” Vertiflite (Spring 2004), 27-31; 

“Work stops as soaring ARH cost alarms army,” FlightGlobal, 26 March 2007. 
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that then drove an overconfident interventionist foreign policy in the early 2000s, which 

Michael Scheuer has termed “Imperial Hubris.”533 This manifested in vertical flight when 

operations revealed that basic problems of movement were not solved by better avionics 

and engines if there were not enough aircraft to meet operational requirements. By the 

time the U.S. invaded Afghanistan in 2001, operations on the same scale as what 

transpired in South Vietnam three decades earlier had become impossible as unit costs for 

utility transports and gunships increased by an order of magnitude and quantities 

decreased accordingly.534 The Black Hawk of the early 2000s cost $13M relative to the 

$1.94M (in 2005 adjusted dollars) cost of the Huey.535 These costs and multi-year 

production cycles meant the United States could not lose a hundred helicopters in a single 

operation in Afghanistan as it had in Southeast Asia. By 2007, something of a crisis 

emerged as the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq had resulted in the loss of 130 helicopters 

and shortages were beginning to appear.536 The quantity to quality shift in vertical flight 

(and in other weapons systems, ranging from tanks to fighter planes) created a stunning 

contrast in the appearance of American overseas power in Vietnam relative to 

 
533 Andrew J. Bacevich, America’s War for the Greater Middle East: A Military History (New 

York: Random House, 2016), Kindle location, 3398-3426, 4185; Daniel R. Lake, The Pursuit of 

Technological Superiority and the Shrinking American Military (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2019), 

52-4, 75, 88-9; Michael Scheuer, Imperial Hubris: Why the West Is Losing the War on Terror (Washington: 

Potomac Books, 2004), Kindle.  
534 For instance, in 1968, the U.S. military acquired 2,800 helicopters at a collective cost of 

$905.3M (a unit cost of $323,000 - $1,999,311 in 2008 dollars), while in 2008, DoD acquired 315 

helicopters at $3,594,000M (a unit cost of $11,409,523). Aerospace Facts and Figures: 1971/72 (New 

York: Aviation Week & Space Technology, 1972), 30; Aerospace Facts and Figures:2008 (Arlington, VA: 

Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc., 2010), 41. 
535 For UH-1D Huey see Table 16a to Appendix to G5 to Appendix G in U.S. Army Tactical 

Mobility Requirements Board (Howze Board). For UH-60L, see Selected Acquisition Report, RCS: DD-

A&T(Q&A)823-341: UH-60M Black Hawk Helicopter. As of FY 2015 President's Budget, Defense 

Acquisition Management Information Retrieval, April 16, 2014, 22. 
536 “Helicopter Shortage,” El Paso Times (El Paso, TX), 24 March 2007, 5A. 
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Afghanistan; 3,957 helicopters in South Vietnam at the peak of operations in December 

1969, relative to 225 in Afghanistan in October 2009.537 As in South Vietnam, helicopters 

allowed U.S. and allied forces to bypass ambushes and Improvised Explosive Devices 

(IEDs). In 2009, Time magazine noted that “many of the 180 outposts spread across the 

country can now only be reached by helicopters,” and quoted an Army logistician, who 

fretted, “We're resupplying between 30% and 40% of our forward operating bases by air 

because we just can't get to them on the ground." In addition to concerns over adequate 

numbers, operations in the harsh environments of Afghanistan and Iraq resulted in 

excessive wear and tear on the sophisticated and complex airframes, almost beyond the 

ability of the industry to sustain effective rotary-wing operations.538 

The geographic challenges and limited infrastructure of Iraq and Afghanistan 

resulted in a requirement for aerial rapid responders that could move quickly over large 

geographic areas, which increased the valuation of the Osprey tilt rotor and fueled an 

interest in high speed rotorcraft, resulting in the first significant efforts since the Vietnam 

era to reconfigure the helicopter in substantial ways.539 General Norton’s observations on 

“flittin’” and “sittin’” had come full circle as his ideas of occupying population centers 

and using vertical flight for rapid strikes against insurgent activities in the hinterlands 

 
537 “Table 121: Deployments to Southeast Asia,” NARA, Record Group 319, Entry 47-N, Army 

Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Decimal Project Files, Box 28, 18-20. Afghanistan deployment figures 

remain classified, but Congressional hearings show that combined Army deployments to Iraq and 

Afghanistan ran to a little over 500 helicopters, or about 1/6 of South Vietnam Army deployments at peak. 

See DoD Authorization for Appropriations For Fiscal Year 2007, Hearings Before the Committee on 

Armed Services United States Senate, One Hundred Ninth Congress Second Session on S. 2766, 50; Mark 

Thompson, “Why Flying Helicopters in Afghanistan is So Deadly,” Time (October 27, 2009). 
538 Ronald O'Rourke, “V-22 Osprey Tilt-Rotor Aircraft: Background and Issues for Congress,” 

Congressional Research Service, 10 June 2009, 10.  
539 “Boeing/Sikorsky and Bell to shape future U.S. military helicopter,” Vertical (13 August 

2014). 
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became the convention in the War on Terror. If Iraq and Afghanistan can be considered a 

test for his strategic vision, their application in the 2000s did not demonstrate a decisive 

advantage over Westmoreland’s war of attrition. Once again, vertical flight proved 

effective at maintaining the status quo of a strategic situation. However, neither the 

technology nor the doctrine solved the intractable challenges of counterinsurgency, 

thereby reinforcing two millennia of dissonance between mobility technology and the 

achievement of military objectives that had ranged from Roman road networks to British 

colonial railways – all of which had proved imperfect tools of imperial power.    

 As the Army struggled with adequate levels of mobility, some ideas from Gavin’s 

sky cavalry era re-emerged. The idea of aerial cranes or other platforms to carry tanks or 

armored vehicles had an obvious appeal. During World War II, Gavin, Ridgeway, and 

Taylor looked enviously at British gliders with the capability to deploy light tanks 

specially built for the purpose, while American gliders of sufficient capacity remained 

mired in development.540 Though largely ineffective during the war, a desire to carry the 

concept over to helicopters persisted, but the CH-54 Skycranes of the Vietnam era were 

not quite powerful enough for the purpose, and the end of the war resulted in the 

cancellation of its successor, the XCH-62, that could have met the requirement.541 The 

concept lay fallow for 33 years until 2007, when an early twenty-first century variation of 

Hamilton Howze’s vision started to unfold with a new generation of airmobility 

 
540 James E. Mrazek, Fighting Gliders of World War II (New York: St. Martin’s Press, Inc., 1977), 

124-130; Keith Flint, Airborne Armor: Tetrach, Locust, Hamilcar and the 6th Airborne Armoured 

Regiment, 1938-1950 (Solihull, England: Helion & Company, 2004), 23-7. 
541 “Heavy Lift Helicopter: Prototype Technical Summary, Final Report for Period January 1973 - 

August 1975, Boeing Vertol Company, April 1980. 
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advocates arguing for large VTOL transports capable of carrying thirty-ton vehicles 

under the auspices of the Joint Heavy Lift (JHL) development program. Such aircraft 

could make medium armor formations airmobile. However, just as Air Force friction, the 

cost of the war in Vietnam, and technical realities dissipated most of Howze’s long-range 

vision, the realities of paying for the War on Terror, Air Force interference, and technical 

overreach caused JHL to disappear from appropriations debates.542 Subsequent efforts to 

develop new vertical flight aircraft emphasized speed, creating either much faster 

helicopters or more efficient tilt rotors.543 As the doctrinal and technical imperatives of 

the War on Terror left the vertical flight industry unsettled, the experiences of Katrina 

and the other HA/DR events of 2005 began framing a new enemy for vertical flight.       

 

The New Enemy: Vertical flight in the Age of Climate Crisis 

In the early twenty-first century, the legacy of vertical flight is emerging at the 

center of what may be humanity’s greatest struggle. The intense debates over the 

implications of global climate change are framing the vertical flight industry’s role both 

as a contributor to the crisis and as a palliative tool. If vertical flight in the twentieth 

century can be described as the tension between techno-modernist optimism for an 

 
542 Robin P. Swan and Scott R. McMichael, “Mounted Vertical Maneuver: A Giant Leap Forward 

in Maneuver and Sustainment,” Military Review (January-February 2007), 52-62. At the time of writing, 

Swan was director of the Army’s Concept Development and Experimentation Directorate. The 

Directorate’s thinking was almost immediately challenged. See, John Gordon, David E. Johnson, and Peter 

A. Wilson, “Air Mechanization: An Expensive and Fragile Concept,” Military Review, January-February 

2007, 63-73. Bettina H. Chavanne, “Heavy Lifting,” Aviation Week & Space Technology (14 April 2008), 

12. 
543 Jeffrey A. Drezner, Parisa Roshan, Thomas Whitmore, “Enhancing Management of the Joint 

Future Vertical Lift Initiative,” Rand Corporation, 2017.   
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improved society based on aerial mobility and the state’s requirement for aerial control, 

the twenty-first century is emerging as a contest between the extractive processes at the 

core of modern society and the resolution of its implications for the biosphere. 

 In 1949, Robert L. Suggs founded Petroleum Helicopters Incorporated to 

capitalize on the helicopter to explore the trackless marshes of Southern Louisiana for oil 

and gas reserves, and later, to ferry crews and supplies to the offshore oil platforms that 

began proliferating in the Gulf of Mexico during the 1950s. In 2019, with American 

extraction of crude oil in the Gulf of Mexico setting new production records of two 

million barrels or more per day, helicopters remained at the forefront of the fossil fuel 

economy that has driven the climate crisis. As with most civil helicopters, the designs 

employed in offshore platform support were either originally developed for military use 

or were commercially developed designs with significant military sales, while many of 

the petroleum industry’s pilots have been former military aviators. This is hardly an 

American phenomenon. By 2020, the North Sea complex of offshore platforms was home 

to an even greater (if faltering) production of nearly three million barrels per day of 

crude, supported by an even larger fleet of 220 helicopters carrying two million 

passengers annually.544 Additional fleets of rigs and helicopters operated in the Persian 

Gulf, off the China coast, and in smaller groupings around the world, serving as the 

largest non-governmental consumer of helicopters (and the commercial tilt rotor in the 

form of the Leonardo – formerly Bell – 609). The 609 tilt rotor offers a range of over 

1,200 miles, twice as much as existing offshore support helicopters, thereby enabling 

 
544 Ken Swartz, “Setting the Standard,” Vertical (16 April 2015). 
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operation of offshore platforms in the arctic circle or other remote areas – should 

extractive petroleum enterprises continue to expand their search for hydrocarbons.545 

 The expansive extractive air force contrasted with the post-Cold War growth in 

fire-fighting helicopters under contract with various government agencies to combat 

climate-induced wildfires. In some instances, the very same helicopters employed in 

extractive industries that contributed to the climate crisis also fought it by combating the 

resultant fires. For instance, a significant portion of Oregon-based Columbia Helicopters’ 

business centers on heli-logging with Chinooks, formerly developed as Gavin’s Pershing 

missile carriers, but also employing them for lifting “Bambi buckets” to drop water on 

forests weakened by logging and climate impacts.546 Like Katrina, the surge in large 

wildfires drove an increased use of military helicopters for civilian disaster response. 

Before 2013, rules required that all available civilian assets be deployed before National 

Guard or active military aircraft could be called into action as part of a Congressionally 

mandated non-compete rule that ensured the profitability of commercial air attack (i.e. 

aerial firefighting) operators. The 2012 Waldo Canyon fire in Colorado Springs changed 

this dynamic when it threatened a variety of nearby military installations and help 

facilitate implementation of a much looser set of rules that allowed military aircraft to 

intervene much more quickly in domestic disaster response, as was demonstrated the 

following year when forested lands near Colorado Springs that did not burn in the Waldo 

Canyon fire were threatened with the Black Forest fire. The new rules enabled a robust 

 
545 Dayna Fedy, “Leonardo focusing on first delivery of AW609 as it enters mass production,” 

Vertical, (6 March 6 2019).  
546 Oliver Johnson, “Tandem Powered: Columbia Helicopters,” Vertical, (14 August 2019). 
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military response with Army Black Hawks on hand with Bambi buckets to help suppress 

the fire.547  

The expanding domestic military use of rotorcraft from Katrina to the Black 

Forest fire marked the emergence of climate crisis as the latest existential threat to shape 

the application of rotorcraft. In the 1990s and early 2000s, the most effective air attack 

helicopter for wildfires was the Erickson Skycrane, a civil-produced version of Gavin’s 

missile-carrying Skycrane that was central to the support of Vietnam firebases. Other 

favored platforms included the Firehawk version of the Sikorsky Black Hawk that 

General Norton helped initiate in the 1960s. In Europe and western Canada, the Russian 

Kamov Ka-32 helicopter originally built for combatting U.S. nuclear submarines found 

considerable success in battling wildfires with 188 airframes (far more than the Russian 

Navy possessed) operating in more than thirty countries as of 2013.548 The weapon of 

choice for military type helicopters in the age of climate crisis, more often than not, is the 

Bambi bucket, not the anti-tank missile.   

 In the 2000s, as the DoD slowly acknowledged the shift in its operational frame 

of reference from the ideologically driven strife of twentieth century conflict to the 

ecologically influenced international struggles over scarce resources. HA/DR, large-scale 

human migration, and more frequent domestic disasters reframed vertical flight’s role as 

 
547 Steven E. Dubay, “Improving Access to Military Aircraft During Civilian Wildfires” (master’s 

thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, 2015), 32-33. I witnessed the Waldo Canyon fire firsthand. The level of 

destruction was equivalent to a large combat operation. Colorado does not have the same robust statewide 

system of air attack coordination that is in play in California’s CAL FIRE agency. 
548 Gary Watson, “Surviving to Thriving,” Vertical, posted 27 November 2014; “Russian 

Helicopters launches Global Helicopter Firefighting Initiative,” Vertical (22 February 2013); The Military 

Balance: 2013 (London: Routledge, 2013), 229. 
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a versatile utilitarian tool of state power.549 Beyond military services buying more Bambi 

buckets, border police and other internal state security apparatuses around the world went 

on a helicopter buying spree in the 2010s, opting for new sophisticated aircraft capable of 

carrying large arrays of sensors, instead of merely acquiring surplused military aircraft. 

While drones became increasingly prominent in the monitoring of border security, they 

lacked the rapid response capability to react to unauthorized movements.550 

 

Urban Aerial Utopia/Dystopia 

In 2016, as the Army and Marine Corps invested in more complex rotorcraft to go 

faster over longer distances, ride-sharing service Uber surprised the aviation community 

with a slickly produced white paper that argued for “urban air mobility” using slow-

flying, short-range electric multi-rotor non-helicopter aircraft. These aircraft became 

possible by the 2010s because of the integration of technical advances in automation, 

battery density, as well as digital control of multiple rotors to impart lift, propulsion, 

stability, and control. Their primary advantage was their light weight and low cost, made 

possible by the elimination of the complex, expensive, and heavy components of a 

helicopter, including rotor head, transmission gearboxes, tail booms, anti-torque rotors, 

engine, and most importantly, the pilot and cockpit controls. Electric Vertical Takeoff 

and Landing Aircraft (eVTOL) were soon flying as experimental aircraft, such as the 

German Volocopter and Chinese eHang 184.  

 
549 “Report on Effects of a Changing Climate to the DoD,” Office of the Under Secretary of 

Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, January 2019. 
550 “8 more AW139s to strengthen rescue and border patrol in Italy,” Vertical, (12 December 
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Initially many in the aviation industry dismissed such efforts as an impractical 

fantasy.551 However, in only three years, Uber’s confidence and capital investment fueled 

an unprecedented vertical flight development boom with over 200 firms constructing 

prototype and pre-production aircraft, including most large aerospace firms and 

helicopter manufacturers.552 Fueled in part by Silicon Valley venture capitalists, like 

Google co-founder Larry Page, billions of dollars poured into eVTOL, including Uber 

Elevate’s plans to trial eVTOL service in the Los Angeles basin, Dallas, and Melbourne, 

Australia for those able to pay a premium.553 However, Uber Elevate faced the same 

questions of profitability, safety, regulatory environment, infrastructure, and value-added 

utility as Los Angeles Airways did in the fifties and sixties.  

Whether or not Uber Elevate was aware of the checkered historical 

interdependence of the helicopter airlines and federal stewardship, it positioned itself to 

avoid the worst mistakes of its urban aerial mobility precursors. At the 2019 Uber Elevate 

summit in Washington, D.C., the Secretary of the Department of Transportation, Federal 

Aviation Administration acting administrator, and the chief of NASA aeronautics, all 

presented as key note speakers backed up by a full-scale flying taxi mockup (by Huey 

and JetRanger manufacturer, Bell), virtual reality simulations, polished presentations of 

 
551 James Temperton, “Flights of fancy: here are all the reasons why Uber’s flying car plans are 

fantasy,” Wired, (28 April 2017); Patrick Veillette, “Urban Upheaval,” Business & Commercial Aviation, 

(September 2019), 48-55; Elan Head, “Uber unveils ambitious e-VTOL plan,” Vertical (June/July 2017), 

20-1. 
552 “Vertical Flight Society Reports More than 200 eVTOL Aircraft Now in Development,” 

Electric VTOL News (6 September 2019), https://evtol.news/2019/09/06/200-evtol-aircraft-on-evtol-news/. 
553 Dean Donovan, “Where Will the Electric Aviation Start-Ups Find $40B?,” Forbes (17 

September 2019), https://www.forbes.com/sites/deandonovan/2019/09/17/where-will-the-electric-aviation-

start-ups-find-40b/#20e04ed76ee7. 
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viable business models and elaborate infrastructure that in one instance included an art 

gallery built into landing complexes.554 Uber also echoed the most successful aspect of 

the helicopter airlines’ association with government – their military partnerships. On May 

9, 2018, Uber announced a “Cooperative Research and Development Agreement 

(CRADA) establishing an ongoing plan to partner around developing and testing the 

vehicles used in Uber’s proposed urban aviation rideshare network” with the Army 

Research, Development and Engineering Command, Army Research Lab (RDECOM 

ARL). This represented the beginning of one of the largest doctrinal reorientations in 

Army aviation since the emergence of the Airland Battle doctrine in the 1970s. In June 

2018, the U.S. Army released a request for proposal for a new scout helicopter, because, 

“The Army currently lacks the ability to conduct armed reconnaissance, light attack, and 

security with improved stand-off and lethal and non-lethal capabilities with a platform 

sized to hide in RADAR clutter and for the urban canyons of mega cities.“555 With 

forecasts that 68% of the world’s population would live in urban centers by 2050 and 

new national geopolitical emphasis on combating an expansive China, the Army wanted 

aircraft capable of operating from urban streets.556  

In October 2019, at the corporate unveiling of Bell’s design for the new Army 

helicopter requirement, the company CEO unveiled computer-generated imagery of the 

prototype flying down ruined “urban canyons of the megacity” that made the depiction of 

 
554 “Connect Evolved: Uber Elevated 2019,” Corgan, 2019. I also attended. See 

https://www.uber.com/us/en/elevate/summit/2019/attending/. 
555 Oliver Johnson, “U.S. Army calls for prototype proposals for Future Attack Reconnaissance 
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556 World Urbanization Prospects: The 2018 Revision (New York: The United Nations, 2019), xix. 
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vertical flight in Blade Runner appear almost utopian by comparison.557 Notions of this 

type of urban aerial warfare were in evidence since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 

2001, as the Army’s 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (SOAR) startles the 

citizens of at least one American metropolis annually with its annual (Realistic Urban 

Training (RUT) exercises in which blacked-out black helicopters fly down city streets at 

below rooftop level at night.558  

Outside of the civil-military overlap, Uber Elevate’s plans echo the urban aerial 

mobility hopes and dreams of mid-twentieth century modernist techno-utopians, like Le 

Corbusier and Norman Bel Geddes. However, a real-world example of urban air mobility 

exists that provides a stark contrast with the conceptual designs of both past and present. 

São Paolo, Brazil has overwhelmed road networks, three-hour one-way commutes, 

ineffective mass transit, endemic crime, an epidemic of kidnapping of corporate 

executives, and a permissive regulatory environment. As a result, many corporations 

subscribe to rooftop helicopter services that transport mid-level and higher executives to 

suburban compounds. With nearly 700 helicopters in operation conducting over 2,000 

flights per day from 529 helipads at a flight/seat cost of about $150, this model of urban 

air mobility exceeds any previous implementation. The economic barriers to entry have 

 
557 I attended the event. See https://www.bellflight.com/products/bell-360. 
558 Coverage of the RUT exercises appears to be discouraged as it rarely shows up in major news 

feeds, but the advent of social media is shedding more light on the exercises. The 160th SOAR appears to 

operate in a different major urban core every year. See: Tyler Rogoway and Joseph Trevithick, “Night 

Stalker Choppers Freak Out Manhattan With Nighttime Low-Level Training Exercise,” The Drive (19 

April 2018), https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20255/night-stalker-choppers-freak-out-manhattan-

with-nighttime-low-level-training-exercise; Tyler Rogoway , “You Have To See This Crazy Photo Of A 

Night Stalker MH-6 Dropping Commandos On Long Beach,” The Drive (7 February 2019), 
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recently led to unlicensed “pirate air taxi” helicopters making 60-70% of the flights. For 

Uber, who is also a player in the São Paolo helicopter air taxi market, the limits of the 

helicopter in democratizing urban transport are obvious, and frames the viability of Uber 

Elevate in terms of whether or not eVTOL technology – assuming success in overcoming 

regulatory, safety, noise, and infrastructure concerns – can reduce operating costs to a 

third of its Uber Copter services.559  

 

Conclusion 

 Andy Rooney, in his 1980 anti-helicopter diatribe, argued, “If helicopters were 

great weapons in war we would have won in Vietnam and left quickly. We did not.”560 

As with any tool, the helicopter was only as useful as the strategies and doctrines of the 

nation’s military and political leaders would allow. Rotorcraft do not solve the intractable 

problems of counterinsurgency or effectively prioritize rescues in the aftermath of 

Category Five hurricanes – those are issues of human agency. Vertical flight aircraft are 

also not efficient at moving people or mail around cities, and, as the fatal crash of 

basketball legend Kobe Bryant in 2020 demonstrated, they are an imperfect mode of 

personal transport, even for the few that can afford them. However, with federal, state, 

 
559 Richard Pedicini, “Airbus Testing São Paulo Per-seat Helicopter Service,” Aviation Industry 

News (12 August 2017) https://www.ainonline.com/aviation-news/general-aviation/2017-08-12/airbus-
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role in the air taxi concept,” Vertical, (7 January 2020), https://www.verticalmag.com/features/how-
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and local governments less inclined to tax for surface transport infrastructure, and the 

inherent climate impacts (and vulnerabilities) of large-scale concrete construction, 

interest and investment in domestic systems of three-dimensional mobility has resumed 

with an intensity not seen at the height of the helicopter craze of 1943-44 or the heyday 

of the helicopter airlines in the early sixties. However, even if Uber or other commercial 

entities rely on market forces to drive demand for urban aerial mobility, government 

investments in infrastructure and regulation will likely be as daunting as any major 

expansion of surface infrastructure capacity. The Army’s collaboration with Uber on 

urban air mobility demonstrates the persistence of the 1950s model of rotorcraft 

development, in which the helicopter airlines and military established a symbiotic, if 

flawed, partnership. Just as the investments in turbine transport helicopters for airline 

service provided generals Gavin and Howze the tools they needed for the sky cavalry, 

and to fight limited war counterinsurgency, advances in automation, reduced noise, and 

the ability to operate in confined spaces for urban air mobility concepts, make eVTOLs 

well suited for aerial warfare in the urban canyons of China. By April 2020, efforts to do 

exactly that had already begun.561    

While the prospects of urban air mobility are creating as much skepticism as 

optimism, the proliferation of contingency wars and human migration fueled by an 

increasingly dynamic multipolar post-Cold War geopolitical environment, accentuated by 

the rapidly increasing consequences of a changing atmosphere, has created a favorable 
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environment for the utility inherent in state-controlled vertical flight.  The experiences of 

vertical flight’s federal stewards, including Galloway, Gregory, Erickson, Gavin, Howze, 

and Norton, emphasize the connection between the expansion of American power in the 

mid-twentieth century and the nation’s faith in technology to advance both global status 

and domestic quality of life.  Their successes reflected a combination of individual 

initiative, geopolitical contingency, and the resources provided by the enormous reach of 

military investment into nearly all aspects of American life. Vertical flight is hardly alone 

in this regard, as the same might be said of many such technologies, including atomic 

energy, the internet, satellite communication, jet transport, and solid-state electronics. 

The significance of vertical flight as distinct from other transformative military 

technologies arises from the tension inherent to being both an instrument of movement 

and one of control. The desires of vertical flight’s federal stewards were both enabled and 

subsumed by the expansionist state. They remain particularly relevant as the conflicts 

evident in Gavin’s complaints over the use of airmobility in South Vietnam, and the shift 

in the skies over Los Angeles from LAA to ASTRO, previewed the struggles apparent in 

the rapid growth of drones and wide area surveillance systems that increasingly define 

the air above American cities as a contested space.562  

James Gavin, in his final public rumination on the role of sky cavalry, wrote an 

op-ed in the New York Times in the immediate aftermath of the Lam Son 719 debacle in 

Laos. Rather than arguing for further refinement of vertical flight’s lethality as an 

 
562 For the latest, and, potentially, highest stake battle in this technological discourse, see: 
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New York), 3 August 2019. 
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instrument of American power, he argued for a United Nations “sky cavalry force” that 

could swiftly redeploy, guided by satellite reconnaissance and communication, intervene 

in “the current impasse in the Middle East, … maintain peace in Indochina,” and provide 

rapid disaster response.563 The massive UN humanitarian relief operations in Somalia, 

Haiti, and numerous other disaster and conflict zones validate some of Gavin’s continued 

optimism in vertical flight’s potential to improve humanity.  

There is no better indication of the dual tensions inherent in America’s 

development of vertical flight than how the United States uses its rotorcraft in such 

multinational relief operations. The same MH-60s used to hunt submarines or insert 

SEAL teams deliver food and water in response to earthquakes, famines, and refugee 

crises, while MV-22 tiltrotors employed for air-landing Marines in vertical envelopment 

operations are often the first employed to reach remote victims of natural disasters.564 

Much as General Norton discovered on the Bong Son plains in 1966, balancing 

humanitarian relief and military power in the same technological tool created an 

uncertainty of purpose. The 1994 “Black Hawk Down” devolvement of the Somali 

humanitarian relief operation into open warfare demonstrated that such perils persist. The 

“soft power” uses of vertical flight have been essential to the preservation of human life 

and dignity around the world but are equally important to the preservation of America’s 

status abroad. When the U.S. participates in such efforts, its helicopters do not wear the 
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white UN paint schemes with black lettering flown by other nations. Instead, the U.S. 

DoD insignia displayed beneath the rotors remains a prominent reminder that whether 

giving life or taking life, vertical flight is still power. 
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